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CONSEJERÍA DE CULTURA

Patrortc a Alhambra y Generalife



Antonio Gallego Morell, on the centenary of the

Granada author; it was then fed by contributions

from Andrés Soria Ortega and other acadernics, who

were to provide texts and documents full of evoca-

tive strength; it did not sus-vive for long in our peri-

od, although this kind of contributions would still

find a place in the magazine.

The section called "Crónica de la Alhambra"

(Chronicle of the Alhambra) achieved greater conti-

nui ty and strength; if we use the colloquial expres-

sion, it was something of a hotchpotch: it looked at

the most diverse matters, with comments on works

carried out (many of very intense interest written by

Historie Archive of the Alhambra) (1994). 1 should

also highlight the news en "recent work en the

Alhambra and Generalife" written by the architect-

curator Francisco Prieto Moreno; which figured

with few parentheses passing, from issue 9, to the

"Crónica de la Alhambra" section. Incidentally, he

and his technical office provided efficient help in

the publication of sume works. To conclude this

mute, allow us to highlight, in both epigraphs, four

questions that will enable us to evoke fond experi-

ences; we apologise for interpolating our own expe-

riences to them. They are linked to people of very

pleasant memory, who we had the chance to know

— On the rising and first third of the
li fe of Cuadernos de la

the title.The idea was backed with enthusiasm by the Jesús Bermúdez Pareja) coexisting with bibliograph-

Álh robra (Alhambra Ñotebooks)
born president of the Board of Trustees, Gratiniano ical summaries; necrologies; events that were staged

Nieto Gallo, as general director of Fine Arts; he pro- at the monumental site (such as music and dance fes-
JosÉ MANUEL PITA ANDRADE .

Emeritus Professor in vided the design for the cover, which was kept for tivals), the legislation and information about ¡t; the

Universidad de Granada severa! years, and which had the court with the Board ofTrustees'sponsorship, in 1973, of the uzem-

We turn our glance back, slightly excited, to Comares Tower as background. We believe that the orable 23 rd International Congress of the History of

remember the conception of this magazine and the title arose from affini ty with the Cuadernos de Arte Art; and many other miscellanies that would be

time during which we enjoyed the enriching expe- (Art Notebooks) of the Facul ty of Arts, which were long-winded to list. As a peculiar contribution, we

rience of directing it. After many years of distancing, then suffering from two long decades of hiberna- would highlight the data offered by Gallego Morell,

we truly thank María del Mar Villafranca Jiménez, tion, and which would still take almost another ten in several submissions, on the presente of the name

director of the Board of Trustees, for her invitation years to reappear. of the Alhambra in the world. The "Crónica de la

to contribute, in a joyful reencounter, to the celebra- The magazine was structured in a simple way, Alhambra" offered in the Cuadernos de la Alhambra

tion of the fortieth anniversary of Cuadernos de la with few sections, to avoid the servitude which is that we directed, was presented as a totuni revolutusn,

Alliambra. We feel it is important that the institutions often involved in maintaining them. In the first mea culpa!; it was considered highly effective that,

make the most of the singular character of certain place, we made room for the articles, with a mixed over the years, it ended up giving itself order, by dis-

anniversaries, in order to take an objective stock of content, considering the rnultiple aspects that pro- tributing the contents into subsections.

the path covered; even though, on looking at the vide the sight of an exceptional set in which ther is Aiming to link Cuadernos de la Alhambra with

contents against the light, we may sometimes find plenty of room for history archaeology, art, liter- works of rigorous research into the monumental site,

shadows which will, however, highlight the facts. In and so many other things. Looking back at the ti 'hich, due to their excessive length, did not fit in

a country like ours, so prone to ruptures, it is highly of the works that saw the light of day, we can verify the magazine, their publication was envisaged in

stimulating to try and tic up the stages, turning this that it was a good decision that Cuadernos de la annexes; in our period, two of them saw the light of

publication into the result of a common task, rising Al/zambra covered diverse matters, giving absolute day, with the studies of Basilio Pavón Maldonado on

aboye the di fferences of prevailing criteria of each supremacy to those of a cientific nature, withou - different arcas of the Alhambra and the Generalife.

period. Fortunately, in 1989 the twenty-fifth/ scorning matters that we' not strictly linked to the On the other hand, the great monographic of a tire-

anniversa ry of the magazine was celebrated by incor-' Nasrid monument, but that were related to the ss contributor, Antonio Fernández Puertas, on The

porating into it, as the best display of its career, far- Muslim world. In our times, the criteria was adopt- Comares Palace Fafade — in full conception during our

reaching indices of the issues published.At that time, ed, aboye all, when we welcomed collaborations period — demanded, due to its characteristics, a sep-

the celebration was a double une, because the vol- from specialists in volumes dedicated to the memo- arate place within the works published by the Board

ume printed included, in addition, a series of work ry of an illustrious character who was no longer with ofTrustees, of highly varied content.

and testimonies dedicated to commemor upe other at i sified n r r-eport, diere is not enough room for a sys-

centenary of the birth of a notable architec c r o 1 er hout t corr roa e ecount and valuation of the articles that

of the monumental site: Leopoldo Torres lalbás. ` Álbum de a ambra" ham ra bum , a saw t e ght of day. We are able to state with satis-

Let us now try to recall, in the part we are dealQOs jSS E J iRíA D£raCuU>LTU RAion that diere were distinguished contributions,

with, what these Cuadernos de la Alhanibra were dur- with some parentheses; we would like to recall -that especially^ i,^n, the scientific field. It is praiseworthy

ing the thirteen years they were entrusted to us. a^ iÍ atoe' ó9^ t Aolzcó's'suggestion, a pérsCl & (M-3ócui ientation that María Angustias Moreno

1965, it was barely a quadrennium since we had exceptional quality who knew how to unite matters Olmedo gave on our pages; who was also the

arrived in Granada to occupy, in the Faculty ofArts, of art and li terature. It started with two poems by author, years later, of the important Catálogo del

the chair of History of Art, which had become Ganivet, preceded by a juicy coniment from Archivo Histórico de la Alhambra (Catalogue of the

vacant en the death of Antonio Gallego Burín, in

January 1961. It was then that a host of people who

bring back good memories, all of whom have now

passed away, linked to the Universi ty and to the

Alhambra (I would like to remember, abo ye all,Jesús

Bermúdez Pareja, director at the same time of the

Museo Nacional de Arte Hispanomusulmán, Friar

Darío Cabanelas and Emilio Orozco, with Antonio

Marín Ocete as vice president of the Board of

Trustees) and we ourselves wanted to give life to a

magazine that compiled anything regarding the great

monumental site in all its aspects, including the

Generalife, of course, although it did not appear in
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virote "They t rtunately, the uncivil conflict found him with

hobbies] straightened out, first on the study of the

Arabic monuments, with the help of the Alhambra,

making plans and taking notes almost secretly; but in

the use of the abandon that the Contreras used for

it, at odds with my father on variation of criteria in

the restorations" Through one of life's b eat para-

doxes, it happened that Manuel's life was snuffed out

without having managed to car ry out the great

monograph on the Nasrid creation, although he did

manage to do one on the palace of Carlos v. The

magazine used up little more than forty pages to

cover (after what had been published in the second

nurnber) the "Texts by Gómez-Moreno on the

Muslin Alhambra" As we will mention later on, the

his students in Soria (one can only imagine what

would have happened to him if he had been in

Granada), going through difcult moments and

teaching in the High School of the Castilian city.

However, he was able to take caro, at the same time,

under difcult circumstances, of the restoration of

the Cathedral of Sigüenza. In 1939, a new stage of its

existence started, evoked by Fernando Chuecas

After that cessation, and overcoming an ominous

purge report (fortunately without serious conse-

quences) as lecturer at the Advanced School of

Architecture, his life changed course, as he had to

give up his activities as architect-restorer for once

and for all.To enrich the memory of those years,you

and to deal with, and who left a lasting print on the believe it was then that he told us, with a great sense

fields of the historiography of Hispano-Muslim art of humour, "if 1 carry on like this, 1 will end up as

or in the restoring of the monumental site. We are an old persona' He resigned as a member in 1968, in

referring to the notable teacher, Manuel Gómez- compliance with a decree that established the maxi-

Moreno; to thc publication of the "diaries of work mum age for posts that were freely designated.

and problems in the Alhambra and Generalife" For the new magazine, Manuel promptly provid-

written by Leopoldo Torres Balbás; to the homage ed us with a piece of work on "The Alhambra in the

paid to Felix Hernández Giménez, and to the warm 13°' centu ry" in which he masterly analysed, in the

memory we have of all the members of the editori- first place, what he called "flat buildings ." He com-

al stafff; all of them collaborated with the magazine piled, among other things, so lid contributions on the

with enthusiasm, although we should highlight the Alcazaba. The study had been written for the ambi-

print left by two of them thanks to their crucial sci- 	tious work Monumentos arquitectónicos de España

entific contributions to our knowledge of the mon- 	(Architectural monuments of Spain), which dedicat-

umental site.

	

	 ed a volume to Granada; but its publication was

interrupted in 1907.The work was completed with

The presence of Gómez-Moreno both studies on the Chapel of San Sebastián, the

Clearly, we should exp ress ourselves in plural. Tower of San Juan de los Reyes, the Great Mosque

Because all of us who were involved in the magazine of the Albaizín, the wells and thc baths.These "flat"

put the greatest interest in dedicating its first issue "to buildings viere followed by analyses of others (sorne

the notable teachers Manuel Gómez-Moreno decorated), such as th e Royal Hall of Santo

González and Manuel Gómez-Moreno Martínez." It Domingo, the House of the Girones and, going back

very rarely happens that a father and a son i ge to the Alhambra site, early constructions such as the

to reach such an intense understanding their Wine Cate and what could have beca thc Alcázar of

vocation to examine the monumental h itage of . niail.

the city that had given them life. In the magnificent, The resignation of Manuel as a member of th 

irreplaceable Guía de Granada (Guide to Granada Board ofTrustees coincided with the gradual deteri-

(1892, reedited several times and enriched with new oration of bis health. On 27 r5 February 1970 he cel-

information), which contains the first rigorous study ebrated his hundredth birthday A few months later,

on the Alhambra, with numerous first-hand pieces of  on 7
15 June, he passed away at his home in Madrid.

news, it is difficult to distinguish the collaboration of The sixth issue of Cuadernos de la Allianibra for that

both of them. The father (1834-1918), whose s dedicated to bis memory.After an introduc-

and spread work was compiled in a valuable o n us on "remenibrance and homage", the writ-=

magazine would later take on another interesting

work of his. We cannot take up any more room

remembering Manuel. Those who would like to

broaden their knowledge about him, especially

about his exceptional human profile, can check out

the volume Homenaje (Homage), with its alnrost four

hundred pages, which we prepared in the heart of

the Department of the History of Art and of the

Universi ty 's Secretariat of Publications.2

The work diary of Torres Balbás

On the appearance of Cuadernos de la Alharnbra,

one of our most urgent plans (with Che absolute

backing of the entire Board ofTrustees, and particu-

larly of the members of the editorial stafl-j was that

of rescuing the memo ry of Leopoldo Torres Balbás,

who had left a huge print of his activity on the

Alhambra and Generalife, as architect-curator,

between 1923 and 1936, succeeding Modesto

Cendoya 3 Such notable, magnificent task that he

liad carried out over thirteen years demanded

explicit recognition, taking into account that he had

suffered an unfair destitution by the military author-

ity, just Nfew wecks after the start of the Spanish

Civil War, on 25` x' August 1936. That shameful ter-

mination (in the milita ry commanding offrcer`s

order he was reproached, among other things, for

being "a sympathizer of the left-wing regime and

supporter of the militants of the Popular Front") was

preceded, months before, by the controversy awok-

en by the suppression of the fantastic dome of the

eastern shrine of the Court of the Lions; time has

graph,' was also responsable for brief, but incisiv ad dedicated to the monumental sit ywere show rrhow correct that restoration was. Carlos

works linked to the Nasrid monument. Howev ogether in t e ^yb' um hambra" Vílchez Vílchez took great care of mentioning these

the memory we have of the son (1870-1970s i f pL^rtf

especially alive for us, as we were fortu>p^ e

to know hico and to deal with him, with admiratron

and respect, for oven a quarter of a century. Our

memory keeps a clear image of hini when, at the age

of 95 and still enjoying amazing energy, he walked

energetically through the arcas of the Nasrid monu-

ment, in mid winter, without an overcoat. This

cxceptional Granada-born man, who had livcd in

Madrid for many years, maintained his love for the

city that saw his birth, although always seasoned with

criticism about how much bad was being done to it.

As member of the Board ofTrustees, he still attend-

ed the board meetings whenever he could, with

nimble interventions. We can still see him before the

paintings on poor-quality leather in the Hall of

Kings, which viere a reason for great concern. We
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could turra to the vibrant letters he w ro te to Gallego after his father's death contributed in a decisive way. this "diary" in the pages of the magazine probably

Burín. 6 Torres Balbás dedicated himself to teach and We are referring to his diaries on "works and prob- influenced the idea of publishing in it speci fi c infor-

to the study of mediaeval art, publishing important lems in the Alhambra and in the Generalife." With mation about the works that were being carried out

works, especially about Muslim and Christian archi- rigour and detail, he noted in them eve rything that on the monumental site.

tecture. Referring to the magnificent bibliography happened at both sites, dating it all with accuracy.

repertory (in which, however, there are some onus- He detailed the work carried out on the Alhambra The homage to Félix Hernández-Giménez

sions) put together by Carlos Vílchez Vílchez, 7 it is from Thursday 19`
5
 April 1923 (two days after he It is worth mentioning the homage that was paid

instructive to compare the titles published over 23 took possession) to 30`' June 1936. He took posses- to the famous architect-curator of the Cordoba

years, between 1916 and 1939 (150) and those that sion of the Generalife — which had been integrated Mosque and of the great Medina Azahara site, in the

appeared during the 21 remaining years of his lile, into the monumental site in 1925 — on 8` 1  May of double issue 10-11 (corresponding to 1974 and

until 1960 (263). However, we should also add the the same year, and work did not start until 15`
1,
	1975), and even in issue 12 (1976).At the beginning

tides that saw the light of day posthumously, until October; in the "diary" they were also sumniarised of the first one, we said how "during the spring of

1985 (29), although a few of them were republica- up until June 1936. 1975 Granada was going to offer a homage to Felix

tions and others belonged to the first stage. As evi- Bear with us while we transcribe here some of the Hernández Giménez through its two most impor-

dence of his research — and to a lesser degree disclos- introductory words that we wrote in issue 1 of tant cultural institutions: the University and the

ing — activity, we should remember the marvellous Cuadernos de la Alhanrbra. "As the author himself says Board ofTrustees of the Alhambra. The University,

"Archaeological chronicle in Muslim Spain" in the on the cover of the manuscript, `this is a provisional keeping with an agreement in which Felix

magazine a Al-Andalus, his numerous collaborations diary, nearly always written ve ry quickly, without'' Hernández Giménez had been appointed "Doctor

in Archivo Espa0ol de Arte (Spanish Art Archive) ara sworrying about how it is written, just wor rying Honoris Causa" [...]. The Alhambra Board of

other important books which include, in particul about it being exact' [...j. We are publishing, in the Trustees, rounding off the commitment to publish

the two volumes of Ars Híspaniae dedicated to first place, the diary that belongs to the Alhambra. It an erudite, rich piece of work of novel ties El

"Almohad art. Nasrid art. Mudejar art" (i 1949) is written in a landscape format, A4 notebook, Alminar de Abd Al-Rahnian nr en la Mezquita Mayor

and "Gothic architecture" (vsi, 1952). nd in leather and with the pages numbered up de Córdobdd (The Alminar of Abd Al-Rahman iii in

We were fortunate enough to know Torres Balbás to 300. He mainly wrote on the uneven numbered he Great Mosque of Cordoba) [...]. These inten-

and to deal with him quite regularly from 1944.The pages, and sometimes used the even ones to add or ns were to be enriched with the delire that a

relationsbip started when we completed our degree to clarify the information. These complementa ry 	series of academics could be associated to the hom-

in History at the University of Madrid. We then notes are printed inserted in the place they occupied age. [...1. This is how the plan that the pages of

worked at the Instituto Diego Velázquez of the in the diary. In addition, the sununa ry in the text is Cuadernos de la Alhambra should be open co

Higher Council of Scientific Research (though foros sometimes interrupted in places on a certain date to researchers from very diverse fields was born [. ..].

it was still the Historie Studies Centre), arad i p se n ov ew of the entire work C ri^ d The maga; rae was seriously delayed; which greca

liad our first iinage of him, which we still e o t i ertai ."The paragraphs transen , I ue to the ood reception the idea had had, with
•uidelible: serious, a tasan of few words, concentrated are enough to v ue the r ontent"ot ü s intens̀

e

VVV

 the ̂announcement of numerous deliveries [...].The

on consulting books in the library. One day cae WC O NSE iIR tIAn the C s ssíTs u RAngements for this solemn investiture event [...]

introduced co hirn by our teacher, Francisco Javier the magazine, between 1965 and 1970; the last one had to be postponed in April 1975, on discovering

Sánchez Cantón, a great friend of his, with w tiir' q atOvoted ti te ,AJihi fli b ra y Gen er aeclining state of Felix's health. 1 remember

had started to work at the Instituto Padre Sarmiento We wanted to call people's attention to the value

de Estudios Gallegos. As we wanted to focos on the of the diaries on "works and problems" because, sur-

study of the Romanesque and Pro togothic art of our

land, he suggested us the theme of our doctoral the-

sis: La construcción de la Catedral de Orense (The

Construction of the Cathedral of Orense), and

offered us useful advice until we defended it in 1947.

When it was published in 1954, he dedicated con-

structive criticism, objectively disagreeing with some

points. His unexpected death, on 21 s` November

1960 (which occurred as the result of having been

run over) gready affected us.

On vindicating the niemory of Torres Balbás in

the pages of Cuadernos de la Alhambra, the fortune of

being able to count on a splendid document that

Leopoldo's son had donated to the Board ofTrustees

prisingly, they viere not an object of comment in the

memorable issue 25 ofthese Cuadernos de laAD2arubra

connnitted to jointly celebrate, as already nien-

tioned, the "silver wedding" of the magazine and the

centenary of the birth oflorres Balbás. hi the exten-

sive and rigorous for ty-page piece that Luís Cervera

Vera (a colleague from the San Fernando Acaderny

of whom ve have fond memories) did throughout

Torres Balbás' life and work, he only gives a brief ref-

erence to the diaries in the list of posthumous pub-

lications. However, Carlos Vílchez Vílchez paid great

attention to our "Work Diary". It was the basis of

the doctoral thesis devoted to the fanious architect

and which cae previously registered.The presence of

with great emotion my final visit to his honre in

Cordoba, when his strength was waning. He felt

great enjoyment on being able co contemplare, after

the laborious printing process, his dense monograph

on the Cordoba minaret. 1 believe that this was the

last great satisfaction in his life, increased by the

promise that the Alhambra Board ofTrustees would

also take charge lf the publication of another impor-

tant work that was still unpublished: the one dedi-

cated to Medina Azahara. The death of Félix

Hernández, on l7th May 1975, caused a deep feel-

ing of frustration to all of us who were with hico

during his last days. Not only had we lost a teacher

and a friend, but also a man who left behind a first

class example of hard work at the service of a noble

vocation."
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The accumulated work started a change of direc- day, there were three of them: Jesús Bermúdez We also have excellent memories of the second

tion in the kind of collaborations that appeared in Pareja, Darío Cabanelas Rodríguez ofin., and Emilio member of the editorial staff, Friar Darío Cabanelas

the magazine. The one provided by María Elena Orozco Díaz; Francisco Prieto Moreno joined from Rodríguez, OFM. If he were still alive, maybe he

Gómez-Moreno was unusual; on asking her to join the second issue; and from the fourth one, Antonio would have realised now what the magazine was

the homage with a piece of her own work, she sug- Gallego Morell, the only one who, happily, is still during the years he directed it. A professor in Arabic

gested that the best thing to do would be to provide alive.All of them, without exception, contributed to Language at the Faculty of Arts, he was the Board of

an unpuhlished piece of work by her father, as Felix the life of the magazine collaborating in it, and al] of Trustees' secretary when the magazine started to be

had always considered himself to be a disciple of them without exception left a deep print on their published in 1965. He always followed the career of

Manuel. Thus, the presence of Gómez-Moreno in path through the Alhambra and Generalife Board of Cuadernos de la Alhambra from close te, although his

the pages of the magazine increased with an interest- Trustees, developing other efficient and cvell-done collaboration was first expressed in the field of the

ing study called "One of my linking theories." We fimctions in it. However, in the epigraph, we decid- publications on the Alhambra (whose Connnittee

will not recall here the content of the issues dedicat- ed to highlight two narres: one for his massive con- we had the honour of presiding over) in an impor-

ed to the homage, preceded by an expressive photo- tribution in the fundamental fields of archaeology tant book: El morisco granadino Alonso del Castillo (The

graphic article. However, we will point out that with and the history of art, to the objectives of Cuadernos Granada Morisco, Alonso del Castillo) (1965); he

it, as we mentioned earher en, the standards that had de la Alhambra; and the other for the significante of then appeared in the pages of issue 8 of Cuadernos de

prevailed in Cuadernos de la Alhambra were finished his collaborations and for taking over m us in la Alhambra (1972) with an advance of what would

with, which was a good thing, and matters that were directing the magazine." : end up being, in the forro of a book, a capital con-

not directly concerned with the Nasrid site, but Jesús Bermúdez Pareja, the first director of th
b4líi^iptibra:

ribution on El techo del Salón de Comares en la

which were linked — except on very rare uccasions Museo Arqueológico de la A1hambra and then of the decoración, policromía, sinrbolisuso y etimología

to the Muslim world, were included.The magazin failed Museo Nacional de Arte Hispanomusulmán, (The ceiling of the Hall of the Coreares in the

started to be fed with new, famous collaborators.This may have been, of all the people we knew in those Alhambra: decoration, polychromy, symbolism and

homage produced, through an exemplary c racter, days, the one with the greatest in-depth knowledge etymologv) (1988); in it, he provided important keys

a healthy fraternity between Cordoba and ranada, of the monumental site. He conmaitted the best o for its intetpretation. He contributed to the homage

between the Caliphate world and the Nasrid world. is life to studying it, to discovering its essences, to to Felix Hernández (issues 10-11) with a piece of

We will finish this epigraph with another mea culpa! experiencmg it. The appearance of the magazine work — m which Antonio Fernández-Puertas collab-

We crowned with success our efforts for his mono- enabled him to include in it, in the forro of articles orated — on the inscriptions of the Comares Partal

graph on the minaret of the Cordoba Mosque to be of rigorous research or brief and substantial chroni- and Fa^ade. When we left the directorship of the

published (we were deeply touched that, before his cíes, a pulsating view of what affected the monu- magazine — due to our move to Madrid —, he took

death, he asked his brother in Barcelona to have a mental site from the archaeological or artistic point over it and maintained and improved its career,
bucopy dedicated to us bound in leather), but s Priet eno's u 1, e s - c n contents with new, prestigious people.

recognise that our enthusiasm to improve t rely r ative 1 c t th s time, he continued with his contribu-

VIthe study on die Medina Azabara (he dieáwi outY at were carrred out in he am ra an tion wi h is collaborator en inscri theinscriptionsP in

correcting it and it dearly needed it) delayed C OPt 1E .JEIIAsoOco LTURAambra and, at a personal level, on other matters.

printing. When we left Granada in 1978, the great tain actions or on the widest range of matters were We would like to highlight his valuable presence in

work was still unpublished. Pa tro flg3ttjos ^ l'ri co3i t ac ude aa eaJI5fB a substantial piece of work on "Torres

Cuadernos de la Alhambra, which registers the collab- Balbás and the Islamic studies in the Spain of his

The editorial staff. Bermúdez Pareja and orations that appeared en reaching its twenty-fifth era".The trail of Friar Darío can be followed to the

Darío Cabanelas year of life (see volume 25 of 1989, pp. 277 to 279), magnificent summary that he left us en "The

The final stage of our journey recalls the efficient you will be able to see that the number of those Alhambra: a historic introduction" in the catalogue

help we always had from within the Board of written by Jesús Bermúdez Pareja (31) greatly of the memorable exhibition Al-Andalus. Las artes

Trustees to carry out our task, mainly through the exceeds those of all the others, despite the fact that islámicas en España (Al-Andalus. Islamic arts in Spain),

editorial staff. This was made up of the President they were registered only in the first thirteen years. which had the Alhambra and the Metropolitan

(who lived in Madrid as he was, ex o ficio, the General Although many of his interventions were short, they Museum of Art in NewYork as its settings, in 1992.

Director of Fine Arts), the Vice President (alrnost were also substantial. On remembering him now, we

always a relevant figure froto the cultural world of were impressed to see that his narre was present in Endnotes

Granada), the Director of the magazine asid the most of the issues that appeared during our time MOYA MoR.srES, J. Manuel Gómez-Moreno González. Obra

memhers. Obviously, we always had the hele of the there; however, he did not collaborate again after dispersa e inédita. Compilat;on and preliminary study by

first two, who changed over the thirteen years. 1978, when he retired, although he still hved for Javier Moya Morales, Granada: Instituto Gómez-Moreno de

However, we will express]y recall the members, who another eight years. Altar his death, we celebrated la Fundación dación Roddyuez Acost2, 2004.

followed the progress of Cuadernos de la Alhambra the presence of his son, Jesús Bermúdez López, en 2
Homenaje a Gómez-Moreno. 1870-1970, Universidad de

from close up. When the first issue saw the light of the pages of the magazine, from issue 23 (1987). Granada, 1972.This work had a precedent in instalment 101
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of the Boletín de la Universidad de Granada printed in the the lack of spaces which, on remaining open, would vitalise

same year as Iris death, just before the appearance of issue 6 a beautiful site flanked by the Fundación Rodríguez Acosta

of Cuadernos de laAlharnbra.A fter our"Presentation". it con- with its Instituto Gómez-Moreno.We referred to Francisco

tains unpublished autobiographical news, a broad curricu- Prieto Moreno on several occasions; he succeeded Torres

lum and numerous texts dedicated to Manuel in the heart Balbás as architect-curator; this did not prevent him from

of diverse institutions and by numerous people. It just so always praising his action, although he sornetimes had di ffer

happened that the publication coincided with the creation ent criteria. It also state the contributions of Antonio

of the Instituto Gómez-Moreno, in the Fundación Gallego Mo rell in the magazine; we should mention the

Rodríguez Acosca. useful and honourable task he carried out as vice president

For the prevailing criteria on the preservation of the under difficult circuuutances.

Alhambra and the destitution of Cendoya, see ALVAREZ

LoPEua, J. "La Alhambra entre la conservación y la restau- — Reviving the Memory
ración (1905-1915)", Cuadernos de Arte. Universidad de EMILIO DE SANTIAGO

Granada, xiv, 1977 and "Una decisión polémica: el cese de Academle of the Royal Aeademy

Cendoya en 1923", Cuadernos de la Alhambra, 13, 1977, of Fine Arts in Granada

pp.161-173. An oíd saying gocs that by remembering some-

VíceHtz,VíLCHEL, C. La Alhambra de Leopoldo Torres Balbás thing, you live it again.And I can vouch that there is

(Obras de restauración y conservación. 1923-1936), editori- a lot of truth in this. Maybe this is wh accepted

once-President of the Alhambra Board of Trustees,

Gratiniano Nieto Gallo, stated that he confidently

trusted that the initiatives and collaborations that

might be received in the future would manage to

make this new publication into a vehicle for dissem-

inating knowledge and research, which would come

to fill the gaps there were — and still are — in the stud-

ies in art and archaeology of the last bastion of

Andalusian Islam; an initial desire that was satisfacto-

rily met over time. Many years have gone by from

this primitive nwmbling to the happy current reali-

ty; many of those pioneering chatnpions — in fact

almost al] of them — are sadly no longer with us.

However, their entrepreneur spirit and the sustained

example of their patient, rigorous work is still very

much alive.

My poor words will not achieve sufficient expres-

sive shine to bring to mind lacre, to the extent to

al Corvares, Granada, 1988; Víccnez,Vit,CHEZ, C. L.eoyo4 with great pleasure the invitation of the director o which they are worthy of it, the memory of the

Torres Balbá . Biografías granadinas, Granada, Editorial the Alhambra Board of Trustees to add a brief text decisive role that distinguished figures of the likes of

Comares, 1999. that carne from my own mirad to other more emi-  Jesús Bermúdez Pareja, Darío Cabanelas, Luís Seco
7'

TORRES Beu.BAS, L. Obra dispersa. I. Al-Andalus.

/981"Inthe

ade la nent sud expert collaborations that this volume has de Lucena, Juan Martínez Ruiz, M Angustias

España Musulmana, Madrid: Instituto de España compiled. The memorablé occasion of the fortiet- Moreno Olmedo and a long etcetera had; especially

first volume, of the ten that make np this very i mporta anniversary of the appearance of the Cuadernos de la Profesor Pita Andrade, the first director of the edi-

repertory of work cornpiled by Manuel Casamar, Fernand Alhambra (Alhambra Notebooks) required that ah of orial staff, and fortunately still active today in bis

Chueca Goitia offers in che "Prologue" (pp. 8-9) a beautiful us who participated — whether the degree of our profession. In some way, the work they did, and that

opinion with juicy comments. involvement in it was greater or lesser — should bear which is still to be done by their successors, was set
a GALLEGO ROCA, E J. Epistolario de Leopoldo Torres Balbás y witness, in any way, to the hotnage this unique pub- in the original task of the Gómez-Morenos (father

Antonio Gallego Burin.2' ed., Granada, 1995. lication deserves. A creature of science that saw the and son).They were both the true fathers of a line of
7 As he himself declared, che first bibliographies t a ligó day t ks tc the tWiMbs de s art and archaeology that set a standard in

to Emilio García Gómez; they appeared in che a t th oters !d to the copious dosag si is d that served as a rigorous prelude to all

Discurso de ingreso in the Real Academia de la s ocia 5 h kne o 4o add to it. Neither ti e - t t r, erfected research, in keeping with its

sud in the necrology that he dedicated to him in Al-Ara e n ', ñor the antiquated tech-
^^

uate
.^ ^ y

q
(xxv, 1960. VíLCHEZ VÍLCHEZ, Carlos:"Las publicaciones de nical means that were available in those days dissuad-

Leopoldo Torres Balbás" Cuadernos de Arte. Jj-1iirOfl a: thed oJsJhAhA 1 Iiseientiouu rcc errninatiptl.

Granada. N° xx, 1989). The list was used by Luís CERVERA Within Spanish Arabism, particularly that of

VERA. "Torres Balbás y su aportación a la historiografía Granada, high level scientific initiatives have been a

arquitectónica española". Cuadernos de la Alhambra, vol. 25, rare breed, situating it in the most forward position

1989, pp. 65-104. of the varied arcas that this forro deals with. First Al-
s 

Emilio Orozco Díaz was its vice-president between 197(1 Andalus, a publication of the schools of Arabic

and 1973; we recall the work that he did in issue 13 of Studies of Madrid and Granada; later, Miscelánea de

Cuadernos de la Alhamhra (El Patronato de la Alhambra en Estudios Árabes y Hebraicos (Miscellany of Arabic and

los últimos años", pp. 184-186); therefore we would high- Hebrew Studies), to culmínate with the Cuadernos de

light, among other things, bis noble fi ght to achieve the la Alharnbra; these are the clear exponente of a bunch

expropriation of the Carmen de los Catalanes, which would

take several decades to achieve; he also fought so that "in the

Alhambra site [there should be] a large green ares that

would enable the Mauror hill dominated by the Reddish

Towers to be duly boosted"; this would come after the pro-

posal of the Fundación Juan March to take tare of the

restoration of these fortifications, which was frustrated by
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of periodical publications that have hardly any pos-

sible comparison in any other place, either with

regard to quantity or quality.The first Cuadernos de la

Alhambra saw the light of day in the mid 1960s at a

historie time for Spain as such a venture was quite an

adventure of an uncertain destiny. With a slight hes-

itation in the presentation of the first volume, the

as'cending methodological level and new findings of

all kinds. Nothing has served as a greater verification

of thiisp aubstantial mobile realiry than these Cuadernos

de la Alhambra. Forry years of progressive perfecting,

with the driving force of an increasingly greater

opening of the spectrum of the rnatter in hand, have

enriched the unusual heritage of research and stud-

ies into the multicoloured arcas of art and the civil-

isation of Islamic Granada. The set has been

increased with a complex background of new terri-

tories, in whose districts there have been installed

numerous essentiai referentes for a smartened up,

fuller concept of the Alhambra interhistory, con-

ceived in the tnost Miguel de Unamuno rneaning of

the terco.

As I mentioned at the beginning, the evocation of

the birth of this publication, whose anniversa ry we

are celebrating, is a return to experiencing its great

moments, that my mernory keeps together in a



plcasant comer and which I try to prepare now or simply blurring with thick mist what one day '' Nasrid Ship Bol is

under this kind of face-to-face and experienced evi- we decided to preserve with zeal, as one preserves MANUEL CASAMAR

dente. With Swiss precision, I preserve the far-off relics from an irreversible past full of experiences.
Emeritus of the Museums Corps

memory of the comings and goings with lots of gal- It causes living admiration to contemplate the Tlie Arts of Islam was the titie of the nionientous

ley proofs in the old Uranian typography, where slow, progressive career of many starry efforts to exhibition held in London by The Arts Council of

texts were cornposed riddled with Arabic voices seek an end. From its first dawn to date, diverse, Great Britain, between 8 th April and 4`f ' July 1976. It

written in their particular spelling or transliterated substantial contributions have stacked; views with brought together examples of Islamic arts frou all

with a cornplex system of accents which sometirnes a synoptic perspective condense the best that has periods and places, allowing them to be studied and

drove the typographers crazy, as well as those of us been prepared under the common denorninator of appreciated. Nothing similar had come before it, and

who had to do the suitable corrections. It is like analysis of a monumental site that greatly exceeds no event has surpassed it since; a inilestone, indeed.

bringing back to reality these awful initial tasks, the mere condition of tourist attraction to pene- As the official Spanish delegate for this exhibition,

which, by a strange paradox, I found enormously fas- trate into a domain in which histo ry is distilled, in I had a ship bowh (photo 1) included in the select-

cinating and educational. In the past, everything was this complicated contredanse of its zigzagging and ed works, alongside other ceramic pieces. It had been

done with the industrious, patient work of the barely imperative movement. There is no other reconstructed frorn fragments found in Malaga's

craftsman. Our hands and our astute visual skill were better vantage point for making out the past than Alcazaba or Moorish fortification. Under number

our tools, not always infallible,that we put to exhaus- the thousands of pagel, held in the many volumes 426, it carne in the catalogue as unpublished. While

tive use. Everything was seen as a genuine challenge of this magazine, that have already appeared; ev r- this was the case, it could be explained by its poor

from which we had to come out victorious at any : lasting evidente of old tasks of late teachers appearance — a less than beautiful testirnony in its

price, so that the publication would reach the lev knew how to practise, in their clases or with thei econstruction its descriptivo text was not accom-

that was demanded and duo. I can recall, with pa written u rord, this ditficult prodigy, this daily trade panied by a photograph.2

ular clearness of perspective, the enormous en- of teaching. Perhaps they did not look any further This text pointed out:"this bocal provides a pair to

tion, the infinite tare used by Friar Darío anclas than to serve as a vehicle of knowledge, very aovare the famous ship bowl in the Victoria and Albert

in conveniently polishing the punetuatiofi and the of constituting something like the links of an old Museum, ..ondon".This ship bowl is known as the

drafting of the dif erent articles, the correct translit- / chain that will continue to add new saps that will "arios of Portugal", as the ship bears this coat of arras

eration of the Arabic voiees or the orderly printing extend the life of these studies, with the insistente on its main sail (photo 2). 1 included the bowl from

of the illustrations with their corresponding cap- and renewal typical of the waves of the sea sung by Malaga among the exhibits, despite its poor appear-

tions.The late Arabic professor, who so readily exer- Valéry. There is still a lot of ripe corn to be harvest- ante, for the purpose of comparing the two pieces.

cised — despite trying to cover it up — his Galician ed. New people will fill the horizons, the operators As for the catalogue, it had already been agreed that

talent of very skilful diplomacy, with his Franciscan will have new salaries and everything will take en the arras of Portugal ship bowl would be included

serge habit belted with a white cord, carefu a a e Base with s ucessive spr' n t the pieces made in Malaga: "however... has

the typed pages, that reached him froi i n te w w of the "ns sw^y.. ten y been argued that these wares were in fact

authors, into the filo. With a slow and cerreernomous In t e end, t is is t e essence oto the human: to ma e in Malaga and are Moorish, not Christian

pace, like the great Ortegian Brahnnin, he went re OtPiIsSiE r f I A nDis Cr LaFU RAducts". The old notion of them originating from

afternoon after another to the printer's. 1 often bring us closer to the straight u ne of legitimate Manises, which had persisted lince their discove ry in

accompanied bien, as little more than a studeíaf+? itgresde la Alhambra y Geneiremid 19` 5 century 3 and is still sometimes

(probably more inquisitive than outstanding) in the In these few linos, I have tried — I really do not advanced today, ovas therefore done away with.

iast years of Semitic Philology at the Faculty of Arts know whcther I will have achieved it — to arouse Later, 1 also included these pieces in the exhibition

of our Universiry.1 would venture to state that, pro- the memory of yesteryear in order to better La paz y la guerra en la época del Tratado de Tordesillas

portionally, I learnt much niore on those multiple explain and understand the valuations of the pres- (War and peace in the period of the Treaty of

to-ings and fro-ings, on those frequent visits to the ent, and to launch the stone of ,Juan Ramón Tordesillas), held in Burgos between 9 t1' Septeniber

typographer, in that prodigious art of correction the  Jiménez towards the future, with the cure chance and 30`!  November 1994.They appeared in the cat-

wise friar carried out in peaceful monaste ry-hke that there will be light. A subtle Novalis stated: alogue under number 1384 . On this occasion, ¡t was

silente, than in the hours wasted on useless lessons "All memories are melancholic and all hope is made very plain,1 feel, to the Spanish public at least,

from mediocre lecturers. Sitting opposite him, at the cheerful". It is useless to conceal the powerful that their attributed origin was Malaga — the inter-

table in his office, I saw the pages piling up, one after charge of sadness which serves whoever returns, national public had already accepted this back in

the other, after passing his meticulous eye over the obligatorily, to what is lost and unrepeatable of a 1976. In view of the abundante of ship representa-

errors. His purifying filters for the rnisprints that past time crammed with moments that are forever tions en Nasrid golden lustenva re bowls and frag-

have usually swarmed around printers' workshops gone. In the same way, how full of hope the future ments, en the pottery waste from Malagas Alcazaba

— like disruptive elves —, since Gutenbergs times, is, the journey still left of a fertile existente for this and in several museums, nry stated aim, in addition

Over the years, one's memory acts with a certain publication with such a beautiful and evocative to raising the profile of these productions, is to set

tendency to deform events, hypertrophying details narre: Cuadernos de la Alhatnbra. out a more appmpriate chronology for them, based
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plete, can be attributed to the same workshop (photo

5); and another, which is the same shape but just

blue, in the sanie museurn, arad present today in the

Exposición efe Ihn Jaldiín (Ibas Jaldún Exhibition) in

Seville's Alcázar or castle (photo 6); in addition to

other sundry fralnnents belonging to ship bowls, in

this museuin, in Malagas arad in the Victoria and

Albert Museum, London; these date back further

than the findings in Fostat, Old Cairo.

Having introduced the background, we shall now

look at the deductions afforded hy the study for the

periods; but 1 do not know of any ship bowls

arnong them.This does not mean that they do not

exist, it is an ares in which much remains to be

studied.

Having introduced the fragmients and verified

they originate from Malaga potteries, ve shall now

revise the chronology

The reserve silhouette arad dotted filling of the

Istanbul fragnients is indeed wholly similar to that

depicted u sa the handles of theVase, from El Salar, in

Granada's fertile lowland, who owned Fortuny arad

on the ships they depict. I have had knowledge of Ships of such characteristics could be found in purpose of establishing origin: firstly, in 1983, Dr.

the existence of these representations for a number any Mediterranean port beyond the mid 15` x ' cen- Hughes, from the British Museum, analysed the

of years now, and as far as 1 am aovare, sorne rernain tury. On this subject, I shall at least recall the mixture of the arras of Portugal bowl,Victoria and

unknown. large unfolding engravings in Bernardo de Albert Museum, and detected the presente of a large

These bowls depict a ship with a round stern, Breidenbach's work Viaje a 'Tierra Santa (Journey to amount of slatey schist particles, which are very

stenrpost helm, forecastle and aftercastle, three masts the Holy Land) - niade between April 1483 and coannron in earth in Malaga and clearly point to it

and a rigging panel on the pawl and mainnrast, and January 1484. They depict a series of ports, for being part of Malaga production - which liad

lateen on the rnizzen mast and a boat on deck. Four instante, the Port of Rhodes, where similar ships are already been accepted. The absence of schist in the

fish move between the waves under the ship and the landed inside the port and at sea. Or more specially, earth in Valencia and Murcia° provides a further key

background is filled with small snaüs and rosettes; on sheet 44 (fig. 2), the impressive view ofVenice, to deterinining the origin of the two questioned

towards the edges, stylised plant motif, opposite in which displays all types of vessels including ship productions. In 1942, Dr. E. Kühnel had already dis-

reserve, complete the decoration. hulis still at dock, or already launched, ships tinguished the Malaga pieces, among other charac-

The Museum of Islarnic Art, Berlin, holds, in anchored at Dogana, at the mouth of the Grand teristics, because "the clay used... contains fairly

five fragments, a kind of flowerpot holder which Canal, or sailing, wholly similar to those being dealt thick... grains, which have a distinctive colour."10

vas found by Ernst Kühnel in Istanbul's antiques with here. 7 	Secondly, the fragments of the Alhambra, cata-

market, prior to the Second World War. He prora- Furthermore, from the Malaga at the toro of the logued hy Isabel Flores Escobosa in her study ora the

ised to publish it, 5 but failed to do so, arad there it 15`' ccntury, ove have a Ucautiful testiniony h. l gulden lusterware of the Alhambra, 11 with numbers

remains, unpublished. I ovas able to study it and Vectorial, orT12e Urtconquered Knight: A Chron 96, 97, 99 arad 100, figs. 45 and 46, a ll belong to trun-

take photographs in the raid seventies, during a Deeds of Don Per Tiiio, Count of. Buelna. hi Ma ted cone bowls, like the arras of Portugal bowl,

visit to the museum - whose headquarters, at the 1404, duren` expedition against piracy in the ánd Nave different sizes arad depict boats. According

time, were located in Dahlem thanks to the Mediterranean, he took advantage of th ate to the writer, their mixtures contain "reddish parti-

kindness extended to ene by the Director, cturer berween Castile and Granada to disembark eles", that is, particles that are darker than the Test of

Dr. Klaus Brisch. Recomposed with parí missing, eople en the beach of the city, which he crosse the mixture, with the schist appearing on cutting

the piece is catalogued under inventory number^then visited the aljama or synagogue, the atarazana or (op. cit. pp.142-143).

J.6467 and the origin: Spain, 15` x' century (photo 3 dock arad the house of the Genovese. a The latter is a At this point, it is fitting to make a clarification

a, b); it is the lower middle part of a virtual cylin- facet of Genova's trade with the Nasrid reign, and with regard to the exports of Malaga productions

der, slightly moulded, with a flat base, between 8 specifically through the Port of Malaga. This trade of gulden lusterware to the Orient, while this con-

and 16 millimetres thick and with a slight accen- continued throughout the l5th century, and even tributes little to the theory of delaying their

tuation on the upper part; 23 centimetres tall, 25 afterwards, enabling Christian ships to be present in chronology.The principal Malaga fragments in the

centimetre diameter at the top and 23 at -̂' e e s waters on arder occasi' 

of

ctoyia and Albert Museum"-and others, such as

w mwhose shape, hile incoplete ; is fairly ur^ Un der inve t̂ numb h t. e s ot e 1\ y usseum of Islamie Art, Berlin proceed from

Nasrid production, as at least 1 myself do not know Is amsc Art, Berí^ ín,Tiolds a blue an go den luuster- Cairo 's trace in antiques. In short, from the rum-

of another similar. COLAS-1, whiRíAcDi 1EetrCi Ld iJRAing in the imtnense tip that the former Fustat

The cylinder is covered with a golden brown diemeter (photo 4). Likewise, it de jets a chip similar has been for centones. The abundant Malaga

deeoration that shows, Uetweeu the t SJ aflOoth`!Q 1 sclookeda,l 4J ij1 in ee Cairo museums 13 also come from

horizontal bands, a virtual fieet advancing, com- size; the ribs are indicated by way of painted blue there; these arad others are fruit of the work ofAli

posed of two complete ships arad part of another liases, the same with the pieces of the main sail, not Baghat. All of them, as well as others which

two.They are al] sailing with unfurled sails arad pera- sgrafto, as with the arras of Portugal arad Istanbul appeared in Alexandria, sorne studied by myself,

nants blowing in the wind, on a sea in which five ships.There are replicas of this bocal: a bowl fragment but not published, demonstrate Malaga's trade with

dolphins are merrily junsping, not five groupers as housed jo the Museo de la Alhambra, while incoen- Egypt in the Nasrid period, arad even in earlier

Os the bowls arad their fragrnents (see fig. 1 the

reconstruction of their development). The differ-

ences with die bowls of this type arad their frag-

ments are: the fish in them are groupers, c' and here

dolphins; and here in the background reserve is sil-

houetted arad filled with dotted lisies, and there, no

reserve is silhouetted arad small snaik arad rosettes

make up the background, as rnentioned earlier; but

the ships have the same characteristics, although

their depiction is less detailed in the Istanhul-Berlin

piece (photo 3 arad fig. 1).
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which we can find today in The State Hermitage Biagio in 1485, 17 depicting the meeting between future, on the basis of well-defined, documented

Museum, Saint Petersboug; 14 according to ahl opio- Jason and Medea (photos 9 and 10). archaeological findings, since the findings of the

ions, it belongs to the 14`5 century group. On the In 1495, these very ships were depicted in detail Alcazaba and of the Alhambra are known to com-

strength of this, the chronology of these fragments by Vittore Carpaccio in the Venetian port scenes of pletely lack data from scientific excavation, and are

would remain the same, but the type of ship seen in the cycle of St. Ursula, housed today in the Galleria not in themselves very accuratc from a chronolog-

the Istanbul-Berlin fragments and ships depicted in dell'Accademia (photo 11).They can also be seen in ical point of view.

other artworks, aboye all pictorial, contradict this the Shrine of St. Ursula painted by Hans Memling, Finally, if the production of weapons, fabrics and

chronology and place them considerably later, as 1 Memling Museum, Bruges. other sumptuary objects or clothing is sufficiently

am attempting to do. However, dating from 1459, the famous manu- attested until very late dates, why is the production

Let us examine some of them: in the altarpiece script, recendy sold, from the Virgilian works of the of such luxury ceramics not too?

Cubells, dated 1463 and dedicated to St. Ursula and Bodmer collection, depicts ships w lnch are consid-

her journey to Cologne (photo 7), Joan Rexach erably more archaic than diose under study here, 18 Endnotes

reproduced hull ships with a round stern, sternpost since they only have square sail on the single mast. 1 am reluctant to accept for this truncated cone foros, with

helos, pawl, mainmast, mizzen, small forecastle and These three-mast ships, depicted in the painting of very unequal diamcters, defined support and high vertical

aftercastle, sails and foretop which differ little from the late 15 51' century, in the numerous engravings, lip, so characteristic of Nasrid ceramics and so evolved with

those we have been studying, 75 but still without miniature books and contemporary manuscripts, the respect to the "bacini" and washbasins with a spherical ten-

three masts. examples and photos of which could be advance " s dency, more archaic, the generic narre of ata for (washbasin),

Some years later, on 4 55 April 1475, the Castilian evidence but would cause this essay to be unne or jofaina (washbowl), since the word zafa (simply bowl in

fleet under the command of Juan Martínez de sarily lengthy, permitted high seas sailing and discov- nglish) st ll remains in che vocabulary of Granada, is more

Mendaro gained victory over a Portuguese fleet in eries by the Portuguese and Spanish at the Glose of spuerfic, 

a

d is aecredited by authorities in the fielel of Nasrid

the Straits of Gibraltar. A testimony to this victory the 1  t century. cer - - studies, such as Manuel Gómez-Moreno Martínez,

remains in the forro of a votive panel (photo 8), It should be pointed out that the person who Jesús B núdez Pareja or myself.

which Mendaro had ordered to be placed in the depicted the arras of Portugal and Malaga ships veas. z Tl e Art_< of Islam. The Arta Council of Great Britain, 1976.

parish of San Pedro, Zumaya. It shows highly sim_

/

either a sador, familiar with che ship rype and its sail- Westerham Presa Ltd., p. 272. Prior to this, 1 had rnaintained

¡lar Castilian and Portuguese ships, with square mg, or at least a keen observer, en account of the correspondence with Arthur Lane and Roberto. Charleston,

sails on the mainmast and lateen on the pawl fore- faithfulness shown in all the details, not ottly of the from the Victoria and Albert Museum. 1 had told them

top on the mainmast and a small forecastle and ship, but also of che manoeuvres to arrange the sails: about my theory about their arras of Portugal bowl belong-

aftercasde, like in the ships seen iu the engravings the mainmast and mizzen hoisted and the pawl mast ing to Malaga workshops. While he accepted it in private,

made in 1486, yet seen in 1483, espeeiall in the down, as if setting sail, in the arras of Portugal ship Charleston did not include it in his World Ceramics. London.

view ofVenice, from Breidenbach's work. i b vl ctoria a bert s to 2), by Hai y 68, figure 393 a), b), pp. 140 and 147. However,

sure Che board formed part of the exh i o e t s in th r nstruct u Malaga b t a in , as a contributor co che book by Luis M. Llubiá,

Reyes Católicos y la Monarquía (The Catholic
w

(photo 1), the paw1 gaast and mainmast up and the Cerámica Med/cual Española. Nueva Colección Labor.

Monarchs and the Monarchy), Valencia, 2000 J$ E IA .D Er CU LiTU RAarcelona: Ed. Labor. 1967,1 had supplied Llubiá with pho-

appearing in che catalogue under number 164.The the ship wadin t to the o en sea) ^ tos a d for publishing in relation te, amongryt,fonnation

analysis given of che piece in the catalogue, as fa na 4t^Ue rhlee tc ct c s s^b y in^1 bt il1si cAs our bocal. which he accepced and disclosed: see

as the ships are concerned, is not completely accu- and the end of che centur}; as seen in the represen- pp. 97-99 and fig. 144.

rate, as the arras of Castile are identified on the tations advanced, the ceramic pieces depicting them The ship with the arma of Portugal on its main sail carne

pennants, but not those of Portugal. 1 6 It may have can be no earlier than the end of the third quarter of robe known in che sale of che Eugene Pioc collection, held

been one of those Portuguese ships from the bat- the 15 t1i ccotury, a cut-off so to speak. Which is why in Paris between 25°' and 30''' April 1864.The catalogue

tle of Gibraltar which, in its flight, sought refuge in

the Port of Malaga. Even more so, if we think that

Granada could have been an ally to the king of

Portugal, at war with Castile, en account of doña

Juana's succession, against doña Isabel. Not an

insignificant circtunstance.

Other pictorial representations of ships of this

type are found in the panel by Ercole de'Roberti Los

Argonautas abandonan la Cólquida (The Argonauts

Abandon Colchas), dating from around 1480, Museo

Thyssen Bornemisza, Madrid, and in the "cassone"

of Florentine eveddings, painted by Antonio de

the chronologies advanced until noca for the ceram-

ic pieces cannot be taken over to the first half of the

15` 1' century, even less to the end of the l4` h centu-

ry, as proposed to date.

This obliges us to revise the chronology of the

truncated cone bowls with or without ship repre-

sentations, and to extend che use of che decorative

chapes and themes employed in them virtually

until che end of the Nasrid reign, and consequent-

ly, the production of gulden lusterware in che

Malaga potteries. That is if ve are not Torced to

draw other conclusions at some point in the

Catalogue des Objets d'Art... de La Collection de M. Eug. Piot,

p. 27, noted under no. 111: "Grande et belle jacte, offrant

extérieurement un décor moresque d'un beau caractére; á

1'intérieur, un grand navire pavoisé et aux voiles

employées, portant les a rmes des rois de Portugal de la

maison de Bragance (sic.)". It was sold for 1,360 francs.

The inventor, number of the Victoria and Albert Museum

is known to reflect the order number and year of entry of

the piece. Since cae know the relevan[ number, 486-1864,

the buyer can be deduced to be the then Museum of

South Kensington, named after that area of London, and

today Victoria and Albert. founded by che then qucen and
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hcr husband. J.C. Kobinson, the curator of the museum at 12 ANTHONY RAY. Spanish Pottery. 1248-1898. London: Andrade, its first director and primary driving force.

the time, ¡nade the purchase. See DoraThornton, Lustred Victoria &AlbertPublications, 2000, p. 121.AtcTHuILLANE, During the years of his leadership, this publication

pottery froto the Cantagallí workshop. lis sources and English Early Hispano-Moresque Pottery. The Burlington Magazine, acquired international significante due to the

connections. AFOLLO, cli, 456, Feb., 2000, 33-40, pp. 36, 38, 1946, pp. 246-249. authors and articles contained in its pages. I remem-

38 and fig. 8, which reproduces and comments on a repro- 13 MANUEL CASAMAR. Fragmentos de jarrones malagueños en los ber the years of my participation with fond nostal-

duction of the famous bowl, made in a Florentine work- Museos de El Cairo. Al Andalus, xxvi, 1961, pp. 185-190, gia.When the professor resigned upon relocating to

shop and today in the Stibbert Museum. 111.10. Madrid, following the publication of the Cuadernos

a La paz y la guerra en la época del Tratado de Tordesillas. Sociedad 14 Al-Andalus. Las Artes Islámicas en España, pp. 356-357. de la Alhantilra' 13 rh issue iu 1977, he recommended

Estatal para el v Centenario del Tratado de Tordesillas. 15 JUAN REXACH. Retablo de Santa Úrsula, proceeding from me to replace him at the head of the magazine.

Madrid: Electa, 1994, 
pp. 

180-181. Cubells. Museo de Arte de Cataluña. Inv no. 15927. However, Prof López González (then chairman of

E. KÜHNEL. Loza hispano-árabe excavada en Oriente. Al- h FIDEL PREZ MíNGUEZ. Los trípticos de Zumaya: Notas de un the Board) considered that, although I was a nation-

Andalus, vi, 1994, p. 267. peregrino. Bol. Soc. Esp. De Excursiones, xxx, 1922, pp. 122- al government employee of the Professional
1 GUILLERMO R.SELLÓ BoRnoY, Ataifor de la nave, in Al- 123, ill. SALVADOR ANDRÉS ORDAx. País vasco: Arte (Tierras Museum Corps at the Museo Nacional de Arte

Andalus. Las Artes Islámicas en España. Granada. La en España), Madrid, 1987, p. 203. JoAQuíN YARZA LuACES. Hispanomusulmán, I was not a member of the

Alhambra, 18 March — 7
0
 June 1992. The Metropolitan Tabla votiva de)uan ,1-1or íi,e< de ,i-lendaro, iu Los Reyes Católicos Alhambra Board of Trustees, and he therefore pro-

Museum ofArt. Madrid: Ediciones El Viso. p. 361.There is y la Monarquía de España. Valencia, Septe,nber November posed that my teacher, Prof Cabanelas Rodríguez,

also an English version: Al-Andalus. T7te Art of Islarnic Spain. 2004, No_ 164, pp. 487-489. take charge of the magazine. I wotild like to publicly

NewYork.The Metropolitan Museum ofArt, 1992, p. 361. G BIACto VAN tONto, La Rencontre dejason et Medée Florence; thank Prof. Pita Andrade for his support and the

There is a very detailcd description there which 1 shall fin xvómc siidc [1 5J, I°,ri,, Must c des Are Décorañfs, esteem he showed for me by recommending me for

repeat here. L'Estan,pille.- COb¡et d'Art, n° 320, jm,vier 1998, p39. G. LA this position. He has never mentioned it to me, but

1 use the facsímile edition of che enriched Castilia rsion, I? ocalE J. VIVIELLE. Navires el Marisa. Del 'lice. I did hear of it from the unforgettable and beloved

for its inclusion of the view of Rome, Zar oca, 16th cris, year of publication unnnown, 1, p. 213. Prof. Jest}s Bermúdez Pareja, Prof Darío Cabanelas

January 1498. lis Swiss editor and printer, Pablo Hurus, used The Trojans abandon Cartliage and embark for Sicily: fo Rodríguez and Tax Authority Inspector Luis

the wood from the first Latin edition, Maguncia 1486, for ships are depicted and in the chip in the flore, with the anchor Martínez González.

the panoramic views of towns and ports. He arrantged them raised and sail unfarled,Acneas looks out while other fellows I became a member of the Alhambra Board of

on eight unfolding pages, so as not to disturb the pape order finish embarking and in the background Dido can be leen Trustees ex oficio when I was named director of the

of the book: Bernardo de Breydembach, Viaje de la Tierra with a sword through her. who throws herself on the pyre, Museo Nacional de Arte Hispanomusulntán on 29

Santa. Colección Primeras Ediciones. Madrid: Ministerio de whose flanes set Carthage alight. (Aeneid. 1. v, vv. 1-7).The June 1979, having passed the public competitive

Educación y Ciencia. 1974, sheet 44. This is t serVir n , illut ate ipt v e ens of the Professional Museum Corps.

the unfolding sheets, almost one and a hall e. a It oubtl s o), date 9 1 a ere po ng appointed to this position, I also

admirable typographic show. It, along with t n b o nt Ma om d, C n f t D a a member of the magazine's editorial staff. I

the other engravings in the text, enrich the edition of the Bodmer. Sotheb 's. Loŵdpon, 5th ul 2005 19-33. ublished fottrteen articles in total op until issue 19-

work. Also see sheet 53 with the view of Candia: the sesONS5EJÉRi.L4geóÉt, LTUR(from the year 1983-1984), four in collaboration

under study appear in it. The engravings wen 	in maae fr m ex ert t avi a r Mi e n el de 1 ien e and ext m wi Cabanelas Rodríguez, ofm. andY 
the

g g rr^nató. c % l^`h^árr r^ , d tise ro. rA g
withuez an one

drawings by the painter Erhard Reuwich, oue o "thhe pi - grantu e co him or sharmg bis nauttca an ot r expertise ro aná Angustias Moreno Olmedo.

grims accompanying Breydembach (op. cit. p. 3 of the with ate. When the Alhambra Board ofTrustees was hand-

Introduction). ed over to the Regional Government ofAndalusia,
ri 

R. BELTRAN LLAVAUUR, GUTIERKE DÍAZ DE GAMES, El ~ The Mexuar Fa^ade Poem the new director of the Board appointed by the

vectorial. Salamanca 1997. For Islarnic Malaga see che Comments on the poem of tlze Regional Department of Culture made the negativo

exhaustive book by María Isabel Calero Secall and Virgilio C OY11'areS Fa^ad le decision to inelegantly depone and later discredit the

Martínez Enamorado, Málaga, ciudad de Al-Andalus, Malaga, ANTONIO FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS members of the former Board that had been under

n i1995; pp. 301-313 for the parí o the por Professor of Muslim Art History nt. Even today, the the authority of the Ministty of Culture. The only
Universidad de Granada

site where the factory of Genova stood is remembered by one who nmanaged to stay on was Prof. Dacio

the street "Castril de Genoveses". Preliminary Note Cabanelas Rodríguez, who accepted a position as a

ALAIN CAIGER-SMITH. Lustre Pottery. London: Faber and 	In response to the kind invitation I received in Board member after being nominated for one of the

Faber. 1985, p. 95 (21). writing from the new director of the current Board two membership positions that the Municipal

° KÜHNEL, op. cit. p. 255. ofTrustees of the Alhambra under the authority of Government of Granada is allowed to fill, according

ISABEL FLORES ESCOBOSA. Estudio preliminar sobre Loza Azul the Regional Government ofAndalusia, I am once to current regulations. The first chairman of the

y Dorada Nazarí de la Alhambra. Madrid: Instituto Hispano- again contributing to the Cuadernos de la Alhambra. board returned to him the various articles that 1 had

Árabe de Cultura. 1988, figs. 45. a-b and 46. a-b-c; pp. 80- I began to publish articles in this magazine in its turned in to the magazine's editorial staff, as well as

81 and 142-143; ill. m, p.173. 8`h issue (1972) when it was directed by Prof. Pita all the material for concluding my bilingual niono-
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graphi.c publication on the Comares Palace FaQade. suggested rnaking life-size tracings of theta at the tangular pilasters, and the columns in the corners

Al] this material is still sitting in folders at my house, Technical Office; his suggestion was followed, and provide an angular finish (Fig. 1; Image 1). This

along with the liundreds of design plans I made on the tracing papers are currently on file in the three-part distribution is also present in the caves,

site irr 1974 by tracing the entire facade using scaf- Alhambra Board of Trustees' Blueprint & Drawing provided by the layered base shores and the over-

folding. Archives (Figs. 1-3; Image 2). 4 hanging girders edged in palco-leaf designs on each

I never dreamed that this strange attempt to oust The caves consist of a horizontal crowning adorn- end (Figs. 1 and 3; Irnage 1). In rny book, La fachada

a university researcher would also affect my educa- ment piece for the base, a wooden fr ieze engraved del palacio de Coreares, i (The Fayade of the Palace of

tional work as a tenured professor of Muslim Art with poetic text with stepped footings and over- Corvares 1), I dealt with the evolution of three-part

History. 1 found myself thwarted at every turn by hanging girders edged in a palm-leaf design at both fa^ades and with this fa^ade in particular.5

excuses stating that it was "temporarily" impossible ends (Figs. 1, 2 and 3; elevation and section). Abo ye Architectural tradition — here on the Fa^ade — in

to gain access to parts of the Alhambra closed to the the stepped footings and overhanging girders the re is Muslim art, and in Hispano-Muslim art in this case,

public, as well as many other inconvenientes. a soffit, the edges of which are finished offwith sco- is a fixed idea to follow, a kiud of mimicry, with s ty-

Therefore, 1 chose not to return to the monurnent tia moulding (Fig. 3: S).The vergeboards and ceiling listic variations that evolve over tinie.This three-part

and simply continue my research work at home beams run across the top at cross-angles to each design does not exist in fa&ades designed as a whole,

using my personal library and archives of photo- other (Fig. 3: T-2 and C1-C16); and when these as I nave determined in nry research.The best exam-

graphs and drawings. This situation has lasted for reach thc footings, thcy rest opon them cntircly, ple of a unified cave design in Muslim art in all of

over two decades — the same two decades in which which is why four of the beam lieads directly abut Al-Andalus and the Maghreb is that of the Corvares

the Board was led by the first director appointed by

the Regional Government ofAndalusia.

them (Fig. 3: C-2, C-3, C-14 and C-15).The beam, Palace Fa^ade.

at each end of the caves that rest en their respecta 2) The second characteristic of the Mexuar

My contribution to this 41" issue of the coa overhanging girders with palco-leaf ci sections Fas ade caves is that there are trapezoidal pieces

deals with one of the topics 1 discussed in pa sues have a trapezoidal panel that partially covers the aboye the layered shoe bases, on which two external

— the epigraphic poems of the Alhambra  — and papo, or underside, of the beam ends (Fig. 3: C- 1, C- beams rest, and another bearn rests en the overhang-

allows me the satisfaction of correcting the interpre- 16). 
a

ing girderts (Fig. 3: section Z.i.1 and Z.i.3; elevation

tation of une of the two poerns first published in tisis The vergeboards between the beato ends are Z.i.1, Z.d.1; Imago 1). In the Corvares Fa4ade, tisis

magazine thirty-two years ago, the Comares Fa^ad crowned by a second oblique soffit or frieze (Fig. 3: trapezoidal piece also appears abo ye the columns

poem. C; Image 2) outlined with scotia moulding that runs with overhanging girders at the angles, creating a

I believe that readers should be aware of the rea- along the top of the beam ends (Fig. 3: C1-C16). pleasing comer effect. 5 In the Mexuar Fa^ade, this

sons for my absence from this magazine for over Tucked finto the wing coverts between the ceiling effect is not so pleasing, given that the small amount

twenty years (from issues 21 through 40) and for my beams, there is a hexagonal tile, two sides of which of space between the shoe bases and the overhang-

rotura to its pagos, followmg an invitatron x r e e ,er than others (F^g . 3; ]maje ); faces mg g^rdm g girders boxes in the wooden frieze panel and

by the current director. T belong to the r t at wmg rts and of the boas r t ished

`

racttcally obscuros the inward-facing sides of the 

writers who were fortunate enough to publis our in scotia mouldmg, upon which the ti es at the coge shcc bases Fig. 3: M.i.2 and M.d.2).

work in that specialised, dynamic and scientific OJl5EeJ2E R1^e DEf(tJL FLJ.Rg3) The third characteristic confirms the descrip-

reputable magazine directed by José Manuel Pita Until 1995, there were 14 convex tiles on the^ caves tion given by Ibn á1- Jatib in bis Nuf3da tu, regard-

Andradc, who was succcedcd by Bri Wr %Í at& 15 1A h1, idA l -rda5yoi Gdgc" Rrrg hlf y complction of thc new Mexuar, which

Cabanelas Rodríguez tiles on the caves — the tiles on either end were bro- was unveiled on the night of the 1362 mawlid

ken — and 14 en the upper part of the wall. After the (which fell on 30 to 31 December). 7 Muhammad v

General description of the cave of the restoration work, the caves now nave 15 convex tiles liad recovered the throne barely vine months earli-

Mexuar Fa^ade aligned along the width of the wall and the caves, 14 er, and he intended this celebiation to be a confir-

After having created the usable access door to the unbroken edge tiles and 2 broken tiles, one on each mation of his power. Por this reason, he ordered that

patio in front of the Mexuar Fa^ade in 1925 2 , end (Figs. 1 and 3). These details are important to the entire Mexuar arca be quickly remodelled and

Leopoldo Torres Balbás took down the caves and recall when observing photographs taken before or celebrated the birth of the Prophet in that same

overhangs in 19303 and reinstalled them using lay- after the 1995 restoration. arca, despite the fact that the work "was only par-

ered roof tiles to preserve the thickness of the tially completed, given that the first part had not

perimeter wall (Fig. 1 and 2; Image 1). In 1995, the Characteristics of this eave even been finished, much less the second." These

caves were removed once again to restore the pieces, The cave present a series of unique characteristics words uttered by the GrandVizier Iba al Jatib cap-

and when they were reassembled the convex tiles of that are of particular interest: ture the essence of the most notable characteristic of

the width at the top of the wall were in perfect 1) The first is that the ornately decorated face of the Mexuar Faiade.Allow me to explain.The panel

alignment with the first liase of cross-section bracing the Mexuar Fa^ade offers a very advanced division with the three verses of the short epigraphic poem

tiles on the caves (Fig. 1; Iniage 1). Fortunately, when into three segments. The central arca is separated on the frieze asid the receding steps of the footing

the pieces were taken down, Manuel López Reche from the side panels (which are very narrow) by rec- were crafted specifically for this site (Fig. 4). But the
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rest of the carved woodcn pieces that cover the inscribed on a band across the symbol (Figs. 1 and 4; Antonio Almagro Cárdenas, assisted by a Mo-

footings, overhanging girders, vergeboards and ceil- Images 1 and 2). roccan, published it in his work Estudio sobre las

ing beams were recycled from different eaves, pieces inscripciones árabes de Granada (Analysis of the Arabic

of wood and two sawn-off "splayed arches-panels" The rectanXnlar scroll and the broken scalloped Inscríptions of Granada).'2 He got the metre wrong 

(tablas-capialzados), a as an analysis of these pieces will circles on either end. Two bands comprise the geo- he gave ramal — and the translation is also flawed.

dernonstrate in my soon-to-be-published mono- nietric design of the scroll's upper and lower edges, A.R. Nyki, in his article "Arabic lnscriptions of

graphi.c work on the Mexuar. The scotia moulding which copie together at the scroll ends (in Fig. 4:3 the Alhambra and Generalife" 13 read and translated

and the wing coverts with the deeply inset hexago- the upper band is outlined in white and the lower the poem correctl y. He stated: "Mexuar Gate. The

nal tiles may also have been made especially for the in black). Both the upper and lower bands split inscription on the wooden frieze under the caves is

1362-1363 remodelling project. All of the recycled finto two ends which forra a scalloped semicircle alrnost correctly quoted by Almag ro, p. 18, but the

elements, in addition to providing evidence of on each side of the scroll (half of the scalloped metre is kñmil rnapzti, not ramal. The translation is

buildings no longer in existente, speak of previous edges of the scroll) and later pretend to be two rib- incorrect, except for the last hemistich." Nykl goes

schools and styles of Nasrid art; this is indicated by bous outlining the scroll's upper and lower edges on to read the poetic text correctly, exactly as it is

the varie ty and diversi ty of the beams, which are that cross over each other and forro knuts at regu- inscribed, having researched his work on site.

different from the beams that have survived in exist- lar intervals (Fig. 4:3). When the ribhons reach the ^I  a)l Jlll a L
ing Nasrid palaces. edges of the scroll, their ends separite; une devel- 

JI 3J 1I

4) Upon analysing these recycled elements — par- ops in a scalloped pattern to meet up with its part- ^Ir Jyl b _^
ticularly the varie ty of ceiling beam ends, with dec- per from the other sido, while the other becomes`

orative themes that predate this sovereign and h a knot with three opon gaps. In this way, the enti Nykl was able to provide the correct reading of

father, Y6suf i — we find ourselves before a lar geometric desuna is created by two bands that are "aw sárti"' in the second hemistich of the second

chapter in the art of woodworking that has hitherto divided, intcrwoven, knotted and scallopcd. A vers  id al-ilahi ni the second hemistich of the third

beca hidden and which provides a much more s tylised plant motif, displayed axially with regard to verse. ough this facha is long in the narre of

interesting and comprehensive perspectivo en the the bisector point (Fig. h4:1), also decorates the Alláh, the nscription actually reads 'alif, ldrn-'alif, lárn-

study of Nasrid wood carvings. spaces between the scroll and the circles.The motif h3' = al-ilahii. His literary translation is excellent and

Since the Mexuar FaQade was created when th consists of double palco leaves attached to plant lear:

original outer wall of the hall was thickened so that stems, which creates a triple-scallop motif, or palco "Oh formdation of the exalted kingdorn, who

the current doorframe could fit (Fig. 2), the wall fronds with one lealcurled in a spiral and the other boasts a kind of marvellous work!You Nave been (or

alongside time patio liad to be covered with a higher curving outwards. may you have been) oponed for an evident victory

roof that would drain rainwater directly onto the The Nasrid coat of arras is located inside the and for the beauty of the work and of he who cre-

roof of the cross-sectioned caves (Figs. 1- a ré °̂ ntion c álloped circles s 1 * a nurnent to the Imám Muhanm7ad. 33

of L. Torres Balbás blueprints were saved, r t j the e anel and the in a - s' es ( ay t adow of the Most High cover sil."

any plan made in 1995 of the mternal structure o o the overhangrng grrder eads (Frg. ; ig. 4: - n , otnote 33, he clarified: "The poet is most

the caves — how they are connected to the -C,, ONg}^s ^+i J^ca^Eor^tULTUR ly referring to Muhammad v and not mii. José

where the drainage pipes fit into the timbers or how band. This shows that Muhammad v brought the and Manuel Oliver Hurtado share this belief, op.

p ! s*( On a I ftñÍ 
r e rñ MP -they are sloped, the materials behind the^ ea ast^c coat of^r s frt^n cit. 2^^^

sumably hrick and cement), or the double roof-sup- moment he recovered bis throne in 1362. It was the Emilio García Gómez, in one of bis recent

porting timbers that p robably uphold the layered same dynastic symbol that his father liad already used works, 14 said of this pocm: "Mexuar Gate, 2.

overhanging girders and thc tail ends of thc heams. on tbc tile skirting in the New Qalahurra ofY ii suf i Anonymous, in the rcign of Muhammad v. 3 vers-

We will have to wait until thc next reparationjob to and on the painted toothing of the domed, mugar- es in rapaz rnapziii' (or accentual verse) rhyme: ir'.

draw and obtain the missing data. na honeycomb work on die underside of the arch- He then went on to provide t ime Arabic verse

way leading into the Contares Hall, where his narre without having read the inscription on location;

The Inscribed Frieze Panel (Y iisuf i) appears. j ° this is evidenced by the fact that he reads sani'

lt is a rectangular panel that extends from one instead of ave sani ' in the second hemistich of the

footing to clic other (Figs. 1, 3, 4; lmages 1 and 2). The poem second verse, and al-Ildh instead of al-Ea/mi, adding

The panel displays a long scroll, scalloped at the ends, Rodrigo Amador de los Ríos' translation of the another 'alif to the fatha — a vowel that i.s always

on which three poetic verses are inscribed une after three-verse poem on che fr ieze is fairly acceptable: long when used in God's narre (al-Ilalu). This i.s

the other (Figs. 1 and 4; Irnage 2). On either end of "Oh, exalted seas of the sublime regal dignity and his interpretation:

the frieze, there are scalloped semicircles, the other haven of marvellous art! You opened wide your . J^I 11 
j j

^ ^ll X111 ^ ^ . L
halves of which are on che corresponding lateral door and it was a worthy action and memorable

footings. Nasrid coats of arcos, also broken in half, are benefit of the imam Mulrammad. May Allah spread oy^l !j; ^ . i r J1

within these circles, with the dynastic motto his favour over all."^1
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Mv translation differs from Nykl's, because 1

believe that the poem's verses explain the existente

of the Mexuar area, the identity of the pious sover-

eign who built it and the period of his sultanate in

which it was built:

^!I JI Lj :—: lUl d L

° ^I ° -- J— _ li

1) Oh mansion of the exalted throne (kingdom)

that harbours an astonishing architectural foros

2)You were opened for resounding victo ry

And for the beauty of art and of the skilled artist

3)Work of the Imam Muhammad.

May thc shadow of God caten over all.

In this period, the ra ías (leader) of the Chancellery

was Ibn a] Jatib, but the poems do not appear in

either of his two pub]ished Diwánes. 17 Ibn Zamrak

also worked under the leader as the kátib (secre-

tary), and neither of these poems appears in his

Diwdn published in 1997. 18 However, this poet

declared himself to be the author of every epi-

graphic poem on the buildings constructed by

Muhammad v 19 , a fact that has been indirectly con-

firmed by the discovery and publication of the

Diivdues of chancellery leaders Ibn al-Yayy5b and

Ibn al Jatib. YCtsuf m, known up until now as Ibn

al-Ahmar, recorded the following paragraph in

which Ibn Zamrak declares the services he ren-

dered to Muhammad v and Yiuuf 11, 20 which,

according to my translation, states:

García Gómez went on to comment:

"Nykl, p. 177, afúrms that the poem is written in

káruil ma yzit', correcting Alm[ag ro] who stated that it

was in ramal. Neither of them is correct. The met re

is exactly the lame as that of number of the preced-

ing [poem] 1, in other words, rayan mayztl'.The first

two verses cannot be kámil.The last one could be, if

we read "al-imámi" and "al-Ilñhi"; but metrical logic

demands that we read it as "al-imñm" and "al-Iláh". In

addition to the previously mentioned [poem] num-

ber 1, [poenis] numbers 21 and 26 are also in this

metre.

2b: Nykl reads it as: "au' saul ` ".

I have added the square brackets to clarify E.

García Gómez's comments. He went on to provide

his interpretation of the poem without having stud-

ied it on location, and having guessed at his text

using "metrical logic" which contradicts two words

in the actual inscribed text that were read correcdy

by Nyk], aw sana' and al-Ilahi. This is his translation

tion over everything.

The calligtaphy. It is clear that the poet composed

these verses after meditating on the place they would

occupy (the Mexuar Facade), the recent política]

events of the sultanate and the person of the emir. It

was normal for poetic epigraphs in Nasrid palaces,

conceived by court poets in the Diw)in al-Inda' (the

Boyal Chancellery), to not only be composed but

calligraphically arranged for surfaces of wood, plas-

ter, ceramic, marble and stone.16

The tulut ealligraphy duetos of the characters

bears the mark of the sabe hand that wrote the

four-verse poem of the Corvares Facade frieze.

Who was the poet who painstakingly wrote out

the text in the Diwán al-Inil and passed it on to

the carvers of the wooden friezes in both locations?

beheve that he may be the poet who wrote both the

Mexuar Facade poem and the Comares Facade

poem, given his statement and the similar calligraph-

ic ductus, which would have been drawn by the poet

himself and laten copied unto wood and carved

according to the orders given to the craftsmen by the

D iwán al-Insá .

E. García Gómez says of the word "turuz":

"In Al-Andalus, 11, 1934, p. 228, I translated turuz

as "embroideries [probably the stucco wall decora-

tions]," based en the similarity to tirá.z; but a passage

in Magqari, Ana/retes by Leiden, ii, p. 237, which dif-

ferentiates, in the inscriptions in one house, the text

written P 3yl j from the writing x) s J (tlte

pronunciation of which is unknown to me)

and S ,wi , leads me to believe that jb has a spe-

Comtnents on the text. The poem contadas vari-

ous historical-aesthetic ideas: 1) It begins bv declar- "t served IMuhammad vi for thirty-seven years: three in

ing that the Mexuar Hall is Che "location" or "man the Maghreb and the rest in Al-Andalus. During these

sien" of the exalted throne or kingdom, as Ibn al- ears I composed sixty-six gasidas for him, celebrating an

in verse: Jatib con fi rmed in his narration of the 1362 tnawlid al number of festivities. Al] the admirable verses and

his 1NiuJáda 
111.15 

2) It explains that the mansion 	itin nt praises in his felicitous mansions - in the fortress-

1) ¡Oh mansion of the royal throne vas opened" for "resounding victory" - the victo es and the palace of Riyád, as well as in the Alijares (al-

that hosts subtle labour within! ry won by Muhatmnad v when he recovered the düfr) and the Sabika, and also in cupolas, lagas, turur and

2)To great victory you were able to open throne in 1362 from the usurpen Muhammad vi. 3) other locations - are my work. 1 'vas trusted by him,

And to art and who crafted it well. For this reason, he remodelled this place - the as well as by has son, my master Abii-I-Hay d [Yúsuf u]

3) It is the work of the Imam Muhammad Mexuar - with "the beauty of art and of the skilled - who have been the cwo greatest kings ofthis land - and

May God shelter sil in his shadow! artist," as Ibn al Jatib recounted ni bis Nurada lit and 1 praised the latter in many and sundry gasidas. He com-

as I reason in iny monograph on the Mexuar, of missioned me to make peace with rulers on both sides of

García Gómez adds that, "Nykl's tran t hi he pr e t ork is r e t e rs, and 1 also made peace with the Christians on

177, is acceptable. My version is a "rhy4 a to enzpha t it is t r ' la t n se rate occasions..."

translation." Everything said in the sabe place of the v, as stated in Nufadi iii by Ibn al Jatib. 5) The poet

[poem of the] preceding number is valid here... CO NS EJ RIA c hCULTLJR jbn Zamrak names the primary locations for

Antonio Fernández-Puertas. In my opinion, this is a title reserved only for caiiphs. 6) Th nal which ]i composed has epigraphic poetry, adding

Nykl's text is much closer to the inscription a latiQstt ends theAAJt y tn^olán ^oMpros ití' á other locations" at the end. Therefore, 1

his version is good, whereas E. García Gómez's

version in verse is stilted and indecipherable

because of his use of hyperbaton to make the

words fit into verse for ro . My interpretation of the

poetic inscription is similar to Nykl's. I went over

it with the great specialist in Hispano-Muslim

poetry, my friend and colleague Mahmúd `Ala

Makki, and he agreed with my interpretation, ver-

sion and the analysis made by Nykl. It is interest-

ing to note that the i' rhyme of the poem is pres-

ent in the first and second hemistichs of verse 1, as

dictated by the rules of Arabic poetry in every

verse that begins a poetic composition. This rule

shows that the short poem was written expressly

for this place and was not taken froni a longer

verse.
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cial technical meaning that 1 nave not yet discovered Ibn Zamrak, although it did not appear in bis Diwdn leaves (with one extended and the other curled, or

in dictionaries."21 	published in 1997. However, I must also point out both curled finto spiral chapes), and sometimes

So the epigraphic inscriptions appear as: 'alá iwán that more than one copy of Ibn Zamrak's Diwñn was even peppers (Fig. 4:1; Figs. 8-11). The gaps left

al-diár = "aboye the iuran of the house" or "above the conipiled by Yúsuf ni, the sultan who studied under below the characters by the poetic composition

hall ventilated by an archway in the house"; 'alá this poet-vizier. The proof lies in that the famous style are filled with isolated units of the flora

turuz= "aboye friezes like stripes"; alá-l-nñd"t = gasida that he wrote on the occasion of Prince Abú described aboye.

"aboye the spacious nreeting hall." `Abd Allllh Muliammad's circumcision appeared in Polychrome. I can make an educated guess at the

This is the feasible translation that I believe s}rould the 1997 Diwñn edition without two verses that did original colours of the inscription, given its similar-

be given to the word tiráz (plural turuz), because appear in the text of this gasida that al-Magqari ity to the Corvares FaFade frieze. The Mexuar

when those plaster and wooden friezes we re multi- included in his works Azhár al-riyád and Naf al-tib FaFade poem, written aboye the floral design, may

coloured, they produced the same aesthetic effect as in the 17th cerrtury. 24 	Nave liad white letters outlined in black, as 1 have

silks, woven fabrics and tapestries with their vibrant Characteristics of the alphabet in tulut. The upper seen in the pocos of the Corvares FaFade.The flora

colours: gold, silver, bright red and russet, sky blue segment of the 'alif and l3ni is thicker than the lower would have been done in gold on a background

and indigo, green, black and white.This is how they part, as is normal when using a quill (cálamo in painted either red or indigo blue. lf the scroll back-

were painted: 1) the rectangular bands of long scrolls Spanish, from the Arahic galam) (Fig. 5:1, Fig. 6:23). ground was red, the background behind the scal-

with scalloped ends and scalloped circles that appear The two hau-'al(f nexos create a "v" shape when they loped circles of the coat of arras would also have

aboye the tile skirting of the Qalahurra ofYtiisuf I; 2) cross over each other, as tic 'al f stroke is finer than been red; and if it was indigo blue, the triangular

the large plaster friezes aboye the skirting in the that of the laos (Fig. 7:29).The zd presents a sinnla spaces between the scroll and the coat of arras

northern and southcrn galleries of the Patio of rtein with its corresponding diacritic mark (Fig would have beca blue as well. The coat of arras

Comares with poems by Iba Zamrak; 3) the batid 17).The 6 if in die middle and the end, has-q cu rved must have beca white with a red diagonal hand, as

aboye the Lile skirting of al-Qubba al-Kubrá in the body that ends in a cu rved vertical or horizontal it appears painted on the upper part of the tinibers

Qasr al- Riyád al-Sa ` id with the rectangular scrolls tn (Fig. 6:22).The last letters of each word cither in tic Mexuar Hall. The scroll bands and lobos

and scalloped circles containing a poem by Iba ntinue their strokes en^into the next word, or i must Nave also beca white with black borden. It

Zamrak, taken from the famous gasida of the cir- end stroke cutis under the word it completes, like the would have actually looked like a beautiful tiráz-

cumcision of Prince Abfi `Abd A liih Muhanunad, há' asad fue aya (Fig. 6:18; Fig. 5:6). The letters that order, given the colours and the appearaucc of

son of Mul}arnmad v. connect with the following word are ha', rá', zay, lato, embroidered fabric that is characteristic of Nasrid

In fact, Iba al-Yayyáb uses the word tiráz in one mira, wáuw and ya'. Letters with diacritic rnarks are decoration. Tbeir silks show the bright, vibrant

of his four poems inscribed in Yfisuf t's New normally bd', ta' ta', yin2, záy, z5', r', niio and ya.' The colours that their plaster, wood and marble have

Qalahurra'° in kñrnil metre and 32i rhyme, which f' is written in the Al-Andalus and Maghreb style, failed to preserve.

reads: ' ith the peri 'd ated uRIJALUCCIT.the

Att` (> igs.5 ents on the poem of the Comares

The letters, and sojnetimes the words, are subject- Fa^ade (Fig. 12)

This is my literal translation: the Qalahurra "CQ N r§A tl >IEPC LTU.RANeither the Mexuar Fa^ade nor the Coreares

clothed in the tiráz of glory at the momo t in }which A}lt̂hough the calligraphy is not liad, it is obviou hat FaQade, oenrs were recorded in the manuscript

appeared/ therein the narre of our o rt n ^}4^R t^uá. c1iapleted"m re asti y 'fhan t e wrrtter i die Morisco25 Alonso de] Castillo, cur-

Hayyáy [Yúsuf i]" Thus, the textile significante of poem of the Coniares Facade, to say nothing of the rently located in the National Library of Madrid,

the bands present in all four poems is clearly speci- calligraphy of Iba a] Jatib in the Hall of Corvares or number 7,453. This translator read the Alhambra

fied. 23 	that oflbn Zamrak himselfin the original part of the inscriptions in 1562 by order of King Felipe ti. It

1 believe that this clears up the meaning of tir tz 12-verse poem on the northern portico of the Patio is certain that he did not actually see these poems,

(plural turuz) in architecture; it was used as a poetic of Coniares, or his 24-verse poem on the poly- because they were inside the private arca of the

(and perhaps also technical) narre for a carved chrome plaster tiráz of al-Qubba al-Kubrá in the Royal Residente of the Catholic Monarchs,

wooden frieze due to its similari ty to a horizontal Qasr al-Riyád al-Sa ` id. which was closed off to every visitor except the

strip of colourful script enibroidered on fabric. In The floral design. The body of the poem's script monarchs and their family members.The Corvares

the New Qalahurra poem, Yiiisuf i is mentioned. occupies between one-third and one-half of the FaQade was located inside the royal chambers of

Muhamrnad v is mentioned in the friezes of the scroll's height.The stems of the letters 'alif zaa', kdf Queen Isabella of Castile, which also included the

Mexuar and Comares Facades, using either his true a sid lato extend to the top of the scroll because of Golden Room, built aboye the prirnitive Mexuar

rrame or his respective lagab - frirther proof for this the style of calligraphy that was used, the tulut and the Oratory of Muhammad v to the north of

theory. style. Above the body of the letters, the open space that arca; her chambers also included the halls

This three-verse poem written along a single line is decorated with two carvings, spiral forms that behind the Corvares Fa4ade itself I researched this

was composed between 1362 and 1363 and is dedi- are overlapped by counter-spirals (Fig. 4:3) that information using documents dating from the l5'

cated to Muhammad v. 1 believe it was written by lead frito rings or palos fronds with orie or two century, engravings and photographs, which is
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analysed in my monographic work entitled La future-present yah(sabu, which he translated as 1 would like to explain my new translation alter

Casa Real de los Reyes Católicos en la Alhanibra ('1'he "[they] imagine. having analysed the real and metaphorical meaning

Royal Residente of the Cathol íc Monarchs in the The second person to read this poem was A. R. of its key words (Fig. 12). The word tay"" = "crown,

Alhambra). 26 It is also interesting to note that the Nykl in his article "The Arabic Inseriptions."3t' His diadem" is the poetie terco used to describe the mar-

royal carriage house was located in the Mexuar transcription of verse 1 is as follows: vellous caves made of long walnut beams — original-

Patio, covered by a Moorish ceiling, and the  . I ly covered in sheets of gold and painted in red, blue; ,
r---~J ^9 r~1 P -` ira

FaQade door was sealed of f. Between 1924 and white and black — that sit on top of the FaQade like

1930, L. Torres Balbás reopened this door and, sev- He translated it as: a crown.The word bñb means "door" or "facade," but

eral years later, began to dismantle the ceiling when qualified by the terco rnafriq"", or mafraq"", it

inlaid with precious metals that had covered the My location it that of the crown (of che kingdon,) and my can also mean the "brow" on which the "crown" of

former coach house.- 7 	door is a fork of n,any roads.* the overhang rests.

At the present time, 1 will merely concern myself The East envies che West for my cake. The key word for analysing the first heniistich is

with correcting the controversia) interpretation of mrzafiiq"", or ma/raq"", "intersection of two roads,

the first of the four verses on the Comares Fa^ade. The following transcription of this poem was fork, the place where hairs are parted." Allow me

The firstArabic scholar to record and read this poem published by Brother Darío Cabanelas Rodríguez to explain. In this context, it may mean "my door

was Emilio La Fuente y Alcántara.'-5 He said: "On and me in 1974. Wc rcad verse 1 as follow 31• is a forking of roads," since the FaQadc has two

the wooden frieze abutting the roof, the following . r l ^ I ^ JJ_
.
 ^^^ c doors. But it can also nican "brow" or "the place

verses are carved in large Afiican seript and with where the hair parts." In other words, according to

complicated decorative elements, which make it And the translation we gave was: the second meaning, the caves, or "crown", com-

very hard to read."The script used is actually tu/it, . plete and cover the "brow" that is the fa4ade itself.
My locahno 15 that o a crown aud my (Ico r is a fork in

not"African."This excellentArabic specialist was not die roed; It is possible that the poet may have intended a

an expert in Hispano-Muslim art, although it is true the Wcsc believes that in inc lies the East. - play on ,words, considering the double meaning of

that the text is inscribed aboye the stylised plant the Arabi word. There is no Spanish equivalent of

rnotif connected to spiral-shaped carvings wit In 1985, E. García Gómez, in his book Poemas this word with a double meaning that would pro-

counter-spirals. árabes32, correcdy transcribed and published the verb ide an accurate translation of this poetic imagery.

E. Lafuente y Alcántara, in footnote (d) on p. 155, as basada in the third-person masculine of the Unfortunately, when translating finto Spanish we

states that: future-present tense are Torced to choose one of the two possible

9 11 uydl a. ^. ^L ^ meanings. I feel that it is iniportant to explain this

Although we have used a very accurate drawing of these possible double entendre, in order to understand

verses,which Mr.1Rafae1J Contreras,theAlja1,,Ur, o His trauslao as:"1 ant aaoven on the broca of t word has no adequate equivalent in

er, veas kind enough to provide for us, the r ]y r: / t envíes the Wcst tu me:' LIJ pat s

are so hard to make out amidst all the decorative elenients In the analysis that Darío Cahanelas and 1 made of In t e second hemistich, i observed in 1974 the

that cae cannot vouch for the total accuracy of the iCO NScEJEI?JAo t ed. thCt Y Q̂ TUfi^b basada in its future-present tense (yabsidn = to
pretation. ^contex,t..vêas referrin to a "forkin "of roads, because envy) and not the root verb liasiba, yalisaba = "to

Pa1` [^ t ÍQ nC1 } e lvvá dóc r t r
g la lib mates I a dciaG eJÍC[ c,1 rich is the transeription given by E.

I have added the square brackets. 29 In this para-

graph, it becotnes even more obvious that E.

Lafuente y Alcántara was no expert in epigraphy, as

he provided an incomplete reading of the Arabic text

in the second hemistich of verse 3. In his version of

verse 1, he transcribed:

Lj^ Jl vy11 s L j _ t j 7C c a

He translated it as: "My position is that of a dia-

dem. My door is a crucial point.The western regions

imagine that within me lies the place where the sun

rises."

In his interpretation, E. Lafuente y Alcántara

translates inafriq ' t , or mafraq"" as "crucial (or high)

point." In the second hemistich, he read the root

word hashiba in third-person masculine of the

same conclusion reached by Nykl.

Today, 1 beheve that the poet was trymg to

emphasise that this FaQade in the West is a full artis-

tic-symbolic expression, and that its beauty makes

the Eastern Muslim world envious of its presente in

the West.

After consulting with Mallmi-rd Ah i Makki

regarding my new opinion, based on the epigraphy

and a new interpretation of verse 1 of the poern, he

confirmed that, according to bis knowledge of

Arabic poetry, my doubts were well-fbunded and

that I should rectify the preceding version.This is my

new version of the Arahic text:

^j__ ll ^ydl s a: u ^^ ^ ^ a <

Fig. 12: First verse of the poern on the Comares Fa^ade.

LafiienteAlcántara.The diferente inArabic between

bá' L.... and dal ,.).. at the end of a word is similar to

the ditference in Spanish — no one could mistake a b

for a d. However, the frieze contains a floral ring

carved underneath the dól (Fig. 13), which could be

mistaken for the diacritic dot of the letter W. This,

together with the interpretation provided by E.

Lafuente y Alcántara, inade us consider the possibil-

ity of a ha' written like a Al, although this is never

the case in Arabic epigraphy, as I can unhesitatingly

confirm based on my many years of experience (ever

since 1970) in reading many different epigraphic

texts.

Two points of the second hemistich of verse 1

need to be addressed.The first is the central word of

Chis verse,Jíyya — the preposition fi attached to a first-
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person pronoun — which mean "in nie", "for nie" Ibn Zamrak fit with the image in the first Fig. 16, -,ve observe the effect of the complete floral

or "for my sake." hemistich of verse 1 of the Corvares FaFade poem, design when the ovo patterns with their plant motifs

The second point is deciding whether the subject which leaves no doubt as to its correct interpreta- are combined, and we see the spaces occupied by the

is the East or the West. Nykl and García Gómez tion and translation. lbn Zamrak's use of this poet- letters of verse 1. The flora on the wooden caves is

believed that the East envied the West because of the ic imagery in both poems and the fact that the designed in the traditional forros of pre-14 th-centu-

Fagade's beauty. But it is also possible that the West is published Di wánt does not contain all of his work ry Nasrid art. However, the stylised plant motifs on

envious of the East because Hispano-Muslim art had reinforce the theory that the Comares FaQade the FaQade plaster show plants with three and five

reached its peak in the Comares Fa^ade, which was poem was penned by this vizier-poet. leaves, as well as other plant motifs that appeared later

erected to symbolise a series of victories won by The floral designs of verse 1. When studying this in the Qasr al-Riyád al-Sa`id (Lions).

Muhammad v over the Christian armies.These vic- poem in 1974, I published a drawing of the epi- Polychrome. Having studied these verses and con-

tories included the campaigns in Jaén, úbeda and graphic composition of the verses without its floral sidered their original colouring,1 discovered that the

Baeza in 13673`t , the capture of Osuna by storni on background (Fig. 12). At the time,! analysed the text letters and scroll bands contain flecks of white paint

28 October 1368as , and the conquest ofAlgeciras on as a whole, the characters one by one, and every itero edged in black; the scroll background was russet-

31 July 1369.'t' Following these military successes, of flora. 1 didn't puhlish al] of the drawings of each toned, the flora and its patterns were covered with

the Comares Fa^ade was completed and inaugurat- verse because 1 antic4)ated publishing them in a gold leaf; the triangles on either end of the scroll had

ed on 4 October 1370. 37 	three-volume work on the Comares Fa^ade. a blue background with golden plant motifs, the

Having explained and justifled these variations of Unfortunarely, only one volume has been published. same colour as the largo adorned canes in bas-rehef

interpretation, 1 beheve that the correct translation that separate the scrolls of the verses and are located

of verse 1 should be: ig.13. First verse of d,e Corvares Facade poen, with irs flora in the corners of the Fa^ade.

desigu. With drawings to scale and colour recreations, I

My location is that of a crown and ny door is i W. Fig. 14. The spiral engravings of the foral design in the Isave naged to analyse the entire Corvares FaQade.

For iny sake, the East envies the West. 1 background of verse 1. Wherevr traces have ailowed, I have substituted the

Fi}. 15. One of the two Áca-rYdesigris with its stylised plai original cólour on paper. 1 nave completed detailed

The veracity ofthis translation is supported by the motif analyses of lis epigraphy, its geoinetric designs, the

meaning of the word t32 in two poenas written by Fig.16.The neo superim s with their stylised plant ieze of mugarnas, its stylised plant motif arrd the

Ibn Zamrak in his Diu'Su. In the poem dedicated to motifs. decorative Nasrid patterns painted on the mugarnas.

the Generalife (Image 3) the word inaf iq' also Al] of this research occupies severa] hundred design

appears; verse 19 says: Here, 1 Nave included the general drawing of the plans and drawings, which I am saving in the hopes

^Ji 7áM.Jh ^L ^th Ih>^ 1y scroll of verse 1 with script and floral background that they will one day be published.

( ig. ; an ^a s of the o ê  t^ t-

Who can be compared with its loveliness an b u o t n o e bla ^ the ot r t}^1t^u t E es

beauty is a c rown and the Sabika is a brow. 3S 	the inscription (Fig ._1_4); the black pattern with its This project has been financed by the Ministerio de Ciencia

CO1JSiotif IE1IA DE £IJ[ FEJRA Tecnología as parí of its National Plan for Scientific

The other short poem, froni a ta-ga j^n the al- posed with th i r respe ve stylised plant motifs ig, ]tose yc, llevelopmeut sud'léchnological Innovation, ref-

Qubba al-Garbiyya Gate of thc long-goi:ie 4+lit e ^l j n filnires 1 &311ddU C awy p en e r€eU feber BHA 2003-08982.

al-Disár (Alijares) (Inrage 4) says: the rectangular scroll with its scalloped ends leaves an z Toaxes BACSAS, L.,"Diario de obras en la Alhambra: 1925-

"My God! The watchtower of my crown is

aboye the crown of the Sabika." 39 The verse refers

to the location of the Palace of Alijares, which was

on higher ground than the Sabika, the foundation

ruins of which can be observed in a patio in the

Cemetery.40

Thus, because of its elevated position on the

Í'abal al-`Arñs in the Generalife and Alijares, these

two royal palaces seemed like the "crown" of the

Sabika.The latter cite, according to poetic imagery,

was the "brow" of both former sites as seen froni

the Plains of Granada, since both royal residentes

jutted out over the Alhambra.These two verses by

empry space that is occupied by the body of the

ttelut characters (and verse 1 is the only verse in

which the upper stenis of the 'alif and ¡Sin letters

reach into the upper half [Figs. 12, 131).

Behind the poetic text of the flrst verse, the cal-

ligraphist and drawing artist of the Diodo al-InB

designed two spiral-like patterns with counter-spi-

rals superimposed over them, which run from one

end of the scroll to the other (Fig. 14). Plant sprigs

stem from some of the counter-spirals, which are

afterwards connected to the floral designs that fll in

the left-over space. In Fig. 15 (the black pattern in

Fig. 14) we see how the flora is attached to the pat-

terns by rings, various single or double-leaf palco

fronds and coiled peppers with or without creas. In

1926", Cuadernos de la Alhambra, issue 3, Granada 1967, p. 36,

where he states that on Wednesday, 8 July 1925, "by remov-

iug that ]ayer [of tilesl the Mexuar door was restored to its

original dimensions, creating the interior re cesses that it

should Nave liad."

ToRRes BALitAs, L., " Diario de obras en la Alhambra:

1930-1936", Cuadernos de la Alhambra, issue 5, Granada

1967, p. 78. '9n September, thc roof abo ye thc Mexuar

entrante was removed, and some time laten was installed in

the staircase leading up to the office." In 1940, the archi-

tect's office became the headquarters of the Museo

Arqueológico de la Alhambra (later the Museo Nacional

de Arte Hispanomusulmán). When the Museum was ntade

accessible through the patio of the Palace of Carlos v by

covering its northern staircase with a wooden structure
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and turning its three windows soto doors, the medieval

staircase to which L.Torres Balbás referred was closed off

and the place it occupied became the Museum's xii hall.

The roofing £ranlework inlaid with precious nletals that L.

Torres Balbás put there has been preservad so that very

place up to the present day. However, the medieval stair-

case was conlpletely demolished in the 1970s, and lo its

place we now have the Regional llepartnlent Hall to the

right of the door leading opto the patio in front of the

Mexuar Fapadc. The architect and his technical temo, as

well as the monurncnt's construction work ovcrsecr, José

Torres Martínez, were always opposed to the destruction

of that staircase.

Figure 3 corresponds tu plan no. 7,288 of the Archivo de

Planos de la Alhambra, which served as the basis of this

drawing by Manuel López Reche, completed a short time

4 GARCÍA GÓMEZ, E. Poemas árabes en los muros y fuentes de la

Allsanlbra. Editados y traducidos en verso, con introducción y notas,

Publications of the Instituto Egipcio de Estudios Islámicos

in Madrid. Madrid 1985, pp. 90, 91.

15 
Ibll a1-Jatib, NuJ2da w, p. 275. FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, A

"Arte" El reino nazari de Granada (1232-1492), Sociedad,

Vida y Cultura in Historia de Espaiia Menéndez Pidal, vol.

viii-iv, Espasa Calpe, Madrid 2000, Fig. on p. 239, text

p. 240, footnote 75.

FERNÁNDEZ PubrrAs, A The Al/sombra, 1. From tse Ninth

Century so Yusuf 1 (1354). Platel by Owen Jorres. Foreword by

God(rey Goodwin. Saqi Books, London 1997, pp. 143-158,

miniatures A and G.

17 lhn al Jatib, Diwán, ed. Muhammad al-Sarif Qáhir, Algiers

1 973. Another edition in 2 volumen was published by

Muli,i mmad Miftih, Beirut 1989.The etll2etir of the second

(Alijares) and Alicia de la Higuera and Antonio Morales

Delgado have addressed the origin of its narre in "La

almunia de los Alijares según dos autores árabes: Ion `[1siu1

e [bn Zanarak," ni the Cuadernos de la Alharnbra, issue 35,

Granada, 1999, pp. 31-48.

'- 0 E. García Gómez provided a translation of this paragrapli in

Ibu Zanrrak, p. 40, which must now be altered in light of the

publication of liso Zamrak's Diwáu. For example, in the

heading of poem 90 on p. 124, Ib is Zaulrak statcd that the

natne of the palace known until now as thc Palacc of the

Lions was origmally aI-Riyád al-Sa`id (the Happy Garden).

It is important to recall that this plural - Riy; d - denotes a

collective and agrees with its singular masculine adjective.

entire gasida ofboth manuscripts in this publication.

25 This monogt-aph has been read by Joaquín Yarza, Rafael

García Serrano, José Miguel Puertas Vílchez and other

friends and colleagtles, w'hen the tapie carne up in out cou-

versations during visits.

TORRES BALBÁs, L."Diario de obras... 1925-1926", p. 136;

"Diario de obras ... 1930-1936", p. 78.

LAceEN'1 E Y ALCÁNTARA, E. Inscripciones árabes de Granada,

precedidas de una reseña histórica y de la genealogía detallada de los

reyes Alahnrares, original edition Madrid 1860, facsitnile cdi-

tion, with a prelirninary analysis by María Jesús Rubiera

Mata, Colección Archivulrr, University of Granada, 2000, pp.

154, 155.

M.J. Rubiera Mata,"lbn Zanirak, su biógrafo," p. 449, foot-

note 11, where she states: "Riyád is used as a singular mas-

culine noun, a convnon usage in Al-Andalus, previously

pointed out by Mr. ElíasTerés in his (unpublished) speech at

the ti Hispano-Tünisian Syulposium, held in Madrid in May

1972."

GARCÍA Gómez, E., ¡bu Zarnrak, pp. 76-79; Poemas, pp. 115-

120. Ruui51u, M. J. La arquitectura en la literatura árabe.

Second edition, expanded. Foreword by Antonio Fernández

Alba. Libros Hiperión. 113. Madrid 1988,154-156.

22 RUBIERA MATA, M. J. "Los poemas epigráficos de lbn al-

{'ayyáb en la Alhambra", Al-Andalus, xxxv, 1970, pp. 453-

473, particularly p. 460, verse 6. ¡bu al-Yayyáb el otro poeta de

la Alhambra, Patronato de la Alhambra. The Hispano-Arab

Institute of Culture. Granada 1982, pp. 88-90, 125: xxiv;

130: r.xxxvr; 131:05!, cx rv. Arabic text pp. 1 45, nunl. 1, verse

before the 1995 restoration.The directors of the Alhambra edition of rhe l)iwñn did not include los me and 6, 147-148, nunl. 8 and 10, 149, num. 12. GARCíA GÓMEZ.,

Board ofTrustees provided me with this drawing in early „ dded othe rs. such as the poenis on the windov the E. Poemas, pp. 137-139.

June 2004 so that 1 could examine and publish it.This drgw- underside of thr archway leading finto che Coma es Ha ' FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, A. 'l i,e Alhanrbra 1, op. cit., Fig. 154.

ing (Fig. 3) differs from the original plan in its details . the vol. 1, pocros 27, 28, pp. 197, 198. Latct various

m

-opere 24 Itl„ my upcoming book, Poetas y sus poe tisas epigralados ert la

used to idenrify its elements. adr of che nlanuscript of lbn al Jatibs Divi wr. t lira, 1 explain that this gastda contains 144 verses in

'
S
 FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, A., íwr frrlsada del palacio e ConIares Ibis L,.illlrak, Dlwáu Ibis ZanlrAh Al-a17dalusi, edlted and al1ti Q- the 'lis, and 146 verses in both of al -Magqari's works,

1. Situación, Fun ón y Génesis. [Tire Fatnde o Use Pa/are of tared by Muhammad Ta q al-Naytár, dar al-garb al AzAr a'-eiyád and NaJh al-tib, as recorded in nlauuscriprs

Contares. 1. Lruation, Function luid OriginJ. Patronato de 1 islami, Beirut 1997. 2,1( 16 and 1,886 of the Nacional Library of Paris. [n man-

Alhanlbra, Granada 1980, pp. 42-149 and 229-280, partic- ° Al-Maqqari, Nafh al-tih _ fin al-Alvdalus al-ratio, Cairo uscrlpt 2,106 (Azháe al-ti y24), che gnsida is on pages 103r-

ularly pp. 113-114 and 260-262, Fig. 57, [maga exxxm. 1949, X, p. 22. GAR<:íA GÚn iZ, E. "La etimología de 105r; and in inanuscript 1,886 (Nafh al-tib) it can be found

FERNÁNDEZ PuERrns, A., La fachada, op. cit. JTlhe Fa}ade, op. Alixarcs" Al-Andalus, si. 1934, pp. 226-229. This declara- on pages 148r-150v. The sanee number of verses appear in

cit.[, Fig. 6, Drawing 2, Images !, iv, v, xxv. tion was taken by Emilio García Gómez fronl al-Magqari. the cditions of both works; dais indicates that al-Magqari

lbn al Jatib, Nu/ñdat al-j^irñb Ji `ulálat al-'íxtiráb, part m, Ion al-Zansrak, El poeta de la Alhambra, Discurso leído, el día quoted this gasida £ronco another, more extensiva Dtwún

Casablanca 1989, particula rly pp. 275-282 o t ' u 3 febrero e 1 43, era 1 c

nd

b 	' a e th r c tic published in Beirut. See Azhár al-riyiid fi afluir

lished text. a nia d 1 istoria, b t o al 2 'ád, eds. Sa`id Ahmad `Ar b, Muhamrnad ion
s 1 will address the technical meaning of this phrase in my Estanislao Maestre, vtadrid, 1943, p. 23, footnotes 2, 3; Táwit and others. 5 volumes. Rabat, 1978-1980, volume 2,

monograph on the Mexuar. It is taken from GósCO NSEJEs 65-74. Nafh al-tib lnin gran al-Andalus al-ratib, ed. Ihs; n

Moreno and is unique tu carpentry and e Alhambra's palace in "A ijar, A ares", in Al-A rdalcu, vli, 19 9 pp. 'Ab ys 8 volumes, Beirut, 1988, volume 7, pp. 188-195.

technical staff. "`rO fla `?41,i- ^IWIa í e, s tJbi élt^r!^ifiKlM t&n amyk, l ner,i J ,ulelas, OFM (Orlar of Friars Minor), and

9 FcRNANDZ PUERTAS, A, Tse Alhanlbra L. Pront tire IVinth grato Ion al-Ahmar y los poemas epigráficos de la Antonio Fernández-Puertas,"El poema de la fuente de los

Centu y to Yusuf 1 (1354). Platos by Owen Jones. Foreword by Alhambra," Al-Andalus, xul, 1977, pp. 447-451. Ib is 	Leones" Cuadernos de la Alhambra, issues 15-17, Granada,

Godirey Goodwirr. Saqi Books, London 1997. Fig. 25. Zamrak's poems were studied and translated in al-Dilar 1978-81, Images v-xv; we included photographs of the

10 FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, A eEn torno a la cronología de la

Torre de Abit-l-Hayyáy", Actas del xxiii CIHA, u, España

entre el Mediterráneo y el Atlántico. Granada 1973. (Granada

1976), pp. 76-87, Figs. 1-6. See nly avork, TheAllrambra 1, op.

rit., pp. 108-111, footnote 20, Fig. 70.

GtMEZ MORENO, M. Guía de Granada, Facsimile edition,

University of Granada and Fundación Gómez-Moreno.

Granada 1982, p. 103.

ALMACRO CÁ 5S,D1:NAS, A. Estudio sobre las inscripciones árabes

de Granada, Madrid 1879, p. 18.

Nykl, A. R. "Inscripciones árabes de la Alhambra y del

Generalife", Al-Andalus, vol. IV, Madrid-Granada 1936-

1939, pp. 174-194, particularly p. 177.
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zH It would be interesting to find out whatever happened to

those drawings belonging to Rafael Contreras, given that 1

traced the entire surface of the Facade to scale in 1974. I

copied them onto drawing paper in 1975 and 1976 with the

assistance of Manuel López Reche.
29 A.R. Nykl, "Arabic Inscriptions", p. 177, says of this poem:

it to be copied in the Hall of Battles in the palatial section

of the Royal Monastery of El Escorial, which ovas done by

Nicolás Granello between 1575 and 1579. It is the only

15`t'-century representation of the Alijares still standing at

the top of the hill now occupied by the San José Cemetery.

This painting depicts four towers, which are the four

seeable that the text would be mentioned in the

conversation which we were holding, although I

swear I cannot remember how the subject of

López de Arenas arose in that conversation.

At that time, the roof tiles which had been

removed from the Convent of La Merced in order

"The inscription carved in the wooden frieze of the facade Qubbas (North, South, East and West) named by lbn to convert the building into the headquarters of the

of che Corvares Hall, abutting che roof, in ramal34 metre, Zamrak in his poems in the ) uán. The four towers are Military Government in Granada (or another loca-

runs like Chis" [and he provides his Arabic transcription]. He connected by walled sections. Antonio Fernández-Puertas, tion related to military matters which I do not

goes on to point out that:"As Lafüente accurately obse rved, "La mezquita aljama de Granada", in Miscelánea de Estudios exactly remember) were to be placed on one of the

the inscription is not very clear because of its intricate Árabes y Hebraicos, vol. 53, University of Granada, Granada buildings which Francisco Prieto Moreno had con-

ornamentation. After having examined theni with magni- 2004, pp. 39-76, Figs. 1-4, Images. 1-11, particularly p. 44, structed in the Generalife Vegetable Garden (to be

fying glasses, 1 believe that the text should be read as I mage 1 in the upper right-hand corner. destined to new rnuseums).These tiles had been pro-

a (cney) instcad of ^.,.,W.^j (u'ait) in che first visionally stored in the outbuildings of the Convent

verse". In footnote 34, Nykl colmnents on Lafuente My Encounter with Hispano-muslin of St. Jerome, in Granada. Prieto Moreno, who was

Alcántara's incomplete transcription and Almagro Carpentry at that time in charge of their transportation, was not

Cárdenas' erroneous one. ENRIQUE NuzIL MATAUCO in a fit state to carry out the task -he died two years

CABANELAS RODRÍGUEZ, D. (OFM) and FERNÁNDEZ 4Doctor of architecture and permanent later of a terrible illness -, and Fernández Puertas was
lecturer at the Advanced School of

nscr ones left eftPur with the roblem of how to recover the tiles, and^tiAS, "Inscripciones poéticas del Partal y de la fac pArchitecture of Madrid
da de Comares", Cuadernos de la Alhambra, issues , could not count en the person who, having been

Granada 1974-1975, pp. 159-161. Duo to a 'Series of coincidenc bici I-, have invo din their removal, would have been the most

31 GARcÍA GÓMEZ, E. Poemas árabes, pp. 92, 93. already narrated on more than one occasio I suitab or overseeing their assembly.
32 In a conversation with my friend and colleagt e, Pro f. J. M. found myself suddenly involved in the world of Faced ith the lack of a specialist in Hispano-

Puertas Vílchez, we both agreed that the re was no word in Hispano-Muslim carpentry, and it was in the Muslim carpentry, the director of the museum

Spanish that could accurately convey chis ambivalent mea - Alhambra itselfwhere this fortunate encounter took \emembered the architect he had met in San Rafael,

ing; he also believes that the poet may have intended co play 	place. who not only did he do carpentry with his own

with che doble meaning of che Word mafriq". It was 1980, and T did not know, who hands, but also had a facsimile of the first manuscript

a According to Ibn al Jatib, al-Ihétaf ajbar Garná(a, ed. Cairo, was then the directo of seo Nacional de Arte by López de Arenas; which meant that after a fortu-

1901, I, p. 37. Ed. `Inán, 1975, n, pp. 83, 84. Hispanomusulmán, canee to San Rafael co talk to my nate traen of thought I received his call. He wanted
4 According co Iba al Jatib, lháw, ed. Cairo,1901 th 'n-la

DE
he publication of some tex n os

jn
 iRas interested in assembling the roofframe

5 
lbn al jatib, Iháta, ed. Cairo, u, p. 56-58, Ah m u t u e os ;nbr hambra Notebo u 

a s ^^^
al-`Abbádi, El reino de Granada en la época de Muharnmad v, arely fifry metres separata my ther-in-law'ssouse rom that declaration of intentions to the time

Madrid, 1973, p. 86. Rachel Arié, L'Espagne rnusulnsai aON E
JsE

RtAre©1 c LTUR 1Aien our omnipotent bureaucracy overcaine all the

temps des nasrides (1232-1492), Paris 1973, p. 115. land, so it was not at all surprisin that, after finish- paperwork necessary to put finto practice the idea of
ti ^!,¡^ @^#^ ^'̂ ^( ^/ Q Qp ^

16 FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, A La Fachada, op.cir., 1 Thc Fc d f ^ leir talk !that afternoc , tY'Éy rrs l]VerG C e r t3g in a formal commission, I had sufficient

cit.], I, pp. 27 and 216, foomote 12. house for a cup of tea. J tiene with which to fatniliarise myself with the world
77 lbn Zamrak, Diwán, poena number 230, on pp. 262 -264, However, there were indeed some extraordinary of Hispano-Muslim carpentry (I was also able to

particularly p. 263, line 7. The heading of this poem reads: circumstances in that meeting: to begin with, An- obtain an example of the fourth edition of the essay

"He [lbn Zamrak] reciced - God favou red hico - and he tonio Fernández-Puertas, (who was then the di- by López de Arenas which my father kept in his

praised and described the qualities of the Generalife (Yanuat rector of the Museo Nacional de Arte Hispano- library).

al- `ar( )". musulmán), was surprised to find a real carpenter's However, neither this printed text, with extensive
38 lbn Zamrak, Diuiin, poem number 100, on p. 131.A. de la workshop in a house in the Sierras, with more notes by Mariátegui, nor the facsimile by Gómez-

Higuera and A. Morales Delgado, "La almunia de los machines than the Alhambra workshops had Moreno, promised to shed much light on the inter-

Alijares", p. 40, translate: "Oh God, the tower of my crown themselves at the time. Neither was it altogether esting world of Hispano-Muslim carpentry.

/ is aboye the crown of che Sabika" normal that the owner of the workshop, a carpen- Nevertheless, the text by Manuel ga see me at least an

The elevation of the Alijares can be clearly leen in the paint- try enthusiast, had a facsimile of the first manu- interesting clue: it mentioned a work by Antonio

ing depicting the Batcíe of La Higueruela, a 130-foot-long script by Diego López de Arenas, of which only Prieto y Vives concerning this style of carpentry

caneas painted in 1431 by order of Juan tt of Cast ile when 500 editions had been printed, and which had which had been published in the magazine

he laid siege to Granada. In the times of Felipe t[, the caneas been given to inc shortly before by a mutual friend Arquitectura, in the 1930s.2

was discovered in a corner of the Fort ress of Segovia, torn of all those present, Natividad, one of Manuel Although Prieto y Vives was somewhat sceptical

and in a poor state of conservation.This sovercign ordered Gómez-Morenos daughters. Neither was it fore- about the reliabili ty of the explanations given by
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López de Arenas —with justified reasons by the way, The start of the project could not have been first wheel of ten of its gables, using the measure-

as 1 was ]ater to find out —, in his own text he more disheartening, we had specific data on two ments taken from the original pieces, was relatively

explained sufficient aspects of Hispano-Muslim car- roof frames in the archives, and what we had found easy. The second wheel, dependent on the first, was

pentry so as to be able to app roach the study of the had little to do with the available information. still feasible; but trying to fit in the third with the

famous manuscript with a mínimum amount of Much later, with the work completed, we knew that other two was a totally impossible task. One has to

knowledge, something which cavas essential to under- the documents stored did not correspond to the dis- take into account that, in this type of depiction, if a

stand the complicated explanations of che Seville assembled material. Supposedly, what remained in single measurement taken from the existing frag-

architect. the building should have been documented after ments is not absolutely exact, then the completed set

The analysis of the manuscript began to produce the disassembly had been carried out. In a later visit, is highly difficult to reproduce, as the piece is subject

results, and making the most of summertime relax- carried out in the now transformed church of the to unalterable geometrical laws. If one also takes into

ation, 1 managed to unravel its content. This later old convent, cae were able to verify that the roof account that the ensemble involved wooden pieces

earned me the Award for Research from the Official frame for the nave, which appeared drawn in detail which had been separated for dozens of years, with

College of Architects of Madrid, and a few months in the Alhambra archives, remained in place, their obvious reductions and deforrnations owing to

later the Marqués de Lozoya National Craft Award. although it was hidden by a suspended ceiling changes in hwnidity, to which cae could add defor-

All of these tasks gave me a sufficient base with which decorated the living area of a general. The mations suffered in transport and storage, it is easy to

which to face the wooden panels 1 was going to see two roofs, which we hoped to find on the two sides understand that the drawing up of plans for the

in Granada, although I must admit that it was the of the transept, had disappeared on the construction pieces was only achieved after many successive, fruit-

panels themselves which made the greatest contri- of terraces on the cite at some time —no one knew less attempts until the correct solution was found.

bution in the beginning of a line of research which exactly when — and nobody knew nothing of t Even more complicated was discovering how the

has guided me safely to my present-day knowledge destination of the two roof frames which had at least roof of the Renaissance cupolated caissons had once

of Hispano-Muslim carpentry been duly documented. been, which also had many clusters of m ugarnas. It

The task was not a simple one.Theoretically, the The octagonal piece, whose panels still téd, could be deduced from the existence of its cut tiled

commission I had been given consisted only in rresponded in fact to the presbytery of the church," pieces and its measurements that it was also an octag-

laying various frameworks in the new museun and was completed with two squinches which filled - . onal design, inscribed in a square of dimensions sim-

-two, three at the most —, which had been disa - the hollow left between the octagonal section of the hilar to those of the octagonal piece of the transept,

sembled from the church of the Convent of La framework and the correr fornied by the lateral whose overall measurements coincided therefore

Merced in the 1940s, and whose plans were kept walls of the apse and the wall which separated the with those of the presbytery of the church, but its

in the Alhambra archives. However, on my first transept from the presbyte ry over the traverse arch. numerous caissons, with their small cloistered cupo-

visit to the Convent of St. Jerome, the place where The opposite end was an exact fit for the construc- la shape, had become extreniely deformed after hay-

they were then stored, cae found that hat w

there hardly coincided at all with wh t a l the

 oi the oct al plan t e t e t

church s h mea t n c n

iún

I

g e tacked one on top of the other for many

ear é^ were only strong enough to ensure theiry g
detailed in the plans of the archive. In San of the presbytery wws complete. original shape with some simple struts of narrow

Jerónimo, instead of the framework of the navCO EJERI x®tEi C- ULT ards that were lose in many cases, which meant

the church, 1 found a group of panels ^with the}all fa}cing die octagonal piece of the resbytery,1Ugan that tbjr stabilisi ng task had not been satisfactorily

appearance of belonging to an octagona} tr a u - g,=asl 	y ^bther pérso ur iaí^
,
wtth^ ^ -túlfílleu addition, alongside the caissons deformed

frame of eight equal panels —, the existence of an rules of Hispano-Muslim carpentry would have by storage conditions, there were others whose

octagonal central collar piece confirmed this with- done, that is to say, each and every one of the wood- deformations were original, as I realised much later,

out a doubt. There was a plan in which a possible en sections of the panels, the distantes between in order to adapt them to the shape of the complete

octagonal piece appeared drawn longitudinally, as them, the measurements of the ensemble, etc., in set, something of which 1 was totally ignorant at first.

well as a dome-shaped ceiling, but they were so addition to taking photographs of all the panels During the work, while searching among the

schematically drawn that they did not provide any found in order to begin drawing each piece discov- archive documenta, a plan appeared which was the-

specific information.The plans in which sufficient cred. Once a plan of these had been made, with as oretically that of the roof, but which in truth only

details of the frameworks appeared did not coin- much detail on their condition as possible, 1 studied complicated the investigation more. According to

cide in any way with the pieces found. Searching the best way to repair the damage, as weH as looking some people, the plan coincided with a replica

through the entire convent, what we found was an into the way they fitted together and how to com- which had been made in the Granada Town

important collection of tint, Renaissance dones; plete the different existing parts. Council; but on seeing the replica, I realised it was a

flat, highly decorated pieces, and an enormous Todas, the photographs 1 took would Nave been flat surface which meant that all the cupolated-

number of groups of rija+garraas, none of which was enough, and I would have saved myself many hours shaped caissons were equal and regular, something

cited in any referente in the Alhambra archives, of fruidess work spent trying to draw the simple which was even more confusing when faced with

except the schernatic section that hardly showed wheels of ten depicted en the panels. On drawing up the existence of so many caissons whose deforma-

the forms of the church's roof frames. the plans required for the pieces found, drawing the tion, 1 realised once their measurements had been
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takcn exactly, could only be original, and not due to

peor storage conditions.

With the knowledge that I have today of histori-

cal Spanish carpentry, it would probably not have

been so diflicult to imagine how the roof had orig-

inally been, lo fact,from a geometrical point of view,

it was an ingenious solution which seeks the approx-

imation to the cupolated surface using a polyhedral

development, some examples of which exist in

Spanish historical carpentry. Just imagine a square

plan which is divided into eight sides and whose

gables are alternating right angles and equilateral tri-

angles, all of which come together in a square collar.

One only has to adapt the edges of this polyhedron

to curved lines in order to obtain a reasonably

acceptable spherical approximation, which was

exactly the solution used in this roof.

Theoretically this should be simple; however, in

um verified that on the back of the photographs,

handwritten in pencil, were the words: `Roof of the

C de la Merced". As the photograph coincided with

what I had drawn as a proposal for the assenibly, it

finally gave the thumbs up to the solution which had

cost me so much guessi.ng.

The delay accumulated in solving so many atypi-

cal problems was not totally negative; it gave way to

Che appearance of more wooden pieces —in a better

or a worse condition — and their photographs, which

the director of the rnuseum continued to send me so

I could study the assenibly possibilities, together with

the pieces from the Convent of La Merced.

On one of the firstjourneys I made to personally

see the pieces being used in the work, 1 imagine that

Fernández Puertas wanted to make the most of the

occasion to test my abilities; perhaps due to the slow-

ness with which he saw my work advancing.There

relative position of determined pieces, such as, for

example in the case of the resting room of the baths,

the, 45
0
 angle joint between one of the panels of the

edges of one of the boards, which meant that the

ensemble of that decoration was precisely the one

found in one of the corners of the gallery, something

which determined the placement sequence of the

various clusters or cubes which decorated the roof.

This then elinunated one of the possible solutions,

both of which were theoretically compatible with

the pieces found.3

At that time however, what mattered me most was

that, having re-assembled the puzzle with absolute

certainty, this totally eliminated any lack of confi-

dence the director of the museum may have had

concerning my work, taking finto account aboye al]

what happened imulediately afterwards, which 1 will

describe below.

this coffered ceiling,it became somewhat complicar- were a series of picces that bclonged to the latera Among the pieces that had been stored in the

ed, as the alternating pieces of which the set consisrs corridor of the restruoni of the baths of the eellars of the Alhambra, there were the complete

—some flat and other cupolated —, are arrat d irn Alhambra itsclf, one of which was éxhibitcd inhe panels of an octagonal roof frame, but unfortunate-

chequered forro, like the squares on a chess `!le, and t seum. lo "facilítate" my work, he supplied n'ie ly its collar could not be found. The deduction of

their outline is either square or rhomboid'al, with its ith a copy of the '1/100scale construction plan o the shape of the collar has already been explained in

fines non-parallel to the original edges of die design, the Alhambra, drawn up by'lbrres Balbás, showing detail in my book "La Carpintería de lo Blanco,

which is parallel to its diagonals. Naturally the pieces the location which the roof liad occupied so that 1 aura Dibujada del Primer Manuscrito de Diego López

with a cupolated caisson shape, which occupied the could obtain the measurements for the set froni the de Arenas",4 and so 1 will not repeat it here; 1 wil]

part corresponding to the triangular zones, were plan, thus "saving me" the work of taking the meas- only say that the deduction of the shape, and die

those which had to be deformed in order to adapt urements rnyself. This was sornething that 1 was depiction of a lost collar froin existirrg gables is an

to the space available, while all the others were more thankful for, as I fully trusted Leopoldo's work, as 1 exercise which appears quite simple to me today.At

or less similar and regular. l hada the g a rtune r t^ could be so s as 1

The reútting process for the diverso e s e of t each the S o 1

TtA
 o su c s, ut f0rtuntunately, in that

 me vis

that la e 
it t

to 

th

thee

brought with it an enormous amount of difficulties Madrid. Alhambra, I was informed that the carpenters of the

and doubts; but, at least, in the ornamental how tCC *SEJE RtAD EeCLJiLiTu jR lhambra workshop had found an ensemble of lace

depictions, the solution maintained ea to-follow doing, w s to ave m fr m seein the replica which carpen which had been left in the carpentry
^j  p^ ^

principles. However, the same was not trre o CC^b^re '-ha n a ier isass'em'blit g what wo t nd up to that time hidden behind some

cupolated roof, which did not obey specific rules, remained of that roof during the reconstruction he large wooden boards. 1 verified that this was the

uiaking it much more difficult to imagine how to fit did of the aren, something which would certainly "non-existent" collar, and that it was exactly as 1

together this group of pieces, many of which were have saved me many weeks of investigation on thosc had drawn it before seeing it —and its mcasurcinents

highly irregular.This mean that the solution which remains. coincided perfectly with those on the plan that I

1 arrived to did not depend on a modcl I was fami]- Fortunately, the need to carry out the detailed had drawn. This surprised me, although not as

iar with for coniparison purposes, so this solution analysis of those fragnients taught me a great deal much as it surprised the carpenters who had found

was not totally convincing. 1 reviewed all the tests about lace depictions, especially on seeing the it, and who could not understand how could have

carried out, and 1 decided to put forward as a pro- importante which the unifying sequence of the dif- 1 drawn it without having seen it first, no matter

posal the one that 1 considered was the nrost feasible ferent ribbons of a determined depiction Nave, how lrard 1 tried to convince thern that one only

to solve the puzzle. I sent this to Fernández Puertas something which helped enormously when needed the gables to ascertain how should be the

to get his opinion en Che rnatter. Fortunately, the attempting to fit together incomplete pieces. This is collar.

drawing retninded hirn of some photographs that dilñcult to explain, and even more to understand, if Other pieces caused fewer difficulties, eidier they

Torres Molina had taken during the disassembly, one has not spent hours analysing fragrnents of were more complete or their depiction was highly

which were kept in the Alhambra archives. depictions, trying to imagine a way of restoring their regular, and re-assembling them proved to be more

On searching for and finding the photographs in lost continuity. The experience also taught me the obvious. Often they were pieces of a puzzle which

the photographic archive, the director of the muse- importante of small details when recognising the one had to complete merely by following the basic
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rules of depiction. As an example, I will cite the case Church of Perales de Tajuña, which we are current- supports, precisely because wood is such a scarce

of a series offragments that Torres Balbás took down ly restoring; or the Nasrid roof of the house which material and one must t ry to avoid using it as much

from a building in the Golden Hall. This case con- the architect Carlos Sánchez restored in La Carrera as possible.

cerned a depiction of equal wheels of ten, which del Darro, despite the fact that he could only find a Long before the first Muslim arrived in Spain, St.

Gómez-Moreno identified as lazo de diez lefe in his few minute fragments saved from a fire that occurred Isidore had already spoken in his Etymologiae of the

text on López de Arenas, and although its depiction in a long-forgotten past. 5	rich coffered ceilings and the carpenters who made

is somewhat rounded, in this case certain irregulari- Up until this point,1 have referred to this s tyle of them, and who logically had many centuries of

ties in the piece caused me some concern. However, carpentry as Hispano-Muslim, a terco used by both experience constructing roof frameworks in order to

it was a proven fact that these irregularities liad all Gómez-Moreno and Prieto yVives to desígnate this protect buildings from Spanish rainfall, which may

the appearance of being original, unless at some time type of work, and it is the terco which 1 naturally not be as abundan as the rainfall in the north of

in their lives someone liad restored them and liad used at the tizne, given the fact that both authors Europe, but enough to make these simple terraces

assembled some of the pieces incorrectly, which were my only referentes on the theme. Later, 1 found efficient in just a few arcas in the south of the Iberian

could have been possible, although hard to imagine. the term Mudejar carpentry as a general terna peninsula. The roof frameworks which the Visigoth

I know of another small roof with wheels of ten, among art historians, but 1 never really liked it. 1 have carpenters must have constructed at that time can-

which has been assembled near Antequera by a car- always preferred to use the tercos de lo blanco, (open- not have differed much from those which were

penter who was unfamiliar with depictions of this work carpentry), de lazo (lace) or de lacería (lacework made in the centre and north of Europe, where the

type, and whose only criteria was that there should carpentry), to refer to this type of woodworking, as collar-beam roof model, or the most simple ridge-

be no gaps left. He assembled a ll the pieces, which the terco Mudejar may unconsciously induce the pole roof, are still used in these countries, where

fitted together perfectly, but he transformed the ader to assign the authorship of these works to the wood is still being used, despite the appearance of its

depiction finto something totally irregular, which Mudejars, something which is not a total certain ty 	contemporary conipetitors: steel and concrete.

although it may seem surprising when dealing with and does not correspond to histoncal reality as 1 However, what atlirms my conviction that a

wheels of ten, is quite possible, and oven the final derstand it. Visigoth— woodworking tradition was the basis of

effect, despite the incorrect assembly, is acceptable to 1 have nothing against he terco Mudejar, if o later lace'carpentry is that the count ries of central

the majority of viewers. only uses it to explain that these works are the and northern Europe have been using, up until quite

A pair of panels from the now disappeare result of the fusion of Muslim and Christian cul- recently, the same construction technique that

Church of San Gil arrived to the archaeological tures, given that this is absolutely undeniable. Spanish carpenters traditionally used until well finto

museum; they were not sufficient to defend a com- However, this does not mean that it is not an enor- the 17
15

 century. At least if we judge by comparison

plete assenibly, but they did allow a hypothetical mous simplification, one that also tends to ignore with what López de Arenas bequeathed us in bis

reconstruction of the five-panelled roof frame of the the existente of an important tradition ofVisigoth manuscripts.

presbyte ry. Mu a ame t h c u

(1,1raW
T clac, concerning the lc riry between

Looking back, I can only celebrare th

i

uldi s coll , i o a i a roof carpentry used jon lace roof frame-

problems of all kinds which the project of restoring inheritance from th; Muslim world, which in log- works with traditional European carpentry tech-

the roofing frarnework for the Museo NacionaGONS>^ ri NAnDEg ,LtURAues, carne from an English text written in 1920

Arte Hispanomusulmán brou« t nie, and conratu- examples of this ty e exist in Morocco. by Geox Ellis. 6 1 have later been able to verify that

late myself for the unique chance I had with so p

}
a `
 

would i d ut ,r aoVwrki "'" Nói ! Xnican carpenters still keep this technique

pieces of so many types: loose, grouped in sets —large experience in order to create an efficient structural alive. This can be verified by anyone who has access

and sniall and more or less complete —, with all their system with wood, which mean that it is essential to to a contemporary English language text on

characteristics visible, joins, fittings, cuts, etc. Data live in arcas whe re wood is plentiful; arcas in which American carpentry, or by simply buying one of the

and more data, which 1 would have spent years to wood has been used in a systernatic way to create numerous types of "ra fter squares" (framing squares

bring together if 1 had searched them exprofeso, not pro tective coverings from rainfall, and which is also or set squares for roof construction), which are flor-

only in order to study them, but also to be able to precisely the reason why such woods grow easily.The mally used in the construction of American houses,

contrast my entire theoretical apprenticeship from abundante of woods is the reason why carpenters a modern version of the set squares for roof frames,

the manuscript of López de Arenas, correcting poor exist, wood being a permanently available material. and which one can learn to use by reading the

interpretations or confirming doubtful questions, It is enough to fly over those countries that some instruction leaflet enclosed with them. They coin-

which would have been difficult or inipossible to historian want to make us believe this technique of cide far too much with those which López de

verify in any other way. organizing wooden structures canee from, to verify Arenas described in his writings to think that such

These lessons helped me to recover a large num- that roofs with two or more sloping sedes are mere coincidentes are chance abone.

ber of lace roof frames which otherwise would llave exceptions. The usual manner with which to con- One must not forget that ahnost eight centuries of

been lost: several in the palatial house of Miguel de struct a roof in these arcas is fiat terraces or cupolas Muslim and Christian coe xistente on the Iberian

Mañara, in Seville; or the choir stall of Santa María la that, where they are alternatives to terraces, have peninsula are more than enough for Muslim carpen-

Mayor, in Arévalo; or the roof frarnework of the been skilfully constructed, avoiding the peed for arch ters to take en Christian techniques in the construc-
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tion of roof frames, in the same way that Castilian too long to go into, never canee into being. Two of the history of cities? If the Alhambra truly was an

carpenters learnt about geometric depictions from the restored pieces have had better luck, and today urban centre (as proved in the monographic issue of

the Nasrids, which they used in their openwork car- they can be seen in the Museo de la Alhambra, in the the Cuadernos de la Alhambra on this subject4), then

pentry. Palace of Carlos v. The two most important pieces, the ties linking the historiography of the Alhambra

The Castilian carpenters were highly selective in which correspond to the presbytery and the transept and the record of urban history have not been

the geometric models they adopted. What really in the church of the Convent of La Merced, may examined systematically. Pensar la Alhambra is struc-

attracted them to Nasrid carpentry was the possibil- one day return to their original location, (if the tured around five points of interpretation: 1 -

ity of designing complex polyhedral bodies using the building which was once a church recovers its orig- Archaeology and monument; 2 - Interpretation of

design separated from its component parts. This inal appearance and is no longer used as a "housing" the Alhambra's artistic puzzle; 3 -The builders and

nade possible the prefabrication of structures whose pmject for numerous flats); of the rest of the restored the myth; 4 -The influences of the Alhambra's con-

decorative complexity could he generously devel- pieces 1 am today unable to imagine what their structive myth; 5 - The Alhambra, social venue. It

oped; facilitating the construction of their works, future might be. suggests nothing about the way in which the

using partial modules on the ground instead of hay- Alhambra became part of or was excluded from

ing to work in precarious conditions high up on a Endnotes reflections on the history of cities; rather, it offers

scaffold.The new geometty, which they incorporat- ' Nurier, E. Nuevo traed ' de la rarp inrería de lo blanco. Madrid observations on how the Alhambra, the palatial city,

c , offcrcd a double a vantagc; on the onc hand, it 2000. flts into the urban historiography ofAl-Andalus and

allowed them to resolve complex spatial roof frames, 2 ^arpi^,r,rí , h spanornusú n>,ore 1 meceu 'e VivLS. mentions the limes of thought and reflection that are

designed without the peed for intricate calculations f5éecnva,Año XIV nos. 161 and 62.1932 pp. 265-30 still open, particularly from a comparative perspec-

and, on the other, it gave them a drawing style, based NUMIZ, E. "Los cartabones como instrumento exdusiv . e. It does not attempt to examine the paths fol-

on the different angles of chosen geometric figures, para el trazado de I sería,". ,tilaerider _1-ttrrei6,,,ten; 3, Mainz owed throughout the historiography of the

allowing them to guarantee a precise measurement 1982. pp. 3 z7. Alhambra (which offers plenty of research maten-

for each sub-group, which was essential Jbr their ° ee, E. La carpintería de lo blanco, lectura dibujada del primer al!) or t  meditate on the unique nature of the

final attachment. Something that was cfi/fficult to manuscrito de Diego López renas. Ministerio de Culear Alhambra. Rather, in a more modest fashion, it

guarantee by xneasuring using the sticks they used, 1985. atternpts to evaluate how the works written on the

whose precision was that of a finger or a thumb, a far 5 NuE,&E, E. "El lazo en , carpintería española". Madrider Alhambra have contributed to the histories of the

cry from the millimetres ve use today. Mieteilmr en 40, Mainz 1999. pp_`508-336. cities of dar al-Islam in general and of al-Andalus in

1 have referred throughout this text to some of the ' Rafael García Dieguez vms die persan who showed ,ne the particular. In their summary of the history of urban

pieces that were restored on that occasion, more due text: G. Er.r.rs. Modere prrutical carpenrry. B.T. Batsford LTI). Europe, P. Boucheron and D. Menjot proponed

to the circumstances that united them than because London. defining the medieval city in tercos of being rather

of their detennined characteristics. Ho e r i an that "the city is an organised

order to give a more precise idea of what th j The Alhambra and The Urban'
(anllajty,.su_ggestiii

da e, socie ty and a centre all in one. " s The

ect meant, I be lieve that the best thing is to display Histo ofAl-Anilatu` :Uejlect10 palatial city of the Alhambra is, f,rst and foremost,

some of the work carried out in a series of diagraa.O n_ CHRISTsrE MAllO ICjARD TU RA we ll-known landscape of a ruling city. However,

Excepting a few well-doctmicnted, spec ^c cases, no University of Nantes it is a1 nucleus of rclations - whose complexity

more than the identification acronyms rénl4

}

eH`tdina t tli éilcuc of a begun to understand with both the

many of the materials which were restored, and the appealing title Pensar la Alhambra ('lhinkiing the rural interior and the city of Granada laying at its

nothing was clarified when they were checked with Alharnl ra),' A. Malpica Cuello emphasised that feet. Finally, the Alhambra was honre to an

the museum archives, neither their characteristics "there is a bottomless well of topics dealing with the undoubtedly numerous and plural society, whose

non their origin; except in some cases which dealt Alhambra. Therein lies the i,nmense value of this true characteristics have yet to be exactly defined.

with rescues from demolished buildings due to work palatial city, which has iniraculously managed to These three approaches, which have been studied

on the Gran Vía. One may logically think that, at that preserve its splendour." 2 But with the proliferation and researched in varying degrees of intensity, are

time and in those circumstances, there was no time of recent publications, is there room for any more the paths we propose to follos'.

to carry out a detailed study of the buildings which thoughts on the Alhambra? 3 From amidst this abun-

fell beneath the pick, and a great deal was achieved dant material, a two-sided assessment and a question The Alhambra, or the landscape of a

with the recovery of what might have gane to the arise. It is as easy to consider the nmltitude of works palatial city

rubbish dunip. on the Alhambra, generated by the monurnent's The works completed on the architectural com-

In the following graphic display, I include some of exceptional nature, as it is to observe the extensive plex of the Alhambra that describe it as a singular

the photographs of the restored parts and their con- revision of urban historiography regarding the landscape, sometimes called a governniental, palatial

dition hefore their exhihition in the building which Islamic world that has taken place in the last twen- or royal city, are actually the most ancient and the

was planned to be the new Museo Nacional de Arte ty years. Which brings us to this question: what most numerous. As is to be expected, the studies

Hispanonmsulmín, but which for reasons which are place has the Alhambra occupied in this record of  focused primarily on the palace arca, just as the
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research carried out at the palatial city of Madinat al-

Zahra refer almost exclusively to the same area. The

palace served as the residence of the local represen-

tative of authority and housed the administrative

offices of the government.With regard to urban his-

tory, in this sense the Alhambra constituted a land-

mark in the history of ci ty planning in principalities

of the Muslim world. The rapid expansion of this

kind of city planning goes all the way back to the

times of the Abbasid dynasty and continued up until

the royal cities conceived in the modern era. Meknes

was the last of these palatial cities to be erected in the

Western Muslim world. The Alhambra is classified as

a royal city-citadel, an administrative seat in the forro

of a fortress located both outside and alongside the

ciry; according to most authors, this kind of city has

and investigation for art historians. 13 These works

on the urban infrastructures of the Alhambra, by

virtue of the elements that they offer for compar-

ison, imply that the city is a part of the urban his-

tory ofAl-Andalus, although they do not necessar-

ily insist upon it.

The landscape of the Alhambra has also inspired a

reflection on the origins of the architectural com-

plex, from the primitive fortress located at the far

end of the Sabika to the rise of an urban administra-

tive seat that sprawled across the entire spur. 14 At the

entrance to the palatial city, there is indeed a fortifi-

cation which is supposed to have been erected by

Sawwar b. Hamdun in the second half of the 9` h cen-

tury and was enlarged in the 11` x' century. During

this time period, the Alhambra was still a defensive

architectural accomplishment and the latter

as art."18

The Alhambra — between ci ty and coun-

tryside

Like any other city, the Alhambra lived off the

land surrounding it. In the words of E Braudel, the

city was a "colossal womb" that must forage in the

surrounding territory in order to live. 19 The unique

quality of a palatial city lies in the dual nature of the

territory it occupies — it is both rural and urban at

the same time.The Alhambra absorbed the resources

of a rural area from which the palatial city derived

sustenance; its tentacles later spread to the

Generalife where it created an almunia, or vegetable

garden, in the early years of the 14`1' century, and

its origins in the Eastern world in the 10` h century. position lacking any urban structure or desi gis, but it a$erward to the Dar al-'Arusa, in the mid-15`h cen-

O. Grabar wrote, "from the 10` 1' century onward, the was considered an extension of the city of Granada tury.
20

 All the while, the Alhambra remained close-

great citadel began to absorb existing cities in a vani- by reason of its proximity. From this small, forti fied ly tied to an urban area in the immediate vicinity -

ety of ways [...1 it became a permanent element of building rose the palatial ci ty in the 13` x ' century.The the city of Granada.The Alhambra's own fields sup-

most of the great urban centres` The royal ci ty- ci ty buildings were set back from the edge of Che plie food for its population; its countryside

citadel followed a notable precedent set by the rocky cliff, erected along the course of the Royal undou edly supplied the raw materials used in the

Umayyad citadcl ofAimnan, which was eompletely . Channel,
15 and the Towcr ofTribute coustituted ti craftsmens shops discovered in the eastern part of

self-sufficient and yet maintained strong ties to the first Nasrid residence.The foundations of the city o the city in the 1920's; and the remains of pottery

city below m the Alhambra, coinciding with the construction of vens and the vestiges of a small tannery a llow us to

An exceptional city because of its palatial func- the Great Mosque and the public baths, date from no infer that the Alhambra was, for all practical purpos-

tion, the Alhambra was nevertheless an urban ceo- earlier than the reign of Muhammad ttr. This well- es, the nucleus of a rural territory. 21 	The ties

tre that required the necessary infrastructures for known process of the rise of the ciry bears an inter- between the Alhambra and its surrounding coun-

its citizens to go about their everyday lives: public esting resemblance to other cases of urban nuclei tryside was analysed en numerous occasions by A.

baths, a mosque, residentes, craft work s 'at grew ot orti 1 and suggéstss c uello, who highlighted the importante of

aqueduct, fortification systems, streets, t h her fascina n tions r o the ties ate f ese ties connecting the palatial city and

architecture, construction techniques an uses o esing betw n t e wall f t e o re an1 the city its te •" o provide water for the Alhambra from

these infrastructures have all been studied, coI ,S1 J I ie^>
E

b^wU ^ie water i Darro River, the first Nasrid sultan created a

results of which have often appeared in the pages + supply system and the pattern of the city's growth complex hydraulic system: `Bringing in water from

of the Cuadernos de 
lala Alha;nbra.9Theserpart

tr flat exaeorla Alhambra y Gener barro y means of the Roya] Channel was

detailed studies have allowed us to progressively As a palatial citadel, the landscape of the clearly a decision to create productive spaces in the

deduce more about the Nasrid house of the Alhambra has also been analysed in tercos of Alhambra. Obviously, it se rved the crafts workshops

Alhambra, the citadel neighbourhood, the city's power. Every city contains symbols of its resident and the pottery ovens that undoubtedly existed, but

road system, and even the thick outer wall that politic authority; therefore, a palatial city would its primary purpose was to provide agricultura]

gives the impression of a single, unified complex 10 , naturally tend to be considered the paradigm of an products to feed the population."23 The Royal

although the citadel and the palace grounds (sepa- expression of power. As J. M. Puerta Vílchez Channel, which runs from the Generalife along the

rated by the Square of the Cisterns) were actually showed, power is expressed in the Alhambra by hilltop, has been studied for its construction tech-

two independent arcas in the Nasrid era. 1 m means of linguistic codes — texts "that are more niques and the role it played in the pattern of the

Nevertheless, many questions about these urban than just inscriptions, because they explain the palatial city's growth and development. The

infrastructures have yet to be answered, leaving the very significante of the palace buildings" 16 — as increased population density in the city and sur-

field clear for new hypotheses. The emblematic well as through sculpture and architecture. In addi- rounding arca, and the disappearance of farmland

Gate of Justice has recently been given two new tion to their basic defensive function, the city walls forced the inhabitants to develop a hydraulic system

interpretations, one considering the metaphor of and towers also separate ways of life, isolating the using complex techniques on the upper part of the

the gateway and the other interpreting it as an sultan from the common people and from bis ene- river — an operation they liad to repeat on severa]

expression of a programme identical to Sufism' 2 ; mies. 17 The Alhambra's palatial ciry has o ften been occasions. With a wealth of research docurnenting

and the Wine Gate also remains an object of study perceived as a "landscape, seeing the former as an its archaeological aspects, the Royal Channel
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"defines the rural and urban space of the entire tant part in urban construction proliferated: "the palatial cities located within citadcls ovcrlooking

Alhambra complex. It is the central nerve of a pro- ostentation of these wealthy aristocrats will evolve the city "of the citizens," in the words of P.

ductive, industrious and practically unheard-of into 1'évergétisune." 25 The era of the city of horsemen, Cuneo; 34 this style became popular in the West at

Alhambra."24 These last words are of vital impor- which lasted until the second hallof the 14 th centu- a later time.The citadel with a palatial city is a fun-

tance - the active relationship that must have linked ry, was a time when political capitals multiplied damental elernent of the "ci ty of horsemen,"

the Alhambra to its rural surroundings is indeed throughout the Islamic world, such as Shiraz, Isfahan, which was slow to take root in al-Andalus. This

wrapped in mystery and shadow. The palatial city is Aleppo, Cairo,Tunis,Tlemcen, Fez and Marrakech. was probably because the nurnerous capital cities

by no mearas an exception in this arta of die urban Al-Andalus participated in this rnoment of of the 11` x'' centu ry had fewer resources than the

history ofAl-Andalus; city-countryside relationships urban history and Granada played a significant Eastern and Maghrebian princes, and also because

continue to be a relatively unexplored fleld of role. Beginning in the 11"' century, political capi- the need to establish a religious identity for the

research.21 tals cropped up all over the Iberian Península, and city was less pronounced in the West.

The palatial city also maintained ties to the city of the residences of the ruling class tended to be no- lo a degree, the Alhambra represents the out-

Granada. These relationships have been viewed pri- lated from the city while continuing to operate in come of the citadel's evolution, which, from the

marily in tercos of architectural connections, such as synibiosis with it. On the other hand, in the 11 th century onward, tended to isolate the emir's

the walls built between Granada and the Alhambra Almohad era the isolation of spaces reserved for residence from the rest of the citizens arad usually

arad the gates in the palatial citys wall.This is because rulers was more emphatic, and citadels began to involved installing the infi-astructures needed to

the "connections between a royal ciry arad a coui- function more arad more like "microcosms with acconiniodate the members of the prince's court

nion city are expressed by the architectural forros regard to the Test of the city`9 - like a miniatui, reside the fortified arta. This resulted in the cre-

that act as protectivc uieasures, with supreme impon- y' Nasrid Alhambra represents the out ation of a new city the palatial city. In the 14`x'

tance assigned to either the defence mechanisms come of this evolution. It prescnted thc aspect of a ccntury, the palatial city entered a new phase. The

dividing the common urban space from t royal palatial city - it was no longer a simple citadcl Alhambra was built alongside the city of Granada;

space or to the entrantes built into thes alls."26 housing the residence of the sovereign and gov- in fact, die palatial city of the Alhambra "was jux-

The Gate ofArms was the most frequently used pas- rnment offices, but ratlier a ciry in its own righ taposed Impon Madina Garnata, in keeping with a

sageway between die Alhambra arad Granada, since it locatedlocated aboye the ciry of Granada. With the found- style that had already begun to appear in North

was the only way to enter the ci without ever leav-Y Y ty ing of a madrassas rn 1348, Granada also attamedg Africa and broke away froin the old model inY ,

ing the actual urban area.The patlr from Granada to the status of a "city with an irideperident identi- which royal cities were built far apart from each

the Alhambra was built in increments, running ty." 37 The third Nasrid sultan, Muhammad iu other (as was the case of the founding of Madinat

tlrrough a plaza located between the citadel arad the (1302-1309), founded the Great Mosque of the al-Zahra during the Urnayyad period)."35 At the

arta of the palaces. As J. Bermúdez López so accu- Alhambra and the adjacent pubhc baths32 ; was this same time, however, the palatial city of the

rately put it, "this method allowed for p

j1a.

1 t b t osten trous act ora the part of the Ban 1

erfectl contmlled and monitored ar e A hi d yP Y ^... ^ lh
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was built aboye the ci ty, on its outskirts,

e very effort not to ex eY and on its ties toexpan

 two-fold objective that was incredihly symbolic: was held in 1477 near the Gate of the Seven Granada.A single gate supplied the only direct link

while the arta in-between public and private ser^ EJER p treta CtI1r RAween the city of the common people and the

to prepare people for the change in sc enery, they

were also given the impression that, once behind
.^ev}ent33; is r poss h e ^th.^at th^- ,̂ Square of the city of lers and officials, and the road-trench

^C34sterm ret n hit t mnd th al ti al anea, n1s ^ 'ua11s that rara around the tratare perime-

walls they observed, they would hegin a gradual also hosted military exercises? ter of the city also served to further isolate the

cliulb toward the final rung that constituted thc cen- In this ulanner, the Alhambra became an essential palatial city. Thc royal city and the city of the citi-

tre of power - the Sultan's thronc." 27 chaptcr in the urban history of the Muslim world; it zens maintained necessary relations, as evidenced

The connections between the two cities have also allowed us to include die urban history of al- by the architectural spaces and constructions. But

been the subject of spatially-oriented studies, which Andalus within the greater history of die cities of who were die active agents in these relations?

have attenipted to describe the relationship existing Islam, arad also called attention to the regional alter- Which roen amad women established the ties

between die two fortifled arcas and situate Granada natives between East arad West.The historiography of between the two cides?

in its proper place in the evolution of urban citadels. the cities of the Musliru world would be written in

The 11 th century saw the dawn of what J.-Cl. Garcin plural doro this time onwards, and would search The Citizens of the Alhambra: What kind of

calls the era of the "city of horsemen," when the new every comer of Dar al-Islam, looking for a timeless society did they live in?

authorities (of a different etlmicity than the previous arad identical Islamic city. The question that rernains For the medieval scholar, the purpose of urban

Arabic rulers) took up residence in a citadel en the is: given its similarity to other citadels and palatial history continues to be the analysis of the ties estab-

outskirts of the old city and created spaces dedicated cities of the Islamic world, does the Alhambra really lished between human beings in a specific setting.

to military exercises. This city was also a city with a lend itself to any further reflection? With regard to medieval Islam, and specifically to the

unique identity, in which the madrassas flourished In the 10`
5
 century, or even as early as the Western Islamic world, the city - which had long

arad the charitable foundations that played ara impor- Umayyad era, the East witnessed the appearance of been perceived as a timeless landscape comprised of
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layers ofjuxtaposed elements — is today defined as a exception is the city of Fostat. R. P. Gayraud point- back door exit in case of emergency and was prob-

concrete urban system and society` The palatial city ed out that "the houses discovered while excavating ably used by the sultan's family to move from one

cannot be ignored when considering the social speak of a heterogeneous city where dwellings of palace to another or for accessing the gardens or the

mosaic that makes up an urban society; and although every level of importante coexist [...] this apparent mosque"

the Alhambra has already contributed to the debate, absence of social discrimination can be explained by The palatial city of the Alhambra also offers ínter-

it appears that it would be worthwhile to re-exam- the origins of the city of Fostat, [however] this social esting research possibilities with regard to historical

inc certain sources. For many years, the Alhambra hodgepodge cannot be found in the central area of gender roles. E. Díez Jorge" has initiated an impor-

played an important, yet often overlooked, role in the Fostat at the beginning of the Fatimid period." 4' tant reflection on the "places occupied by women in

urban demography of al-Andalus — the Alhambra, One of the raro, well-documented examples of  the palatial city of the Alhambra and their cotmec-

particularly the citadel's neighbourhood, has indi- habitat distribution in an urban setting is the palatial tion with the spaces usually reserved for men," based

rectly served as an urban point of referente for gen- city of the Alhambra, which can be analysed in terno on the architectural layout of the spaces and a com-

erations of historians. The population density per of social segregation thanks to the research efforts of parative analysis of decorative elements. This ongo-

hectare in the cities of al-Andalus was calculated by J. Bermúdez López. His work on the road system of ing study has already made some interesting obser-

L. Torres Balbás based on information recorded in the Alhambra gave us a new perspective on the vations regarding the need for a new interpretation

the Repartimientos (Distributions Register) and on the houses of the palatial city. 43 One of the most impor- of the Alhambra's palace arcas. By evaluating and

floor plans of houses. He wrote, "We are familiar tant roads of the Alhambra, the road-trench along placing a greater emphasis on its feminine spaces, this

with the floor plans of 28 Hispano-Muslim houses: the lcngth of the inner city wall which allowed trav- study will give the female subjects of the past - a seg-

the homes of people from a wide variety of social ellers to circle the entire city, is dotted with towe, ment of the Alhambra's urban society that has long

and economic classes allow us to calculate their aver- laces like the Tower of the Captive or the Tower been misunderstood and mythicised — their proper

age surface arca" Of these 28 houses, 15 are inside the Princesses. They are residentes of individuals place in history.

the Alhambra — 12 of which are within the c lel. 37 	with close connections to the sultan's family, bbuilt Orle final issue remains to be addressed — that of

The measurement results (348 rooms per hectare) along the wall but which do not block the lower the e ponents of the urban society of the

have long been used to calculate the number of ' way of the ring road thmt provides access to othe Alhambra and the ties they maintained with the cit-

inhabitants in the cities of al-Andalus, with no van watchtowers. The military towers located along this izens of Granada, and the unexplored paths of

antes or allowances made for time or space diffe - same wall, such as the Tower of the Hens or the research and study in this field. Granada and the

entes. This result, obtained from latter-day docu- Tower of the Qadí, "do not occupy the path of the Alhambra give the impression of having operated as

ments and data gathered primarily in densely inhab- Ronda Road (ring road), and therefore have no two separate cities, and not precisely along the lines

ited arcas (the Alhambra and the citadel of Malaga), direct access to the inner city." The Royal High of an urban bipolarisation, such as the relationship

was also applied indiscriminately to other urban Road, the great central artery of the city, begins at between Cordoba and Madinat al-Zahra. 45 In the

locations, such as the small Umayyad frontier city of the Wine G e. uns in a fairly strai t n burb, the Caliph divided his embletns of

Vascos, or the great metropolis of late ltLcentuif i bt mclin l g progressively to r i e (jheen the two urban centres — sometimes

Toledo.35 However, the accepted diversity of popu- ground. "A curiousfact is the clearly notable hierar- he resided in the Alcázar of Cordoba, and other times

lation densities in cides of the Christian world iQO? JERIAinDE tCe U Te Athe palaces of his royal city, and he patronised the

be equally accepted and considered in the cities of  the palace arca and, s ^cially on îts northern • de — great rp^ sques of both Cordoba and Madinat al-

al-Andalus. 39 Pa t ro n a an ée the rfiiir. áf' ap i ñtly wea hi ĉ  aI?t the case of Granada, the Alhambra was

One of urban history's arcas of research attempts nobler residences. As the street climbs up the hill, intended, from the very beginning, to remain sepa-

to examine how social differences were reflected in public buildings begin to appear en either side (a rate from Granada and the citadel of the Zirid

certain spaces. 40 In this field, with regard to the mosque, public baths); and at the top of the hill, we dynastThe new rulers created their own residential

Western Christian world, "there was a powerfiil find the buildings where craftsmen plied their trades arca rather than occupy that of the 11 `h-century

dynamic that acted as an obstacle to urban segrega- alongside residences that appear to have belonged to dynasty, living up to the idea that "every sovereign

tion, at least until the raid-15th century [...] Urban the less affluent." Finally, the Royal Low Road rejected the notion of inhabiting the residente of his

development in the Renaissance was the stylistic served to isolate the "servants quarters from the predecessor, due to certain superstitions. 4` This

realisation of urban segregation. Italian cities adopt- palace arcas and other buildings, almost always practise was also due to the fact that a prince's power

ed it quickly, not because their elite members were dependent en the servant class, used by the military was measured by his ability as a builder. By the same

more enlightened than others on the subject of pub- or tradesmen." At the same time, it also served as a power display reasoning, the sultan could not be con-

lic welfare and on the beauty of symmetry, but rather barrier separating two ways of life — that of the tent to use the mosque where the first Nasrid ruler

because they were the first to suffer a general weak- Nasrid court and that of the comrnoners who served  had been ciowned. In the Lamha, Abu Muhammad

ening of the links that held medieval cities togeth- it — and as a transitional space between these two al-Bastí, Ibn al Jatíb, narrated the episode of Ibn al-

er"41 With regard to the medieval Muslim world, urban arcas. As J. Bermúdez López pointed out, "it Ahmar's arrival in Granada in 1238: "he arrived at

sources make little mention of cities designed was most likely used only by the palace employees the entrante to the mosque of the Alcazaba at stuiset,

around social segregation principies — a remarkable and was probably well guarded. It also served as a at the very moment when the muezzin uttered the
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phrase `come to prayer' [...] then the sheiks invited his triumphal entry in the citadel of the palatial it. When these events became known, the people

the sultan to go to the rnihrab, and he prayed before city in April 1487. 54 were amazed and the sea of plebeians overflowed its

them [...] afterward he entered into the palace of Documentary sources mention little more than shores; they rushed up to the Alhambra, asking for

Badis.48 The Alcazaba should be understood in the the most obvious details about the Alhambra's citi- news, and began to pillage the houses of the emir

terms defined by J.A. García Granados — as a residen- zens; most texts focus on the hassa revolving around in the poor quarter of the city which contained

sial area "that includes the entire occupied surface the sultan, the intellectual and religious elite com- great riches, treasures, books, clothing, weapons,

area" — and the alcázar as a fortified building con- prised of administrative and governmental officials, tapestries, dishware and furniture." 55 In 1310, in

nected to the "citadel." 49 The third Nasrid sultan and the high nobility of the court. Twice a week, response to Abu 1-Walid's aggression, the Sultan

ordered a new building to be raised in the Alhambra; Muhanmiad 1 (1237-1273) granted a general audi- Nasr (1309-1314) "went out [...] to the gato of the

Muhamtnad w founded the nnasyid al-A'zam and ence, attended by "the creara of the court, the qadis fortress ahead of the others, being respected by

established the public baths in front for its benefit. 511 (judges) of the connnunity and the top officials of sorne of the people and causing the unarmed ones

The plurality of the Great Mosque has been analysed the royal service [...] later he adjourned to the pri- to flee." 59 A systematic scrutiny of the texts might

from a legal perspective by Ma. I. Calero Secall. 5 ' The vate hall, where pertinent issues were discussed and provide some informnation on the individual mem-

three great mosques of the Nasrid capital — the main handled [...1 in the afternoon, he dined with his bers of the citizenry, their ties to the Alhambra and

mosque, in the lower part of the city, the mosque in closest family _members and his most highly Granada, and their role in the uprisings, but any

the Albaicín suburb and the Alhambra mosque — esteemed honourable gadi_." 55 At the beginning of data thus acquired would be rather limited and

must first be situated along a historical timeline.The 1314, when Nasr's power was challenged by his vague. 60 With regard to archaeological sources, the

mosques for Friday prayers began to multiply in the - cousin Abu 1-Walid, "the sultan took refuge in the discovery of workshops in the eastern part of the

Almohad era and proliferated in the Nasrid perió fortress of the Alhambra, taking his family, his treas arca suggests the presence of craftsmen. Can we

The reproduction of the great mosque is interpreted ores and the high nobility with him." Chroniclers hope to go beyond this observation? The architec-

as the result of demographic growth in the case of also mention the members of the militia with con- ture f the palatial city may indeed be able to offer

the buildings raised in the suburbs; whereas, in the nections to the sultan. Isma'il u (1359-1360) was us a new interpretation of its forros, because it is

case of mosques in the citadels, this reproduction is assassinated in the early summer of 1360, after ha4 not imp ssible "based on the site and the shape of

seen in a negative light, as the result "of a `lack of

^

ing been attacked in une of his palaces: "the sultan the architectural frames dedicated to appearances of

institutional backbone' in the Islamic city, which le took refuge in a great tower overlooking the ci ty he sovereign, to infer the identities of those for

to a concentration of power in a single place like a and asked the people for help, because his only whom these appearances were designed — the sov-

`small ondina' with topographical advantages, always companions were a group of young meo; as a con- ereign's relatives, the inhabitants of the royal city,

well defended and used for military and financial- sequence, a group of citizens formed at the foot of the citizens of the bourgeois city or foreign ambas-

political control purposes." that alcázar, but they were incapable of offering him sadors."61

On various occasions throughout the s ^ of y d of a sistance 1 n r T Alhambra is part of the urban history of the

the Nasrid dynasty, the palatial city an t t w n rr and ipriso e a 1 a t us wtir1d and of its recent historiographic revi-

the common people appear to be diametrically "the delinquents' du^ngeon (arbab al gará'im) which sions. Itnnns landscape as an admninistrative seat ofpower

opposed cities. During the reign of Nasr (13C-ON5iFtiJ AhDEki e ` reTv,JR1i s the first to be studied and analysed, before ques-

1314), his cousin Abu 1-Walid claimedJ 	ower for quick to cut offhis head and toss it out to the co- tions a;o e regarding the ties that connected the

pál a^ VClteto the city of the conunon Both^himself and encouraged the citizens of tG a ikOtl^s ni 	o 1 c ibrrldyin ir people.

rise up against the rightfül ruler. In the spring of illusory offers of assistance." 56 The chroniclers also cities maintained a relationship of an evidently coro-

1310, he appeared at the gates of Granada: "he mentioned the arrival of ambassadors, such as the plernentary nature, which serves to offset the con-

entered into the city through the peor quarter of arrival of Mr. Luis González de Luna in the sum- flictive and confrontational facet of their relations.

the Albaycín, he occupied the Old Alcazaba in mer of 1430 in the narre of King Juan q . s7 The Alhambra, conceived alongside Granada to face

front of the Alhambra, and at noon on [3 April However, as usual, the chroniclers only deigned to the Alcazaba gadinia as a proclamation of the new

13101 he entered the Royal Palace." 52 In the first mention the citizens themselves en rare occasions, rulers taking over the city, could not really be any-

months of 1314, the uprising that allowed Abu 1- referring to them as 'annnia or unas — the plebeians, thing else. From now on, research work will work to

Walid to take definitive control began in the the people. On 14 March 1309, the Sultan situate certain urban profiles en the stage of the old

Albaicín, while the Sultan sought refuge in the Muhaminad n[ (1302-1309) fell victim to a con- palatial city; with a particular emphasis on the figures

Alhambra. 53 In spring of 1486, Boabdil nianaged spiracy while he was "affected by an aflliction of of wonlen — undoubtedly, it will be easier to unveil

to win over the population of the Albaicín, while the eyes and sequestered in his chambers. A group their roles than to penetrate the mystery in which

his uncle Muhamniad b. Sa'd controlled the of government leaders conspired with his brother the al-unas and al-'anona are still shrouded.

Alhambra; and for several months, the two cities to attack and kill his vizier, Abu Abd Allah b. al-

were truly at war. Boabdil emerged victorious Hakim; his brother Nasr was put on the throne by Endnotes

from this initial skirmish, and in autumn of that the people, who besieged and attacked the sultan's GONZÁLEZ ALCANTUD,J.A and. MALPICA CUELLO,A. (Ed.),

same year he attacked once again, finally making residence despite the presence of guards all around Pensar la Alhambra. Barcelona-Granada 2001.
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prince that began in the tintes of the Caliphate? Is it funda- Málaga", Miscelanea de Estudios Arabes y Hebraicos, XL-XLI, less structured layout inside the areas so defined,

mentally different from the events in play beginning with 1991-92, p. 214).This space also includes the alcazaba gadí- although a normative division into quadrants does

the kings of the 11`
h
 century? roa, a masyid sagír, and the alcázar of Badis, where Yahya b. not necessarily preclude exceptions. Vegetation and

BOUCHERON, P. and MENJOT, D. "La ville médiévale"..., Ganiya was buried in 1149: en this episode, see E CODERA water were laid out axially and geometrically, but

p- 347. Y ZAIDíN, Decadencia y desaparición de los altnorávides en landscape architects were constrained by the conven-
37 

ToRRes RAERÁS, L. Ciudades hispanomusubnanas. Madrid España, M' J. VscuEnA MOI,íNS (ed.). Pamplona 2004, p. 45. tions of Islamic architecture, where different parts

1985, 2nd ed., p. 97. 4y García Granados, J. A. "La primera cerca medieval de share certain symmetrical qualities Ú'aip5b5t). A less
s$ 

IzQUIE[mo BENITO, R. "Una ciudad de fundación nwsul- Granada. Análisis historiográfico", Arqueología y territorio cohesive structural afftnity was doubtless achieved in

mana: Vascos", Guerre, fortífication et habitat dans le monde medieval, 3, 1996, pp. 91-147. other arcas.

méditerranéen au Hoyen Age. Madrid-Rome 1988, p. 163; 50 Lit.The Great Mosgoe: IBN AL JATIB, Historia de los reyes de Although dating from around 2000 B.C.E., the

MOLENAT, J.-P. Campagnes et monta de 7bléde da xue au xve la Alhambra.... p. 62. S marre' basin reproduced by Herzfeld representa

siécle. Madrid 1997, p. 26. s' MA 1. CALERO SECALL, "Algunas fetuas sobre la duplicidad the prototypal Persian garden to which ah subse-

'
9 

See, for the Christian West, the proponed variations (iuhabi- de las aljarnas andalusíes", L'urbanisme dans I'Occident anual- quent design essentially adhered'. A mandala-style

tanta per hectare): 500 in Florence, 300 in Lille, 180 in roan au Moyen Age, Aspects jinidiques. P Csussteiz, M. FIERRO arrangement is susceptible of interpretation on more

Bordeaux, 100 in Chartres (P.BOUCHERON and D. MENJOT, and J.-P. VAN STAÍ s LL (eds.). M drid, 2i m0, pp. 125-140, than one level, including the f ungian (Man and 1-lis

"La ville médiévale"..., p. 395). tic lsil
y gp , 136-137. Synthols), but from a functional point of view is

Lrcuev, J.-P. La rue au Moyen Age. Reunes 1984, pp. 111- JArlB, Historia de los reyes de la Alham^notiting more than an elegant solution to the prob-

123; BoucHEÉrors, P. and MENJoT, D. "La ville méd Ints ALJnTSSS, de lo.. cc es de ln Alhnm lem of irrigating a aguare or rectangular arca. In the

vale"..., pp. 461-491. 4 R. Asrm., L s snhs n .. pp. 166 and 168.
r,

case of Muslim Spain the diffusionist theory has to

' BOUCHERON, P. and MENJOT, D. "La vine médiév p.
ss

#ILJATI B Hi, storia de los reyes.... p.37. be balanced against the obstínate persistente of a

478 and p. 491. SI L JATIB, Historia de los reyes..., p. 146. Classical substratum with an emphasis on synlmetry
42 GAYRnun, R.-P. "Pauvreté et richesse dans l'E L pee médié-

`5
7 Crónica del Halconero de D. jan ti, p. 70, quoted in R. A

vale: les indices de l'archéologie", Pauvreté et richesse dans le L'Espagne musulmane.... pp. 132-133.

but excation has so far not brought to light any

Roman antecedent for the quadripartite plan.

monde nmsulman méditerranéen. J.-P. PASCUAL (dir.). Par s ,8 h3N ALJATn3, Historia de !os reyes..., p. 67. nterpreted symbolically, the intersecting axes may

2003, pp. 173-181. S` IuN AL JATIB, Historia de los ryeA.., p. 78. represent the four rivers of Paradise Qayhhán,a; 
Except the works mentioned in footnote 13, see. J. c'° See, on the Cordoba of che %una, how scarce are the results Sayhán, Níl, Furát) named in Prophetical Tradition2.

BERMÚDEZ LóPEZ,"La Alhambra", La arquitectura del Islam of a linguistic research project. MAllOLI-GIDNTARD, CH. Equally, they could stand for the streams (anhár) of

occidental (R. LÓPEZ GUZMÁN coord.). Granada 1992, pp. "Quand, dares le premier tiers du xte siécle, le peuple cor- sweet water, milk of consistent taste, wine that tastes

211-22(1 which offers a very clear perspect e t h  s'emp a la rue..' I- r pp e i and clear-run honey in the Qur'án

investigations.  - 35.Td 7: ) t these are four different categories of
a

DíEZ JORGE, E. "El espacio doméstico: lo femenino y lo ARRUCAND, M.' Les relations entre ville...", p. 328. streanl, not four individual streams. Rivers of these

masculino en la ciudad palatina de la A1haml a" Q N S EJ E R Í DE C U LTU RAr liquids iniplausibly tan in the garden of the

Cuadernos de la Alharnbra, 38, 2002, 155-181; ~ The Hispano-Arab Gar en: Notes Grand Master of the Assassins in Alamüt, laid out

"L'Alhambra au féminin", Le cháteau are - 'm itA.\CA1 1  'nToward a Typology b ra y G e 1 9 al fli accordance with the eschatological

COCULA and M. COMBE r (eds.). Bordeaux 2004, pp. 21- JAMES DicIuE descriptions in the Qur'an, even though Marco Polo

38;"Las mujeres en la ciudad palatina, ¿una presencia olvi- Yaqub Zaki fails to specify how many:

dada?", M. SÁNCHEZ ROMERO (dir.), Arqueología y Género, Visiting Professor,The Aga Khan Program The Old Man (shaikh) was called in his language

Granada, in the press. for Islarnic Architecture at Harward and Aloadin (`Alá' al-Din). He had caused a certain val-

^s MAllOu-GuiNTAao, CH. "Cordoue et Madinat al-Zahra: MIT. ley between two rnountains to be closed off, and had

remarques sur le fonctionnement d'une capitale á double The Islainic garden is a version of the Paradise turned it into a garden, the largest and most beauti-

polarité", Al-Qantra, xvssm, 1997/1, pp. 43-64. Garden, a concept that varíes according to the cul- ñil that ever was seen, filled with every variety of
46 SOURDEL, D. ET J. La civilisation de l'Islam classique. Paris 1983, tunal context, and the Hispano-Arab garden is a fruit. In it were erected pavilions and palaces, the

p.302. regional variant ofthe Islarnic garden. As such it par- most elegant that can be imagined, all covered in

` Ou these episodes, see R. ARiÉ, L'Espagne nmsuhnane... op takes of its most salient characteristics. Invariables gilding and exquisite paintings. And diere were run-

cit.; VIDAL CASTRO, E"Historia política", El Reino nazarí de comprise an enclosure wall, a raised grid, a gravity- nels too, flowing freely with wine and milk and

Granada (1232-1492), Política, Instituciones, Espacio y economía, propelled irrigation system, a reservoir or aqueduct, honey and water; and numbers of ladies of the most

MA J. VIGUERA MOLINS (dir.). Madrid 2000, pp. 49-248. and formal paths incorporating irrigation canals; beautiful damsels in the world, who could play all
48 

IBN AL JATIB, Historia de los reyes de la Alhansbra.... p. 41. In whilst variables include pavilions, fountains, pools manner of instruments and sing most sweetly and

the Dimán al-Sayyib, lbn al Jatib cites lbn al-Ahmar going to either central or eccentric, the planting, and the level dance in a way that was enchanting to behold.

the gafe of the Ya'mi' (mentioned in V MARTINEZ of the beds (which fluctuates accordingly). The Because the Old Man desired his people to believe
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that this was truly Paradise. Therefo re, he had a less servile fashion, in almost every comer of the the Alhambra. Mármol Carvajal, writing in the last

designed it after the description that Mohammad Islamic world'. if not difficult to account for the third of the 16th century, is quite unambiguous:"In

gane of bis Paradise, to wit, that it should be a beau- four arras of a cruciform irrigation system it is addition to these two sumptuous alcázares

tiful garden running with rivulets of wine and milk more difficult to accommodate a single "al- [Comares and the Court of the Lions] those infidel

and honey and water, and full of lovely women for Kawthar" within such a scheme. Though it is the kings entertained themselves in many other private

the delectation of all its inmates3 . narre of the river par excellence of Paradise accord- towers, palaces, orchards and gardens, both within

One conunentator believes that this garden must ing to a hadith (tradition) narrated on the authori- and without the walls of the ci ty and of the

now be discarded from our stock of Oriental images, ty of Anas ibn Málik, in the Qur'án (108:1) al- Alhambra......'. Such places, when small, constitut-

since a British expedition to the cite in the late 1950s kawthar simply mean "the abundante" without any ed villas, whilst larger examples amounted to cities,

was unable to discover a single trace of the enchant- eschatological connotation, unlike Salsabil, which like Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli, which was bigger than

ed garden where the Assassins were seduced into the Qur'án (76:18) most emphatically locates Pompeii. The Court of the Lions in the Alhambra

absolute obediente, progranuned to execute orders ("Therein is a spring whose narre is Salsabil"), and is an instance of the former and Madinat al-Zahrá'

that would infallibly entail their own death4 . certainly not difficult to represent as a fountain. an instance of the latter, whereas the Alamiría

However, it is clear from the expedition narrative Should, however, the fountain feed a single stream (Umayyad) and the Generalife (Nasrid) illustrate

that they did not search in the right place, in a "val- and not four canals, then it becomes a source and it another kind of palace in villa s tyle, more congen-

ley between two mountains," where underground is clear that the stream, like the four channels, is a ial and free of the constraints of protocol 10 . For all

ganáts would tap the water that gathers at the base of Qur ánic referent and may justly be designated a practical purposes they are simple villar rtistícae, and

any rock formation and channel it into an arca Kawthar. as such distinct from the urban type exemplified by

enclosed by wallss . The prototypal Islamic garden represents a con- 7e Court of the Lions. Generally, rulers lived in a

This attempt to literalise the ingrediente o vergence of two concepts of Paradise, the _Avestan !lfortiñed alcázar (< al-gasr) with a system of inter-

Qur'ánic Paradise h in an ideal setting is imp ant, and the Arabian: fusion followed by diffusion lockh courtyards, and with garden zones for

because the sacred texts, whether 1 ral or (through military 	conquest). In Spain, gardens leisure °bid relaxation, less overcrowded than the

metaphorically read, concur in describin a sensor ould become places where people could cojo city but not substantially different.

Paradise, a humid and shady garden (fanrtalr). In a t̂he sensations a prodigious nature afforded them: There are grounds for admitting the existente of

hot, dry climate the two most valuable commodi-y "Contera lation the rounds of water and thep ^ another Roman feature: public parks, in on m theP P ^ g
ties are shade and humidity. A less pedantic inter- nightingale's song, the scents of flowers, the taste of private domain of some wealthy landowner who

pretation of the sacred texts is evident from the fruits, the cool touch of flowers against the skin, in would bequeath it to the ci ty as a public amenity in

practical approach adopted by garden designers. an atmosphere of Qur'ánic paradise"s . The four- accordance with the p rovisions for such legacies

Strict conformi ty to a Qur'ánic prototype was in fold plot was decisive in the development of the (awgáj) in Islamic Lar. Fleeing the congestion of the

any case not posible. When even concre i nr ecaus i ant th a a e i- r parks were located in the arbád (sub-

like fruit (Qur'an, 2:25) lends itself to metap r a ar anis i princ 1 t e , i a ) teries, although planted, were not for-

interpretation (ta'wil) how much more so the cardinal axis and a s;condary one forming a cross. mally planned or rnaintained in the same way as a

whole (13:35), giving latitude to the artistic imaC-O 5EJERI ü ipI>EeCLJiLaaURAien. Private cemeteries and dynastic mausolea

nation without compromising the divine parame- .^in} the Islamic garden water takes precedente ver adjoined the palaces. The royal pantheon always

ters. A sensible parameter is inferable 1 a n 44 il s hj e-í&r Jhp le^mert^it' óu"lcf eFe Jo figuratively as al-Rawdah (the Garden),

(39:73). Gushing springs or fountains (e.g., 88:12), any case have the moral priority, but this priority was so in actuality as well as in metaphor because

pavilions (55:72) and the occupants (uf;; pl. of is dramatised in the planning. ancillary garden space served for burials of lesser

hawrñ') thereof, shade and moisture (56:31-2), the The courtyard house, which confines and for- degree, the qubha li being reserved for high-status

one supplied by shrubbe ry and garden fabrics malises the garden concept, was not introduced to burials. Unfortunately, Mármol's tantalisingly brief

(kfzíyáni), the other by water in movement, al] Spain by the Arabs; rather, it was standard Ibero- allusion to gardens in the Alhambra does not help in

which, endorsed by climate, build up to a fairly Mediterranean practice, an indigenous tradition identifying or locating them. Although allusions to

complete picture of an Islamic Paradise Garden. which the Arabs found congenial. Roman influ- gardens abound in Hispano-Arab texts, descriptions

The sensory sensations afforded by these amenities ente accounts for both the doinus urbana and the are infrequent and vague.

are, of course, but a presentiment of the intenser villa rustica, the latter following a less rigid ground- For evidente of the appearance of gardens of the

sensations experienced by the blessed, whose plan and set amidst ornamental gardens and Caliphal period there is li.tde to go on save data

delights, including the corporeal ones, surpass any- productive orchards. The formalised gardens -Yve yielded by excavation at Madinat al-Zahrá' and a

thing that mortal man can visualice or compre- associate with palatine settings, or at least with contemporary account of a pleasure garden in

hend. Although as a literal imitation of Qur'ánic courtyards, may have been less formal when used to Cordova. Alluding to a literary funeral that took

descriptions the Alamft case would appear to be connect buildings within an overall scheme less place there in 1035, al-Fath' ibn Khágán describes a

unique, nevertheless a formula involving four tectonic than horticultural. There can be no man- garden dating from the Golden Age of Cordova

besides other Qur'ánic referentes is followed, if in ner of doubt as to the presente of gardens inside (10`h_early 11`h century).The poet fortunate enough
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posthumously to enjoy its amenities, Ibn Shuhayd lights certain features: a patio (sahn), a serpentine The garden had rocas of trees symmctrically arranged, and

(383-426/992-1035), was also familiar with them in channel (jadival) and a central basin (jsibiyalr) into its flowers smiled from their [opera] buds, and [ so dense

life, because he and the proprietor (alongside whom which all the waters spill, as well as an exquisitely was the fo liage thatl the sun could not glimpse the

he chose to be buried) oft frequented the spot, crafted pavilion adorned (qurn sat) in gold arad azure. ground, and the breeze blowing over it day and night was

according to Ibn Khágán. The rnise-en-sce'ne of these These materials, like contemporary descriptions of impregnated with perfume. I myself have spent nights and

dissipations was a park known as Hayr al-Zajjáli Madinat al-Zahr5', give some idea of the richness of days there, and it seemed that they were made of the ganes

after its deceased owner, the vizier Abú Manván al- materials in use in Cordova at this time. Go]d speaks of lovers or cut fro to the page of youth.

Zajáli. The meaning of hayr is crucial in this con- for itself, but the raw material which yields the other

text. The terco is familiar from the narres of palace pigment (azure < Ar. al-azward, Pers. lajr.vard or las?,- The passage ends on a personal note:

cuna caravanserai structures in the Syrian desert such ward) is lapis lazuli from Badakhshan and was only

as Qasr al- Hayr al-Gharbi and Qasr al- Hayr al- procurable via the Silk Road. Sahn indicates an open Abiii `Ámir ibn Shuhayd enjoyed fuere times of well-being

Shargi. Hayr is a corruption of há'ir meaning "cis- area or paved surface, and the pond would have been and res[, morning and evening. Destiny provided hito

tern", which by metonymy comes to mean the gar- fed from a serpentine channel crossing this area. A with all he desired, and he combined [the pleasures el

den irrigated from it. (The Arabic rawdah underwent similar arrangement seems to have obtained in the sobriery and intoxication. He and the owner of the gar-

equivalent semantic distortion but in the reverse palace of al-Mu `tasim (the Sumádihiyya) at Almería den buried alongside hito were childhood playmares and

direction in the course of transmission to Spanish in the 11`h century, where winding channels linked alijes in drunken excess; they maincained Chis attitude, ever

(raudal: torrent).) Ibn al-Khatib (713-76/1313-75) basins one to another. ln one of his compositions, behaving thus in pride and vaniry until death overtook

uses Frñ 'ir in the correct sense when describing the this poet-prince (443-84/1051-91) compared Che them sud destiny decreed their limits, arad so they became

Alhambra: ater in his garden to the undulating body of a ser neighbours in death as they had been in life, and the shad-

pent as it slithers along''. A Visigothic lnonolith pre- w of these shady places drew away froto them... "

The city, which is the seat of the ruler, rises a  e the served in the Alcazaba of Málaga was recycled in the

inhabited arcas of Granada in the south. it minares Arab epoch as a waterspout with a serpentina chan- Apa from indicating that the garden was seen

the ci ty with its shining (lit. "white") battlements, its nel; the Arabs we re evidently fascinated by water as a place of inherent voluptuousness — a trait that

proud towers, formidable bastions and exquisite palaces that described a serpentina motion, which would it has retained till this day — the passage conveys an

that blind the ayes and the mind.The channels (jadiiwi , appear to explain the secondary signi fication of the almost French sense of volupté, a combination of

pl. of jadwal) that Elow down the hills with their abran- Spanish "culebra" (which usually mean "snake" but love and death. Gardens, death and memory have

dan[ waters and overfl owing cisterns (hawá'ir, pl. of can also signify "conduit"). ihn Siráj," writing to a long history of association because of the inti-

há'ir) produce a tumult that can be heard froto afarl t. Ibn Khágán about the canals and channels of al- mate relationship between the cense of smell and

Zahrá', uses this same terco (jadival) to indicate an the cerebrum. Burial in a garden is a beautiful

A hayr is a rtup&Ssyo;, a closed-offspace t i wateic e as di t atural ur- ea, the eschatological implications of which are

conclusos; hayr al-hayawanát mean a zo e n (ra ln). Tl i i the te n p d 1 1n alU ffic tently obvious. By being buried together the
n 11 . n

den, cordoned off to keep the animals inside. Arab Khatib in the aforcited passage to distinguiste a vizier and the poet sought to prolong their friend-

rulers enjoyed assembling rare species of plants íMN> leJ l'AtbnE,iCie - caí^-yURAp. The two companions emparadised here

animals in their palaces, so hayr can al o mean a surplus water from theAlhambra, froto a n ural resortesl o this place during their lifetime in hope

botanical garden.A hayrsvas an indispen l?adjuñctwl^k pa'L n

'

i ay e ' ó pirng something of the joys of youth in

of a palace in the desert, where produce cannot be resembled one surviving from this period in the ara appropriate environment, although Ibn

obtained from the ntarket. Bastioned walls protected Alcazaba of Málaga.With a wooden roof supported Khágán leaves us to imagine the bowers where

the agricultural and horticultural land that supplied by intersecting arches such as can be seen in the they were wont to gratify their senses before their

the palace, and which relied on water supplied by proximity of the ,rrilrr3b (prayer-niche) in the passions subsided into dust.These carnal pleasures

aqueducts or ganáts. Malmaison in the time of the Mosque of Cordova, it conveys some idea of how (jisrníyyñtj anticipate the more spiritual pleasures

Empress Josephine with its menagerie and exotic the Hayr al-Zajjáli pavilion may have appeared, (ruháuiyyát) of Paradise. However, his censorial

plantations approximates the concept of a hayr. Even although the latter svas probably bigger since it had language evokes another garden, one associated

though it might contain rare species of plants and walls. The main part of Ibn Khágán's description with rebellion and lost innocence.

animals for the express delectation of the ruler, reads: Though cae might wish for more, the detail sup-

essentially a hayr was practica]: its primary funetion plied by Ibn Khágán is sufficient to show that al-

was to provide food for the royal table. This Hayr is one of the most wonderfal of places, match- Zajá] i's pleasure grave conformed to a recognisable

In his description of Hayr al-Zajjáli, lbn Khágán less in [itsi beauty and perfection. Its patio of pure white model. It was a Paradise Garden, a duplícate heaven,

refers to «files of trees symmetrically arranged,» a marble is traversed by a channel resembling a hissing a divine framework of reference that does not nec-

planting pattern clearlp horticultural indicating ara snake. It contains a reservoir finco which all waters tunable. essarily preclude profane use. "Files of trees symmet-

orchard (l ustáu), almost certainly a family property 	The roof [of its pavilion] is decorated in gold arad azure, rically arranged" go back to Ancient Persia.

and in all likelihood a source of income. He high- and in fuese two (colours) are covered its parts and sides. Although the Paradise Garden is a concept that
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emerged in the Near East, the key word in the evo- be hunted in this setting, where intimate arbours and space appropriated to burial of the dead, presup-

lution of the idea as it trave ll ed west is the Greek shady retreats predisponed the mind to idle pursuits.) posing protection in either case.

napábacos, the word the Septuagint uses for the Nevertheless, the two purposes were incompatible Xenophon (b. 432 B.C.E.) is credited with the

Garden of Eden, a phrase used in an eschatological lince game would quickly ruin any decorativa introducing the Paradise Garden in the West.

sense in the Qur'án no fewer than eleven tintes and, scheme, so the terco was not slow to acquire new However, a Damascene toponyn (Hayr Sarjdn)

significantly, always in the plural. In two places meaning.This explains the semantic shift whereby a recalls the Bite of a palace occupied by the Assyrian

(16:31-2; 19:60-1) it is equated with al jannah, i.e. terco signifying a game-reserve carne to denote a King Sargon u, whose father had overrun much of

Paradise as a whole, and elsewhere (20:75-6) with recreational garden. It is likely that, with the revela- West Asia in the 23 rd century B.C.E. This would

another Qur'ánic expression, dñr al-nrug3 mals (the tion of Islam, theological factors contributed to the seem to indicate that such gardens not only p redate

Mansion of Eternity), from which it would appear mutation, pleasure (naimah) being the distinctive Cyrus the Younger (ob. 401 B.C.E.) but reached the

that the expression Gardens of Eden is merely a experience of Paradise. Al-naim (happiness,joybliss) Levant two thousand years before Xenophon met

metaphor for Paradise. Nonetheless, exegesis is not from the same linguistic root is another of the the Persian king and thus antedate the first pictorial

agreed on whether the Qur'ánic tercos be synonyrns Qur'ánic expressions for Paradise, occurring eight representation of the Paradise Garden in the

or intended to indicate different levels of glory, some times in the plural janri5t al-na i m) and thrice in the S5marrá' basin. Since Hayr Sarjñn was inside the cir-

exegetes holding al-Firdaws to be the highest level singular (jannat al-rea inx). The Barden became a cuit of the city walls, it is rnuch more likely to have

with others reserving this honour for jannñt Adn° s . reflection of Paradise and functioned allegorically, as been a recreational grove than a hunting-park 17 . It

The latter seems unlikely because in the Qur'án the would happcn later with European gardens as well, seems indisputable that the garden idea originated in
0brasa nevar figures other than in the plural, unlike and more ex licitl for Islamic gardens lacked leal the East; in warm chmates the idea was born ofP ^ P ^ P Y ^ sculp-

 where it is singular. Firdaws, by contrast, only ture to demonstrate the allegorical content; althoug combining fruit trees with flowers, sown for scent or

occurs twice18:107 . 23:11 , on the first of which an allegorical role cannot be denied the lions in the appearance, and irrigated from wells and channels.( ) g Pp ate we an anneg

occasions as a plural in construct state, jann at Firdaws, court of that narre which, gold in colour and zodi- Aft aving defeated King Mithridates in the year

froni which it would seem to follow that i Iony- acal in number, operate as solar symbols as well as 63 B. . ., Lucullus — almost more famous as an epi-

mous with the other expression, jannát Adn, already symbols of victory. 	cu re than ,as a general — founded Rome's first park,

used in the same silrah. In the absence of consensus The Andalusian hayr Ádirect descendant of the the Horti Luculliani (where the Empress Messa lina

we are entitled to draw our own conclusion . Avestan pairidaeza (PPrsian and Arabic Firdaws, atar disported herself), surrounding bis ancestral

Probably al] three tercos, not only the coninionest, Hebrew Pardes (Tare), Greek ttapá&sao;), a game- borne. The connexion between gardens and hedo-

al jannah, but al-Firdaws and the metaphorical jannát reserve surrounded by walls, an enclosed area. Hinco was firnily established long before Claudius

Adn, are synonyms. Firdaws is a loan word froni the However, the word suffered distortion on exporta- wore horns; the point worth noting is that the first

Greek, whilst ztapá3eo5 was itself borrowed from tion to an extent that, long before reaching Spain, European gardeners were both men who liad been

the Ancient Persian yairidwiza, a comp

Jen 

n u si fiad r tural s e e i ta

Itè

a ervice in the East; Lucullus is also credit-

formed from pairi (around) and daeza ) n te e t r s bef e e a it ving introduced the cherry tree from

appears for the 6rst time in Greek in o on s which ex lainss hw m Xeno in nort n Minor.PP P op _ P on an er la

Anabasis. The Hebrew gana corresponds to ^ieON Jl t^eRí vo^Ewct(oü tsT rURAReferring to the Umayyad Caliph Hisham 1

Arabic jannah; however, since the garden whence our case, a game-reserve; in the other, a place where (72-125 A.H./691-743 C.E.), the Greek historian

First Parents were expeled had a wall and á a c t `am i n t xi l c nitir ^l^nCi ^ifl (Theo tes (c.752-817) states that he "began to

debar their return the Septuagint's translators' choice the pale, meant both to include and exclude. The build palaces in open fields and the city, and to cre-

of napábsóo5 to construe gana was felicitous. Unlike notion of the garden as essentially enclosed space ate sown fields and itapábeóos, and to build water

Firdaws, which is clearly foreign, jannah is from a is not restricted to Greek or Arabic. English channels" 18 . This confirms that hayr is the semantic

root, J-N-N, meaning "to cover" [the land with veg- "Garden" is a doublet of "yard". "Garden", from equivalent of napá3vuo5. In the course of expor-

etation]; and in the Hispano-Arab garden the plant- Norman French gardin, is Teutonic, geard (> Eng. tation from the Near East the concept fused with

ing was always dense, as the passage from Ibn Khágán "guard") in Old Saxon giving "garth" (e.g., a clois- the Latin hortus, thereby acquiring functional

makes plain, conceivably in reference to the Qur'án ter garth), cognative with girth, yard, ward (e.g., a appendages. (Hayr, as we have seen, underwent a

(78:16). ward in a castle or town), all carrying the notion of similar semantic deformation; by the time it

Collating different passages in which the word something requiring protection, such as a ward of reached al-Andalus it denoted a walled area for

occurs appears to indicate that hayr is the Arabic court; similarly, a warden is one who protects.The horticulture rather than a recreational park.)

equivalent of the Greek rtapá..beno; inasmuch as it verb "gird" can signify to gird oneself against Beginning with Xenophon, passing through the

incorporates the basic elements of the latter. The something but also to gird oneself about, which Alexandrian translators of the Septuagint and

enclosure of a papá&e6os served two purposes: it takes us back to the primary connotation of sur- crossing the linguistic boundaries into Arabic as

kept the game in and the conimon herd out, which rounded, enclosed, therefore guarded (against Firdaws, the word retains its primary meaning of

indicates that the function was twofold: (a) sport, (b) intrusion). A garden is space appropriated to the enclosure. Arabic, however, would reserve Firdau's

privacy. (More coy but less elusive game could also cultivation of flowers or trees just as a graveyard is for use in eschatological contexts, retaining hayr for
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its mundane equivalent. All of which would seem

to make the Greeks or Romans the vehicle of the

idea's transmission, with the Arab diaspora the

decisive factor in its dissemination.

Ab ii Marwán al-Zajjáli bequeathed his garden to

the city of Cordova for use as a public utili ty. Pérés"

hazards the guess that this -,vas probably the first

instance in histo ry of a bequest of this nature, and

draws from this the conclusion that the public park

is an Arab invention; however, he had evidendy for-

gotten Julius Caesar:

200,000 metric gallons (approximately 910,000

litres) of water to the city every day Although Julius

Caesar's bequest seems to have been a unique case

of a person deeding real estate as public property,

the Roman public had the right to use the Imperial

gardens, which included the Horti Lucudliani referred

to above.These had been given to Claudius as a gift

from its owners (the Valer ii), in an attempt to

appease his rage over the wanton revels that

Messalina and her lovers had engaged in on that

very spot.

number of the damned. Eight also corresponda to

the number of the planets and twelve to the houses

of the zodiac (as in the Nishát Bágh in Kashmir).

Any spatial structure takes on added significance

when it seeks to copy the divine pattern of the

Creator. In al-Zahrá', the pavilion referred to marks

the point at which the axes of a spacious fourfold

plot intersect. One of the four arras is entirely taken

up by the pavilion and the pool in which it reflect-

ed25 . On its no rthern flank the pavilion saw itself

reflected in the water, the while three basins to the

1 uivuici aiiu iiivic iaiiivuS rvc^, —— ayuu L i cafl , wca L aiau avuui acaucvcu uic aaiiic cuco ivi uic

Moreover, he hath le ft you all his walks, (394-463/1003-70), describes the pools of al-Zahrá' remaining sides. These cisterns drained into narrow

His privare arbours and new-planted orchards, as so deep as to appear blue, and surrounded by channels (jadáwil) in the kerbs of the paths that bor-

On chis sido Tiher; he hath left theni you, umbrageous margin dered the beds in front of the four fa^ades of the

And to your heirs for ever: common pleasures, building. Stopped-up openings that could be

To walk abroad, and recreate yourselves. There may be fhunbhue wáters whos _ es are kept unplugged allowed the periodic release of water finto

cool and wet by shade, Ibeside whichl 1 entered into an the beds.The four cisterns were deep enough to lend

In five limes Shakespeare manages to convey the agreement with Time regard ing a con,p liant youth 2l .

^A1-

credence to Ibn Zaydún's referente to azure depths.

essence of a wagf (a pious endowment), and does so Zahrá' was a ci ty with army barracks, stabling for

nmch better than his source than (North's Plutarch). Whilst i r poem indicated that the cis rns cavalry, government departments, an entire quarter

Pérés may have been mistaken in supposing that the he referred to were filled with water-lilies: reserved for courtiers, and houses where magnates of

Hayr was a resort to which only the Élite of the cap- State livee, to say nothing of humbler quarters for

ital would have enjoyed access 20 . Such donation By night, water-libes exhaled a perfume which diEfused the ancillary personnel required by all these. Such an

could only have taken the forro admissible under itself, drowsing until l „or i,ing opened their eyes22 . arrangement enabled business to be transacted in the

Islamic Law, that is to say a wagf, the nature of which salubrious atmosphere of the Sierra; but apart from

precludes restrictions on its use: a wagf is a public A sid another verse from the same poem alludes to royal cities like al-Zahrá' and town palaces like the

utility al-Zajjáli's private garden ceased to be privi- the droplets shed by fountains: Alcázar of Cordova, garden palaces e xisted Ostra- as

leged space from the moment in which the testa- well as extra-muros but were confined to the suburbs,

ment of its late owner went into effect. t the g d ,niled w sil r s us

The Hayr al-Zajjáli was not a funera o r r neckl es e n your o

exanne being al-Rusáfah, where 'Abd al-

(ah^s1 famously shared bis nostalgia with the

(rawdali) because its mortuary use was an after- palm tree.

thought, not oven when Ibn Shuhayd gave or rsO IISEJEIRIAdDEoCitJITtJRAordova 's loss of hegemony after the fitualt (the

for bis own burial beside his statesma friend, an

á^h
b Félix Hernández Giménez in 1944; it separated a year 42 /1031 saw the final co llapse of the

ín !n n,1^. !PT"1A Ora
instance sHorace'sthat recalls ' alongside s ew at i ,a s 1 r ` e!'altipanit (u ra7 is^ from a p v_ on sited^ orcg^ r1 ^ ahphate) led to a dispersal of talent and

more famous minister on the Esquiline; rather, it opposite and when full of water reflected the archi- the simultaneous efflorescence across the Peninsula

was an liortus, a combination of flower garden and tecture ofboth.The city, which covered an area of20 of multiple foci of culture as the emergent status

orchard after the Roman manner, no different from hectares on the slopes of the Sierra, is disposed on competed with each other for the attention of the

the Horti Maecenatis or the Hortí Sallustiani in Rome. graduated terraces, with the palatine quarter (al-gasr) cultured or fashionable worlds.The cases of Almería

The trees were fruit trees planted linearly to facili- on the uppermost.A comparable arrangement is also and Málaga have already been nientioned, and in the

tate harvesting and irrigation. The ornamental, found in Mughal India, e.g., the Shálimár Bágh Aljafería of Saragossa (seat of the Banú Húd, 431-

afunctional garden is another legacy of the (1642) at Lahore, which although a garden had resi- 540/1039-1146), now rescued from the ignominy of

Renaissance; prior to the Renaissance gardens were dential facilities for the Emperor and his suite on the having served as the city gaol since 1772, a courtyard

simultaneously functional and recreative. Equally in topmost of three terraces (tabagát) occupying a slop- garden has been restored. The two porticoed sides

Rome or Spain these horti, together with the innu- ing Bite so the elaborate hydraulics work under grav- are connected by a straight watercourse with no sign

merable peristyles, acted as the lungs through which itational pressure24 . Wherever the number of terraces of there ever having been a transversal axil but with

the city breathed. In Ancient Rome, the horti repre- is seven it is clear that the garden was intended to reflection pools to invert the architecture.

sented one-eighth of the total city area: in present- represent the hierarchically organised heavens of Seville assumed Cordova's rnantle as the cultural

day London the parks occupy 1/29. The flow rate Muslim eschatology (Qur'án, 3:163). Seven terraces capital of Spain, and remains of al-Mu`tamid's famed

of the aqueducts in Rome exceeded that of New are found in Persia and India, and occasionally eight al-Mubárak Palace have been uncovered in the Casa

York City today; Roman aqueducts supplied because the number of the saved shall exceed the de Contratación in the Alcázares Reales. An impres-
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sive cross-axial garden (12
±

 century) was superim-

posed on an earlier one dating from the Tá'ifah peri-

od, without managing to erase it entirely.The vestiges

of al-Mu`tamid's garden are limited to three small

beds on one side and three more corresponding on

the other side. If, as was almost certainly the case, the

middle one in each case were a water-tank and not a

flowerbed, the primitive layout must have been close

to that obtaining at Saragossa. The small beds are

much deeper than at Madinat al-Zahrá', where the

level of the subsoil rock is near the surface; the sides

are stuccoed and painted to simulate multifoliate

arches. In the suoerimnosed carden the i llusorv arch-

trecses here and thcre, so as to contain within itself an

immense quantity of water which runs down every part

of the cross from abo
y
e, with corridors round the sides of

the garden supporting walkways and [other] corridors

abo
y
e, all beautifully worked, with balustrades on either

hand revetted with tiles, beginning with a marble basin

equipped with a jet and surrounded with a g reat number

of white marble slabs such that this court, alike from its

openness to the sky and its extraordina ry proportions as

well as the glimpses lit affords] of the subterranean garden,

is the most cheerful and impressive [of places], and, with

the cover it provides, the shadiest and frechest thing imag-

inable. 1 deem it to be a survival finco the ancient Alcázar

basin.The orange trees that blossomed in the corners

recall the case of Seville and would seem to indicate

that this was a widespread convention. The Flemish

traveller Antoine de Lalaing remarked the presente

of orange trees in the court in 1502; considering the

date, they must be preswned to have belonged to the

original plantingg0 . He counted six, but it is probable

that these were survivors out of an original eight

(two in each corner flanking the terminal pavilions).

This was the number settled upon by Torres Balbás

during the 1928 restoration. They were removed

when the Patronato chose to plant flowers instead.

The experiment was deemed not to be a success,

es become real: blind arches constructed of brick.The of the Moors. and presently there are no more than four trees.

later garden follows the conventional model of four The so-called court is really a palace, one of a

sunken beds in cruciform disposition. The axes Excavation revealed how water hed the level number of discrete residential units within the

incorporate wide, tile-paved channels or, rather, clon- of the beds through clay pipes embedded in brick- walls of a palatine city (Madinat al-Hamrá) which

gated pools, radiating from a capacious central basin work.Thus the garden was really two-storeyed, with represent various phases of its growth as it waxed

equipped with fountain. The flowerbeds are very the lower level accessed by stairways on the notth or waned according as the Sultanate alternately

deep; and, originally, dwarf orange trees occupied and south sides. Apart foro coolness the reason for prospered or languished.The Lions Palace is a villa

each corner, four to a bed. Deeper still 4.70m.) were such Jeep beds was the planting: the garden was urbana as distinct from a villa rustica, the latter

the beds in another garden of Almohad date in the intended for growing natural-size orange trees. exemplified by the Generalife ("the Gardens of the

same locality intended for the cultivation of orange Another garden of this period, discovered in 19 . Alarife",'í.e. architect) on the opposite side of the

trees; excavation has revealed an extraordinary under in a palace in the Vega of Murcia, the Qasr Ibn Sa` Paseo de los Chinos". In Spain one has to take into

ground garden, which could be experienced on temo known as the Castillejo de Monteagudo, though account persistent Roman influence. Muslim

levels. Without known precedent in al-Andalus, this built in the 12`t century already looks forward to the Spain made extensive use of two Roman models,

garden may correspond to the Mesopotamian sardáb, Nasrid palaces of Granada and furnishes data linking the domos urbana and the villa rustica; and long

the purpose of which was refuge from the heat, the earlier gardens and those of a later period. Torres before Palladio the Arabs liad come up with a con-

worse here than anywhere elle in Spain. Rectangular Balbás attributes it to the "Wolf King", Ibn Sa'd ibn cept not to reappear in Europe before the

(47x 34m.) in plan, one side has been u nish . 572/1 d l  ce: the villa urbana. IZa r ingth

th Patitio del Crucero it. This Barden w sthe The

le n

o ad in s The e n t e

(el ac o

hambra as a q ur (palace)

a

) or a 

ga

qal ^h

architectural character liad die good fortune to and the ground-pin anticipates the design of the (citadel), Arab historians preferred to call it a ci ty ,

attract the attention of a local historian in the C70I S.E 
JERitAcDEsLJ í Ai ing the terco rnadinat al-Harurñ to differentiate it

century before it was thrown down by ripples from atio divided into uadrants and with the e dinal from x comm on city; or rnadinat Gharnátah32.

rato ^ey I 1 q ( yp t^the Lisbon earthuake (felt as far awa as co an te n t cÁr l a^i r x tl se`i^' Thism' s that everything inside the Alhambra is

in 1755 27 . So high were the crossed axes — really Saragossa, but with a transversal axis like Granada. In urban by definition: the Court of Corvares is a

aqueducts supported on arches — that to get from one the Court of the Lions the tank has shrunk to a doruus urbana, and the Court of the Lions is a villa

part of the garden to another all that was necessary to

do was to walk underneath them; and so large were

the beds the arches demarcated that they may have

been subdivided, producing a total of sixteen beds.

Even if vague in places we are lucky to have in

Rodrigo Caro such a conscientious observer:

From here one enters another courtyard called Cruciform

because the plan is that of a cross; and, although one enters

it on the [same] leve], underneath is a subterranean orange

garden, divided finto four quadrants and so deep in relation

to the surrounding walkways that the buds of the trees

come almost leve] with them.This cross is constructed on

fountain protected by a pavilion. Basilio Pavón

Maldonado argues convincingly that Muhammad v

in developing the cite replaced existing terminal

tanks with pavilions, an important step in the mor-

phological development of the Hispano-Arao gar-

den2l . Pavilions were retreats graduated according to

the degree of heat, and could be located beside a

pool for coolness as well as to trap a reflection, or

used to crown an intersection (as formerly in the

Generalife), or, as in this case, to define an axis.

This renders superfluous any description of the

already sufficiently familiar Court, in which, apart

from the pavilions, the main innovation was an ele-

urbana built alongside it for entertaining the

Sultan's guests with feasts, musical soirées and par-

ties in an informal setting. The Generalife, on the

other hand, is a villa rustica, which, even though

fortified, was still extramural. Intramural villas did

exist, but only in the arbád (suburbs), never in the

medina. In arcas of less dense urbanisation, like the

Potters' Quarter (Rabad, al-Fajjñrin), this class of

property could be quite extensive. This was the

case with the Manjárah al-Kubrá and the Manjárah

al-Sughrá (the Greater and Lesser Orchards,

respectively), where part of the palace has been

preserved, the Cuarto Real de Santo Domingo, the

restoration of which has recently been completed.very strong arches of brick and masonry with flying but- vated fountain where, in Seville, there was a sunken
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In accordance with the ground plan of a villa sub-

urbana the Court of the Lions represents the kind of

garden one might expect to find in a normal villa on

a country estate. The sensation of enclosure in the

Generalife was originally as hermetic as in the Court

of the Lions, but with rrriradors (belvederes) to open

up the field of vision. Two belvederes in the

Generalife reveal completely different fields of

vision: one en the north dorninates the Granada

townscape, whilst another on the west affords exqui-

site vistas of the Alhambra. The prospect from the

latter was a combined garden-landscape.The garden

it overlooked was where the Venetian ambassador

Andrea Navagero was enchanted by the sight of rab-

bits frolicking amongst the myrtle bushes:

dor but reverses the orientation; it gives on a lower

terrace overlooking the Albaizín from the Tower of

Abú '1-Hajjáj. The reciprocal entrapment of the

Generalife \vas, however, the task of a mirador in the

contemporaneous Palace of the Infantes, also known

as the Ex-Convento de San Francisco (early 14`h

century), which was a elone of the Generalife. Both

palaces were laid out as terraced gardens, with in

cach case a mirador protruding on to a lower terrace

to release the eye three ways. Nothing could better

illustrate hom , everything in the Alhambra is related

to the optical equation of the viewer, because die

two miradors, breaking the blankness of their respec-

tive walls, allowed the twins to contemplate cach

other narcissistically across the gorge. Masked by

Nasrid than the gardens tourists in their innocence

take for Arab on the other side of the ravine.

Excelling as an archaeologist, Torres Balbás was but

an indifferent botanist. The Alhambra heaved a sigh

of relief when he removed one eyesore, only to see

it replaced with another if more decorous forro of

misrepresentation. And Boabdil, if unkindly resur-

rected to tour Granada in 2006, beholding bis

Alhambra submerged in eucalyptus might he puz-

zled to account for the botanical invasion of his

kingdom by a continent not discovered till 300 years

after his abdication.

In the Alhambra no fewer than four rrriradors

returned the compliment the Generalife paid

them, not only the one whose eyes were put out

foliage, the second mirador is now blind. Attempting but three more: one (ruined) belonging to the

In it [the Patio de la Acequia] there is a gallery outside to outdo Babylon, both palaces represent a tradition YCisuf ni Palace and two stationed on the perime-

which grow myrtle bushes so tall they reach, or almot going back to Mesopotamia — even if the fabled gar- ter, the mirador of the Partal Palace and the Tower of

reach, to Use leve] of the balconies, so evenly pruned and dens be only mythical! The Generalife is a hangin Abú 'I- Hajjáj (altered). On its east side the latter

so dense they appear less a canopy of crees than a uy garden suspended from terraces marking grades of contemplates the Generalife and on the north the

level greca rneadowThese nryrrles are planted vhole ascent from the Cuesta de los Chinos to the Silla del Albaizín. Contemplating the Albaizín-Sacromonte

length of the gallery at a distance of six or ght paces Moro, a picturesque elevation taking in: first, the
4

townsca e was the task of another astigmatic

lfrom it], and in the opening[s] beneath them may be seen palace; next, the putative a mosque (the lower courses mirador, as we know from an inscription, the

innumerable buonies, which, as they appear through th of which provided a foundation for Jaime Traversos Mirador de Lindaraja, denied its proper function by

branches, gleam in a manner cha, ming to behold. silly bit of Gothickry); and, finally, the castle crown- the suite of rooms Charles V built for his

ing the summit. The palace s unbroken expanse of Portuguese bride.The Generalife had three vantage

He might have been even more charmed had he li mewashed wall, much higher than today, seen to points, the two already mentioned and a third,

got there thirty-four years earlier, before die con- advantage against the sombre foliage of die myrtle, internal, overlooking the Patio de la Acequia. Not

querors had a chance to ruin the spatial effects would give the viewer the impression of a chalk cliff to be outdone, the Lions quadrangle also had three:

intended by the builders, effects in which t e a r blank fa for^t s ĝ s oi al, to regard the courtyard and a third,

xtejnof sudden disclosure is all the greater fo e l 1 re he ni a vould so reto e si i e re regard the garden which disappeared

sure that precedes it. The transports he experienced within the ensemble. ••• e under Charles V's constructions in this area. A

would only have been possible from the mico NSiE 

JElR1Aw h preciLj LT> Ater-garden, its surface would have mirrored the

because the arches which diminish the i act of the pallid fa e to the`^oil, there ere more h in architec^tire of both belvederes, the Mirador de

mirador, indeed take away its meaning, óve^ pi E i a n t ffle b? Ya r a d'anoth
1l

 eL i2daraj nd the elegant Tower of Abú íl-Hajjáj.

in the wall by the new occupants, thereby creating er, suspended en the terraces separating the Partal The mirador plays a pivotal role in Hispano-Arab

the gallery whence the ambassador sampled the (dating from Muhammad iii (r.701-708/1302-09) architecture; it relieves introspection otherwise

view. So little understanding did they show of from the Palace ofYfisuf iii (r. 810-20/1408-17).The conducive to claustrophobia. Charles V put back

Islamic aesthetics that by opening up a solid screen two palaces are separated by retaining walls enclos- the claustrophobia, and today's visitor cannot even

they allowed the outside to intrude on a sphere of ing a narrow garden sandwiched between the upper begin to appreciate the visual subtleties the

private enjoyment; sixteen arches inserted by and lower terraces. Either site, unencumbered by Alhambra offers. Miradora neutralise any impression

Ferdinand and Isabel have let in the external world post-conquest structures, provides scope for any of claustrophobia in different ways; they discover,

and wantonly destroyed the introspection. Not con- restorer avid to undo Sr. Soria's Tivoli impersonation sometimes, a landscape, natural or artificial, at other

tent with the vandalisation of the wall, sume time in the Generalife but afraid of the consequences.The times a tocan- or cityscape, but rever fail to ampli-

before 1580 the new proprietors added an Italian- lower terrace of the Infantes Palace is overgrown fy the horizon.

style loggia cominunicating laterally with the with boscage, the same wilderness as inhibits the The Generalife was one of four fortified munyalu

mirador, thereby entailing its mutilation by substitut- mirador in die exercise ofits office. Overgrowth beto- the purpose of which was to secure the approaches

ing doors for windows on the north and south sides. kens neglect, not falsification. The Partal area is dif- of the Alhambra from the rear, the others being the

The mirador related the Generalife to the ferent: regular beds anachronistically planted where Alistares, the House of the Bride (Dár al-`Ariisah)

Alhambra. The Court of the Lions shares the same one's first impression is the sour smell of box, whilst atop the Hill of Santa Elena, and the House of the

disposition as the view that enraptured the ambassa- preferable to an unsightly rubbish-tip is no more Cocks (Casa de los Gallos), the site of which has
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never been located but which according to

Bermúdez de Pedraza was close to the Genil: "Lower

down the hill [of the Sun] toward the Genil river

there lay on the south another palace, or country

dwelling, for rearing birds, with orchards irrigated

from the Genil, called Darluer ID5r al-Nahr], mean-

ing the River House, today known as the House of

the Cocks." 31 Contreras sites it on the Cenes road33.

Navagero found it in a less neglected state than the

Alixares: "Deeper into the valley through which

courses the Genil, about half a league or more from

the Alixares, there is another palace more complete,

formerly belonging to the Moorish kings, located in

a much prettier and more solitary site than the oth-

ers, very close to the banks of the Genil, known as

the House of the Cocks"' fi .The mystery attaching to

this palace's location is not easy to account for; a

riverside situation mean an aqueduct fed by a

exchange their róle of rural elisea for that of fortress.

Under its present guise of Romantic garden it is

niore than a little difficult to visualise the

Generalife as the formidable fortress it once was

and whose fortifications impressed Ibn al-Khatib

in the 14th century: "There surround the walls of

the city (the Alhambra) extensive orchards (basdtin,)

which are the Sultan's privare property, and trees

whose branches intertwine in such a way that, from

behind the hedges, the white hattlements glimmer

like stars amidst the verdure" 38 . And 270 years later,

Bermúdez de Pedraza could write: "The gardens

[of the Generalife] are the niore beautifrll for being

spread over hills and terraces on the hillside, sonie

high some low, and the fountains likewise. It is a

showplace of £ountaitrs and flowcrs, thc terraces or

platforms so fortified with walls of concrete that

this alone would testi£y to the greatness of their

western flanks. These were real villas, extransural

arcadias fusing rural idyll and economic inconle in a

tradition datirig back to Pliny and Hadrian vía Iberia.

The Generalife was in origin a munyah of Almohad

date of which little survives but a fraglnent of wall in

the north-west comer of the patio. Originally an

inscriptive frieze running the length of the wall car-

ried a quotation from Sñrah YS1sin beginning with

verse 1 and culminating with 35, one of the pro-

foundest verses in the Qur'Sn. The introduction of

the arcuated screen where Navagero stood entailed

the rnutilation of the wall and accompanying

inscription hut for three incomplete verses at the

end. The quotation, however, could hardly be more

apposite, for it illuminates a villa's purpose.The muti-

lated inscription begins at the last lctter of 36:33 and

breaks off with equal abruptness after the first word

of 36:35:

waterwheel, traces of which should be practically founders"". Referring to retaining walls, Bermú-

ineradicable. The Alixares Palace — removed in the dez's observations apply no less to defensive walls, 3: Aud there is a sigo for them in the dead earth. We

19th century to make room for a cemetery of for ar sanrasa is a conglomerate impervious to siege ve it and briug forth froto it grain whereof they eat.

hideous aspect — liad extensive gardens laid out on engines and cannon alike. (Nasrid cities were sel- 34: d we llave placed thercin gardens (iannát) of date-

an esplanade rneasuring 120 metres by 40 dorninat- dom taken by assault; m st liad to be starved iris pal io añd gripe, aud we llave caused sprin t s of water to

ing the sarne valley, into which it was prevented from/ surrender.) The Generalife was protected by a for- gush fordr thcrein that thcy may cae of the fruir thereof

sliding by a niassive wall of Cyclopaean masonry, talice atop the Silla del Moro, by a guard-tower, without thcir having tu use their hands, so will they not

whence it was assumed carne the narre Alixares (< now vanished, that stood in the Patio de la Guardia show gratitude?

al-17ijñr: stones); the correct derivation is from al- and a third, smaller tower at the end of the present 35: Glorified he He Who has created all the sexual pairs of

dishdr (> liadixares > aliar), the narre by which Ibn Oleander Walk, all in addition to a perirneter wall that which the earth produces, and of then,selves, and of

Zamrak refers to it in one of his qusiiriyyñt". It liad a and ancillary patrol route exactly as in the that which they know not.

pool fed by an aqueduct — destroyed in 18 0 e Tllh ra. The walls visi i e lataforma of

the cemetery was built; the latter's exte si n  r io Vicó, but liad et ir d a eared hy the
11 IY

T as iption dates from Isml' il i's rebuildinó

century later entailed the destruction of the most early 19`1 ' century The existence of a route of the Generalife in 1319. As one of the larger mun-

part of what remained of the palace — wlCON J ERtAwDEiCULTURAe sin the Sultanate of Granada the Generalife typ-

siphoned the water from a huge istcrn, the tions c,a-r^ icd out 1^ 24 by Ji ^n,éncz Laca nd ifics a ja . Ibn al-Khatib describes thesc agricultur-

Albercón del Negro, located on the Cero de1`SbQJ1 rr in 1930 1h Torr-es a < sfi ,c hc'r 11 e pl r c anelrc i cW es, which together with the silk farros of

Morisco romance laments its vanished splendours: sector of the sunken road adjacent to the ruined the Alpujarras constituted the basis of the Sultanate's

Casa del Amigo (Guestliouse), which in fact was prosperity, in rapturous tercos:

lo the gilded castres accessed from it as established by the latest (1988)

Of the recia Alixares excavations in this area. Walls and towers would So nunerous were the farros (qurñn) aud gardens (famnñt)

The grasses grow, bristle with battlements, justifyirlg Ibn al-Khat ib's that Granada seemed like a mother surrounded by chil-

Aud birds build decir nests extravagant metaplior. Both provisions, a guest- dreu, with exuberant foliage gracing her cides as if site

In the painted works house and a circuit wall, are recomrnended by Ibn worc a nccklace that covered the tops of her breasts.

Ofits crnbroidered walls. Luyan (vide infra), section 157, verses 18 and 22. whilst the wiuds embalmed her with zephyrs. Villas

The fort on top of the Silla del Moro liad a dual (munán) and royal properties (rnnstakhlisdt) cucircicd the

The gilt is more than hyperbole; the Alixares liad function, to protect the Generalife from the rear city like bracelets. Nupcial throues [i.e. budsl were erect-

four quhbahs with tabernacular cupolas garnished and to guard the Acequia Real, the lile-blood of ed for the brilles of che gardens [i.e. che flowersl. The

with gilding. All these palaces were integrated into the Alhambra, which accounts for its size and for- Sultan of the spring [i.e. the rosel took his seat to pass

the Iandscape in a way a Japanese temple might roer height. judgen,ent on the rebels [i.e. the other flowersl. The

envy. Sited notjust for defence but to avail the view, All four palaces were examples of villae rustícae, or nightingale of the trees preached a sernion whereupon

they afforded breath-taking views of the valleys of horti, and stood emhowered amidst orchards, as is still [i11 listeners fell attentive. [Hectares oil vines rolled like

the Darro and the Genil; in emergency they could the case with the Generalife on its southern and waves, and the neighbourhood overflowed with their
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juice. Like the sky of the world adorned with innumer-

able stars, so lay [the plain] with towers of intricate con-

struction and equipped with stairways. The winds

exhaled perfumes, bringing Paradise to mind for whoev-

er hopes for what God has in store for him as a

reward.... The reminders of Che muezzins of Granada

competed with one another in the early dawn [to wake

boast strongholds, milis and mosques.And Chis entire felic-

itous state of good fortune owed to the excellence of the

husbandry and the natural fertili ty of the soil obtains like-

wise in the rest of the towns and cities belonging to sub-

jects [of the C rown], including large towns and populous

villages bordering the royal domains, not a few of which

are vast and endowed with all the bene fits of civilisation.

recreation and relaxation.An hortus is eminently suit-

ed to accommodate ]eisure activities in addition to

its primary purpose. If horticulture be but an aspect

of agriculture, then the art of gardening is merely a

refinement of the science of horticulture. The terco

villa underwent semantic deformation during the

Renaissance. In Latin, it signifies a farm 46 .Villa is pri-

the people] with melodies like [those sung by] turtle- In this [economy] severa] thousands are involved, and of marily an economic terna and denotes a self-suffi-

doves. With its glorious kings, Granada exercised a juris- these (places) there is a great varie ty of type, whflst others cient rural enterprise, an integrated economic unit;

diction steuuning from authority and governance in a there are with but one or two proprietors or more. The Italy and Spain were blessed with such units that

place filled with enchantment, innocent of [any] blem- number ofsuch places exceeds three hundred, around fifty were both numerous and prosperous.Vi llas like those

ish, beyond all metunymy and metaphor, where there of which have Friday pulpits, [mosques] where pale hands constantly cited by Ibn al-Khatib comprised

were ancient and venerable mosques, canals to ensure are extended and eloquent voices raised.The walls of this herbage and pasturage, viniculture, horticulture and

continuous irrigation and nu merous bridges, togcther ci ty and its surrounding territory contain over one hun- a decorative zone with ornamental plants and trees

with Laxes levied on the valuable uierchandise [for sale] dred and thirty wa `t' that screened the house from its more utilitarian

in the marketplaces and the faces of flowers and elegant appendages, a purpose for which Ibn Luyün (vide
people Iclothed ini vesnnents as to surpass the raiment Nevertheless, the comparvison with the Roman ínfra) recormnends vine arbours sheltering walkways

worn by the horizons, filling the hearts ofbelievers with Enipire in its decadente may not be entirely fair, for (sect. 157, v.8), i.e. pergolas. Much of Ibn Luyiin can

compassion`u'. a though the lifespan of al-Andalus was like . referred to a garden inVélez Benaudalla (Valley of

drawing to a Glose, in the following (15` x ') century the Banii `Abdullih) midway between Granada and

The historian paints a picture of snug far ros- Granada was crammed with refugees who had fled Motril; even though the garden is now believed to

perous villages and a content, devout fo but in from regions conquered by the Christians. Unable to date from a later period than was at one time

another of his works at the same time as he hails their eed itself because raiding parties kept destroying t thought, it marries beauty and utility on a pictur-

contribution he underlines the importante of the crops, the prospect of fiminc was a factor that must esque, sloping Bite. A qaryah garden closer to the Arab

villa econorny in a way that cannot fail to remmd have weighed in the decision to surrender. model has been studied by Patrice Cressiers'.

one of economic conditions in the declining years of Depending on context we have translated qaryah Villas could be urban, suburban or rural, conse-

the Roman Empire, when the wealthy fled the eco- (> alquería) as either farro or village. Both are admis- quent on location; as far as concerns architectural

notnic and social disintegration of the city and sible, because a qaryah may be any place neither a style, the latter two probably differed little if at all,

sought refuge on their country estates, leaving the madinah (settlement) flor a hisn (fortress). Ibn al- unlike their Roman counterparts, for the Roman

lives of ordinary townsfolk to fail into chao i hin if conunents how the population suburban villa usually put its country cousin to

r s oro v r 11 people tu over une .khausand shari e Tite rural ones belonging to the Crown
w l YY Y Ice' 1 I^ !ice ' W P I

There is no place unoc cupied by gardens (ra nit), vine- anywhere from a tirly settlement toa busding village. numbered around a hundred according to Ibn al-

yards (kuruín) and orchards (basátin). But as for the c 0 JSiE JE R4AcD i, CiLari ^iat ib, who lists some of the better known like the

where the plain extends to the north there can be found in 1494, states: "Th ' s 1' in is also full of little ates

villas of such magnitude and prohibitive 1 ls t! rlbfr! tw- tiat' ip al a'S }tf'^at',,C^bd cati?d to't-

but a member of the royal family can afford to own them,

because sume produce crups valued at half a thousand

dinars notwithstanding the low price vegetables fetch in

this city Of these, almost thirty are the Sultan's private

property. Around and adjoining them a re valuable lands

never allowed to lie fallow, each cadastral unit whereof

never fails to yield around tweity-five dinars for the

Treasury.There Loo the Sufran has proper ty in good order

from which the public coffers regularly benefi t, all strewn

about with splendid houses, tall towers, wide th reshing-

floors and other similar enclosures for pigeons and domes-

tic animals. Within the city boundaries and the perimeter

of its walls the number of the Sultan's private properties

does not exceed twen ty. In them are employed large num-

bers of labourers and strong stallions reserved for bis per-

sonal use or for ploughing. Many of these [properties]
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ing the soil"'z . Munyah mean villa, but we have

translated bnrj as tower, although in Almerian Arabic

it means villa. Also a case of synecdoche, signifying a

fortified villa, although the word can mean dovecot

as well. Another sentence from the same author is

susceptible of either construction: "...orchards, I

repeat, filled with houses and towers, inhabited dur-

ing the sumnier...."A; . The bias toward this terco

found in Granadine texts is probably attributable to

aggressive military activity along a frontier where

fortified protection was essential; indeed, Prescott

stresses how "the number of these fortified places in

the territory of Granada was ten times as great as is

now to be found throughout the whole Penin-

sula" 41 . Munyali, translated by Dozy'' as (h)ortus, is lit-

erally an object of desire, meaning a pleasance for

Gener e and the Alcázar Genil 45 . lbn al-Khatib's

^rrpa fe echoed by early Christian writers.

Describing the setting of the Casa de la Novia

(House of the Bride) in the 17`h century, Bermúdez

de Pedraza commented: "This Hill of Santa Elena

was so famous in Moorish times that, according to

Abentaric, when they took this city, it looked like

paradise; and though its lustre is now faded, there are

still vestiges of its former beauty. And in the times of

the Moriscoes it was so thickly covered in houses

and fruit trees that it looked like a Flemish canas"a''.

The location of the Casa de la Novia demonstrates

the formidable hydraulic problems the Arab agrono-

mists had to overcome before they could raise the

water 59 metres to the surrunit: they dug down to

the roots of the hill, then tapped the waters of the

Darro and tunnelled through the heart of the emi-

nence so that the water could be elevated by a sys-



metres, at which point it decanted into a cistern. A

second chain or wheel carried water from the cis-

tern to the surface; the groove in which it worked is

still visible. Where once a hill stood smothered in

form the object of these operations); and, finally, tenr-

pora (the seasons in which the said operations should

be perfornied). Of the 157 sections into which the

poem is divided no fewer than 70 address the topic

smiling orchards, now an exhausted soil can scarcely of horticulture. More than five centuries have passed

produce enough nutrients to sustain a clump of over the Generalife since the conquest of Granada,

stunted olive trees, precisely the situation foreseen by

theVenetian ambassador (vide ir a)'0.

but from Ibn Luyún's prescriptive text it is still pos-

sible to identify what a villa needs in order to func-

The Alcázar Genil (Madraj Najd) on the outskirts tion as a viable agro-economic enterprise, as differ-

of Granada was another hortus, with an enorrnous

pool measuring 125 metres long by 28 wide for the

irrigation of a very large tract of land. It exemplifies

a type of garden widespread in the Islamic world

called buhayrah," little sea", in Arabic (Pers. daryácheh).

ent in purpose as in appearance from the 19`h-cen-

tury garden that usurped the site.The last section lists

a villa's desiderata, many of which can be understood

using the Generalife as referente point. First and

foremost, it meets the need for a sloping sito as pre-

tem of interconnected paternosters. Endless chains situation of the villa, its soil and climate); instrumenta impact of what is otherwise but an ordinary Nasrid

(Sp. noria < Ar. na iirah) working buckets or perhaps (tools, fertilizers, etc.); res quibus arva colantur (the dif- house, only elongated to a degree impractical any-

water-skins transported the water to the height of 30 ferent operations that need doing and the crops that where but here. Freed from the space linvtations of

the medina, suburban villas could sprawl and extra-

mural ones could expand almost indefinitely. Of the

planting, Navagero, who saw it in 1526, alludes to

"beautiful myrtles and orange trees" 54 . He was

speaking of dwarf orange trees like those in the

Alhambra. Evidence yielded by pollen samples from

identifiable Arab substrates was taken into account

by José Tito Rojo in replanting the beds following

the recovery of the primitive leve1 50 cros. below the

level of the pathss'. The sequence of courtyards in

the Generalife, arranged on different axes to forro an

L-shaped figure, is the same as that of the Comares

Palace in the Alhambra: initial patios at right angles

to the axis that afforded the Sultan a spectacular view

Perhaps the best-known example of the genre is the scribed by Ibn Luyún, who further reconnnends that from his private apartments, a view moreover that

Albufera (< al-bi,ihayrah) built by the Almohad ruler the villa have "a watercourse (sdgiya) running undei- stuns the visitor since nothing he has seen up till that

Abñ Ya`gñb Yñsuf in 1171. The area where the neath the shade" (sect. 1 57, v.1). This is the Water point has prepared him for it; the sequential relation-

Alcázar Genil stands has been completely bu up in Stairway (Escalera del Agua) shaded for the length of shi nerate a tension resolved in the visual climax.

recent years, the environment so alte red to be course by the Laurel Vault (Bóveda de los This e lains why, in the Alhambra, one enters the

practically unrecognisable, the interior vandalised ureles). Like jadwal, a sági) 'a is invariably artificia Court o the Myrtles from the northwest and not

and all the good work Contreras did in the 19` x' cen- although the artifice exhibited in this case is unusu- the southwest: the first view afforded the stranger is

tury undone. The pool in which the little palac al, for the stream bifurcates before it reaches the top- he one enjoyed daily by the Sultan, since far the

leisurely contemplated its own beau ty was destroyed most step, dividing finto separate channels inserted in most beautiful part of the palace is the northern side

to make way for a car park even larger than the pool the balustrades on either hand, plus a third in the with its extraordina ry diaphanous fa^ade belonging

that formerly occupied the space.The pool was used middle connecting the fountains on the landings.To to the vanished harem. In either case the initial view

to stage simulated aquatic battles (nauniachiae), an the left at the top of the stairs, occupying the place is a diagonal one as was the case with any Nasrid

age-old forro of entertainment popular n Luy tin advoea s £ora r a s stem-head dwelling, in which the entrante was invariably on

Moorish kings. Like the Romans befor n agsirn), remark y the s s i ibassador the comer so that no one outside could lee inside.

the Bourbons after them the Arabs took pleasure in rom w role minute description it is still possrble to In Almería, which formed part of the Sultanate of

what seems to us infantile pursuits. Evidence of«)USE e E
¡
 AelDEncLJLsTuRAanada, the term for a villa was burj, in Cordova it

existente of the correspondent (fawdb) to the pavil- p}re^se,nt,.f.^orro, with co  us waters coursing down was rnun. ah and in Seville rnajshar, whereas a com-

ion which symmetry requires carneto li t w í1 c i Í C^l bidé s"producing á 4n Granada was atar járah (orchard or pro-

roadworks undertaken to extend the Calle de cade as a stairway. The manifold - described by duce garden).The term lives on in local place names

Ronda disclosed the foundations of another pavilion

facing the extant one across the pool, so that the

twins were able to satisfy their respective vanities on

its vast reflective surface at the same time.The design

palace model, the confronted model seldom found

in Spain - saving Madinat al-Zahrá' and the Palace

ofYñsuf ni in the Alhambra - but widespread in

North Africa, Egypt and Sicily (only to be expected

in the light of Sicilyís ties to Fátimid Egypt).

Ibn Luyñn (1282-1349), the Andalusian

Navagero' 2 as "a stone" (probably a piece of perfo- such as Almanjayara, on the outskirts of the city in an

rated masonry the apertures in which were con- arca that, till recently, was covered with orchards of

trolled by shutters that could be raised or lowered - grand extension, but really all these tercos are inter-

regulated the flow from the Albercón de las Damas, changeable. Munyah (> almunia) and jannah are the

most generic, but all denote the same thing: villa,

ranked as a beau ty spot in its own right, complete grange, farro, homestead. Ibn al-Khatib, in the sec-

with mirador''. ond of the two passages cited, is carefsl to distinguish

As a villa the Generalife has its main courtyard between garden, vineyard and orchard.Visually they

organised along the same quadripartite lines as the were distinguishable; nevertheless, a rnunyah accom-

Court of the Lions - dating from almost a century 	modated all three but with an emphasis on rural

later - but with an emphasis on perspective (Cf. Ibn retreat. In the Maghrib an urban villa is known as a

of the Alcázar Genil therefore followed another a substantial reservoir on the flanks of the hill which

Columella, provides rules for the management of Luyiin, "And let its length exceed its width so that

rural estates in his poem on agriculture".This met- the gaze may roam freely in conteniplating it":

rical treatise covers such practica] matters as likewise

preoccupied the Romans: cognítio fundi (the natural

sect.157, v. 14) which constitutes the compositional

axis of the palace, accounting for the extraordina ry

riyád, (garden(s)), indicating thereby its distinguish-

ing characteristic s6. Riyád, signifies a house with

internal garden, perhaps the best example of which

is the Riyád, al-Sa' id otherwise known as the Court
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of the Lions, which might appear to indicate an repaved by Contreras, nor do we know how accu- excavated examples are paved in terracotta with

Andalusian ancestry for a North African phenome- rately he followed precedent, for the immediate white ceramic inserts to form a regular pattern. Patio

non, especially since the Castillejo antedates the precedent was not the original, the court having pools were proportioned to the space, edged with

Almoravid garden dating from the reign of `Ali ibn being relaid with plundered Muslim gravestones, tiles and, space permitting, hedges of myrtle for the

Yusuf (500-37/1147-71) under the courtyard of the available in abundante following the closure of the sweet scent (Ibn Luyíin, sect.157, v.5); climbing

Kutubiyyah Mosque in Marrakesh. In Spain the lin- cemeteries in 1499. In domestic architecture pools plants, particularly jasmine, relieved the monotony of

eal descendant of the riyád, is the cármen (< karrnah: are axial, placid and of acople proportions, not only limewashed walls. Any wall exposed to the sun was

grapevine; karm: vineyard), a modestly sized urban to reflect the details of the two terminal porticoes limewashed to abate the heat

villa, grapes being almost the only crop that could be but to cool the circumambient apartments during Visiting the Court of Comares and the Generalife

harvested under such restrictive conditions 57 . summer. In an urban mansion the garden is missing, in May,1526, Navagero 5° remarked the presente of

The numerous royal properties in and around the its place taken by a paved surface with potted plants orange trees and myrtle; and Münzer, 60 during his

capital which elicited Ibn al-Khatib's unfeigned grown for scent or appearance and a pool occupy- visit to the Alhambra on 23 October, 1494, records

admiration were ah {rorti, as were the estates outside ing the middle of the court. By contrast, in subur- having leen "indescribable palaces, paved with the

the city limits whither the owners retreated at the ban dwellings gardens could be quite large; whitest marble, most beautiful gardens, adorned with

height of sun-uner to escape the heat and be present Navagero, writing about the houses of a residential lemon trees and watercourses with pools, and mar-

at the grape harvest. Boyal estates often rejoiced in neighbourhood, enthuses about how without ble benches at the sides.....This last detail likewise

poetic or hyperbolic appellations such as the narre exception they liad "fountains, myrtle bushes and argues the influence of Roman precedent.The van-

of a constellation. Although a royal property, the slirubbery, and in some there are large arrd very ety of myrtle diese travellers encountered is not the

Cortijo de la Marquesa typifies the smaller class of beautiful fountains," whist surrounding the city ô one that currently grows in the same places but a

rural retreat, practically the role survivor out of hun- every side "as much on the plain as on the hills, can broad-leafed variety indigenous to Morocco known

dreds and a virgin Bite never excavated mor restored be tound, although rendered invisible by the tres, so as "el mirto morisco""; the sharp-eyed traveller may

(57). Less typical is the case of the Generalife ("huer- many little Moorish houses strewn here and theere, just be able to make out the odd specimen amidst

ta que par no tenía"), which was considerably larg- which could they be brought together would make the shrubbery in the Paseo de las Adelfas in the

er than the total extent of the Alhambra and whose up another city as large as Granada. And althoug h NGenralife.e Examples of the decorative marble bor-

vast acreage provided pasture for the royal her s they are indeed small, each house has its domestic ders carved in Sámarr' [n pattern used to demarcate

both ovine and bovine. The function of the water supply, its sweetbriar roses and its myrtles, and flowerbeds are in the Alhambra Museum.

Generalife is frequently misconstrued; sometimes everything pleasant, showing that this land was Frequently fountains with conchoid basins set in

misleadingly referred to as the surruner palace of the much loveher when the Moors ruled it than it is flat bowls at one or both ends of a pool imparted

Moorish kings, properly understood the relationship today," adding that "there are presently many houses animation to even the humblest courtyard.

of the Generalife to the Alhambra was m e or j to ru ^Bande e e th on ti the overflow was ingeniously carried

the honre farro to the manor house. It w s f ci re d r g rath a i e a n , t i rou edges of the tank by runnels, like the

which the ruler maintained a residence, but a farm tnnnhey who keep the)e_land tilled an planted with al] marginal channels in Madinat al-Zahrá', to decant

nonetheless, complete with farmstead (La Mi- reON S JERIAíO Ea TtJRAo the pool from the opposite side, contrastedly

where the restaurant now is) at the sou he^rn̂+ tip of thisîs land of Grana

s

d b¡l equally in the rest of ¡S^ain, achievip both rnovement and placidity on the same

e enclosure. The Alhambra, by cont4 tth as ,y €t tl 0114! reyr • rous; th' "' i Irér 93vv o r4€ -; s ot. ^alace of Yiisuf Iii affords an example.

legal status of a city, and it is the urban location that vate the land but with reluctante, preferring to Fountains exhibit astonishing variery, mil the way

accounts for the Court of Comares having the plan devote their time to other things, and would sooner from minimal (under the arcades of the Court of the

of a domos urbana .The so-called court was the seat of go to war or to the Indies to seek their fortune Lions) to monumental (the Lions Fountain). The

government, an independent, self contained palace, rather than earn it by work" sh . former were perforated so as to drain the water

which as the ruler's official residence was equipped Domestic pools are typically rectangular, though immediately, the Arabs relishing the dry sound of

with a niajlis (reception hall) located in the tower others with lobulated outlines such as one in the water against stone. Fountains discharging directly

that gives the palace its narre. Comares conforms to Court of Machuca in the Alhambra are reminiscent into pools were equipped with spouts at a level that

the typology of the standard Nasrid house plan with of pools in Persia with similar characteristics, even if would not disturb the placidity of the surface and so

a central pool occupying one third of the total space the Spanish examples never attained to the (almost) interfere with its reflective potentiah'. The conchi-

of the courtyard. The remaining two thirds are taken Baroque exuberante of Persian or Indian pools with forro fountains set in fiat bowls overflowed, produc-

up by the paths and myrtle beds, the latter surround- their curvilinear outlines. The Machuca case indi- ing a curtain effect, as, originally, did the Lions

ed by runnels inserted in the marble walkways, cates another Roznan legacy; pools with scalloped Fountain. In the case of the jets in the Patio de la

Madinat al-Zahrá'-fashion. Although they do not edges have been excavated in Pompcii, for example, Acequia it is not known exactly when they were

irrigate the beds as in al-Zahrá', it is not possible to the Villa of Diomede and the House of Meleager. introduced; certainly they are not visible in Girault

be certain how they originally functioned in the The pebble rnosaic surrounding many pools today is de Pranguey's lithograph (executed 1832-33). The

scheme of the courtyard because the latter was rmlikely to represent Nasrid practice since most present arrangement goes back to the 19`h century,
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although the jets we re reinstalled e. 1918. They con- abridgement of an earlier work by the same author. of the Moriscoes that this particular art form was

tribute to the magical transformation of the lbn Bassál, a native ofToledo, was a contempora ry of doomed even if the fall of Granada had not coincid-

Generalife under moonlight, when it becomes an al-Mu`tarnid, for whom he designed a garden in ed with the Renaissance. The Renaissance viewed

enchanted palace, the fabric of jinns. At the time of Seville; it is unlikely that the remains unearthed in the garden as ancillary to architecture, whereas

the Arabs the Generalife had fountains with jets that the Alcázares Reales pertain to this garden.The later Muslims saw the palace as integral with and insepa-

were likened to lances made of glass 62 . Navagero Albufera in Seville was a botanical garden. Botany rable from its context. Between opposites so diamet-

describes with awe a fountain in one cour tyard with was a subject in which the Spanish Muslims rical no accommodation was possible. Moreover,

a jet ten cubits high which sprayed water far and excelled, and one of the most outstanding botanists horticultural manuals were in Arabio at a time when

wide and drenched anyone who paused to admire it: was Ibn al-Baytár (593-646/1197-1248) of Málaga, the mere possession of a page of Arabic script was

"In the centre of the same patio there is a large and who botanised in the region of Seville. He was pre- enough to incur a charge of relapsismo (apostasy). In

beautiful fountain with a huge bowl, from the spout ceded by a Sevillan,Abl 'l- `Abbás ibn al-Rumiyyah 1566, Philip u decreed that Moriscoes had exactly

whereof there issues a jet over ten cubits high with (558-636/1163-1239), whose surname indicates one month in which to turn in all books written in

such a quantity of water as to besprinkle anyone mixed descent. There is also his colleague, `Abdulláh Arabic to the Granada Chancellery. The Inquisition

gently with drops, which falling all round about and ibn Sálih. lbn `Awwám, mentioned earlier, was a produced a society inaccessible to compromise, a

scattering them far and wide refreshes everyone who farmer from the same region. society in which paranoia thrived, and in Granada

stops to observe it"°. The zoomorphic fountains Compilations and compendia rvc iritten with the Inquisition was particularly active. Since even

furnish another parallel with Persia: apart from the agricultural or pharmaceutical intent, but an excep- forcible baptism was held to be valid, conviction

lions in the court of that name two sejaut ones (now tion is the repertoire of floral metaphors in Arabic inexorably entailed the stake. Navagero relates how

in the Alhambra Museum) discharged into the pool poetry provided by al-Himyári in his work al-Badl "When the Catholic Monarch conquered this king-

of the Máristán (asylum) in the Albaizín, ere tvasf al-rabí (Nnvelties in tke description of the spring), do ro he granted it immunity from the Inquisition

restoration work is expected to begin soon. eral which lists the commonest floral metaphors in for t space of forry years, [a periodo duo to expire

horse-heads, almost certainly bronze, spou ater in Hispano-Arab poetryf7 .This illustrates the difficulties within ew months""And hardly", he adds,"had I

a Hispano-Arab miniature o4 . The manuscript con- restorers confront in recovering the original plantin got back from this embassy than in carne the

taining the miniatura dates from the 14` x' century, the of historical sites, for the travellers' accounts are of Inquisition."With the honed instincts of a diplomat

same period to which the examples cited belong. limited utility with their confused recollections and e saw plainly that this "could easily destroy this

Normally, fountains were of marble and resisted ero- exasperating inexactitudes. Modern roots, especially people if they decide to investigate and proceed

sion, but an anomalous one of serpentine in the of trees and shrubs, inte tere with primitive soil con- with rigour against the Moriscoes.... With new

museurn is signiflcant as showing that the Alhambra tours; and even the pollen testimony is suspect. arrivals coming in and those that are here quitting,

was never for a moment static, given the erosion rate Whereas in Italy the eruption converted Pompeii all must inevitably go down". This last is a refer-

of serpentine, but in a continuous state o erculaneum into tin a s S p the recolonisation of the Sultanate with

transformation, making it irnpossible to r st r s
^Td

les of unin achable i e i e r e n brought down from the northCcltl^'^nient
any given moment of its history, unless we unwisely The problem of spe^ies identification is compound- precisely for that purpose. Private properties were

settled on the year 897/1492. CO JiScont 	REA OEl vILTr 1^RAropriated in breach of the terms of surrender,

1492 is not only the date of final catastrophe; it is French garden in the ourt of th Lions. More ver, and thevilla system that had underpinned the

also the date of a botanical revolution-s t^iQfl faxan6 nit e tnhfión f b^lleñ sáinples^ ñ ál^i iaí°r-economy gave way to immense serfdom

precedent in European histo ry before the 19`}' ceo- subject to inconclusion; some plants are referable to estates and maladrmnistration. Under Islam, inheri-

tury. The coincidental discovery of America by species, others to genus, still others only to family. tance laws had had exactly the opposite effect. The

Columbus led to the introduction of exotic species Reconstituting the Hispano-Arab garden involves redivision ofproperty afresh with each generation in

on a thitherto undreampt-of scale; fortunately Arab iden tifying species from literary sources or by paly- accordance with the provisions of lslamic Law gov-

botanists have left lists that record the flora of the nological analysis, taking into account that those erning inheritance impeded the growth of vast

Iberian Peninsula prior to that momentous voyage. favoured by the Arabs included not only ones they estates and stimulated intense cultivation of innu-

John Harvey55 has drawn up classified lists of plant introduced, like the palco that 'Abd al-Rahmán 1 merable mini-estates. The expropriation of landed

narres gleaned from the works of Ibn Bassál (c. 1080) empathised with as a fellow exile, but the species that property to appease a rapacious aristocracy promot-

and Ibn `Awwám (e. 1190); and Sta.Joaquina Eguaras colonised the Peninsula long before the Arabs did. ed absentee landlordism and falsely privileged cer-

in her edition of Ibn Luyñn enumerates species The reason for the demise of the Hispano-Arab tan social groups, all contributory to the creation of

under the Arabic name. These two studies were pre- garden is a hypothesis poised midway between a parched, sparsely populated landscape.

ceded by the magisterial work of García Gómez, demography and aesthetics. If the thesis advanced After the Moriscoes left or were forced to leave,

"Sobre agricultura arábigo-andaluza"° . Ibn Luyüm's here be correct, that the art of the garden is nothing the aqueducts and canals (Sp. acequia < Ar. al- ságiya),

treatise was based on a manual of domestic economy more than a refinement of the science of agricul- the reservoirs (Sp. alberca < Ar. al-birka), orchards and

(Kitáb al-gasd tea al-bayán (The book of sound econonry ture, on which it depends, we can infer from the gardens dried up. In less than two centuries defor-

and explanation) by Ibn Bassál, which in turn was an agricultural decline of Spain following the expulsion estation and soil erosion had created an arid, barren
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landscape in a land once so densely forested that a

squirrel could travel from Gibraltar to the Pyrenees

without ever having to touch the ground.

Navagero's grim prediction had come to pass.

Nevertheless, the impression left by the Arabs on

European floriculture, horticulture and agriculture is

indelible. Apart from the ubiquitous jasmine, which

riots over the Spanish landscape in spring, the Arabs

introduced the cultivation of sugar cane, of date and

coconut palms and probably the thuya ('ar'ar) with

its highly-prized wood, which the Romans had to

import from Africa`°. lo these must be added apri-

cots, peaches, melons, Seville oranges, lemons, limes,

pomegranates, mangos, eggplants, artichokes,

spinach, asparagus and saúron, not to mention the

all-important rice plant. This list, howsoever incom-

Endnotes

DieAusgrabungen der Saniarra, Hamburg, 1948, vol.V, p. 16.
2 Muslim, Sahih, Kitáh al-jannah, 6.807.

Marco Polo seems to have confused 'Alá al-Din

Muhammad ibn Hasan with his father, 1-losan ibn al-Sabbáh.

The duplication of the legendary title arises from the

Assassins' practice of locating their castles on top of moun-

tains that would render them, as near as posible, impreg-

nable. Although we used the more accessible translation by

Sir HenryYule, The Book of Ser Marco Polo, London, 1903, the

translation by A.C. Moule and Paul Pellito, a composite

English text conflated froni different MSS., contains materi-

al not found in Yule, particularly the referentes to fountains

and how they are located, which is germane to our thenie:

"He dwelled in a post noble vall that is between two very

high mountaius where he had ma e id hem niike the largest

many Pair women as they wish at their pleasure and that they

will find there beautiful gardens and full of rivers which run

separately in fullness of wine and of milk and of honey and

of water, in the same way as that of the Old Man, and there-

fore had he made them make that garden like the Paradise

of which Mahomet had spoken to the Saracens." The

importante of Chis fuller version resides not only in Che

amazing accuracy with which it reproduces divers compo-

nents of the Islamic Paradise but because it could almost be

the description of a lhrapr with all the appurtenanees thereto

pertaining. Although Marco Polo's account was at second

hand, the versimditude is such that it constitutes a testimo-

ny if not to hini at least to his inforniant, for every detall

rings true, arguing a familiarity not only with the Qur 5n

but with Islamic garden design. (Marco Polo. The Description of

Che World, London, 1938, 1, pp. 128ff.)

plete, demonstrates how much that we take for garden aud the rnost beautiful that ever was seen in this ' A.C. Kimmens, Tales of Hashish, NewYork, 1977, pp. 25f.

granted in our diet is owed to the Muslim colonisa- world. There are abundante and delight of all the guod s P.R.E. Willey, The Castles of Che Assassins, London 1963, pp.

tion of Spain. , plauts,floweis and fruits of the world and trees which hc 204-26.

Like Islamic architecture, the Hispano-Arab Bar- had been ahie to hnd.And heno re liad nade d,c n,ost beau- `Apárt froni Súrah 47, v. 15 the Grand Master may have

den resists definition in Western terms. Not only ti uses and the most beautiful paláces that ever were ni led his counterfeit Paradise on 55, vv. 46-76, notably

did it lie outside the timeline of Europea] history , of wonderful varie ty, for they were all gilded and 72, 7 d 76, i.e. omitting the refrain, for the structure of

when for eight centuries Spain formed p/art of an adorned in azure very well-with all the fair things of th Súrah 55 is antiphonal:

Eastern civihsation, conceptually it does not world, both with beasts and with birds, and the hangings all 72. Houris, Glose guarded in pavilions,

belong either since it conforms neither to Classica of silk. And besides he had nade them make in that garden 74. whom neither man norjinn has touched,

or Romantic entena. Classical garden design, many beautiful fountains which corresponded on different 76. reclining en green couches and fine carpen of many

stemming from the Renaissance, demonstrates sides of these palaces, and all these had little conduits there, hues.

Nature brought under control, tamed by the for each one, through which tan that which they threw up; In his Zafarnñrneh, Sharaf al-Din Ali Yazdi mentions a case

industrious hand of man, rendered subservient to through some of which it was seen tan wine and through almost as slavish: "Along the way [to Kish, i.e. Shahr-i Sabzj
e

Che }suman intellect with its preferente r orle so nilk at t gh some re r g n h is ntain approximately seven parasangs from

over disorder. By contrast, the Anglo- i o r d r water I r ere set 1 i a n 1 he Sai a an , and at the pass flows a river. When the mighry

den, in eschewing the French linear style eschewed most beautiful in Che yvorld, who al] knew very well how to emperor ITimiij reached that mountain, lince bis realm-

also the rational symmetry of thought, and its p C-ON J>^t^r AA i>^. u1CULd dURAdorning mind never rnissed an opportuniry to build some-

ularity augured the advent of Romanticism.

Ju
thdworldthisfotbetter tI an her wome o s wor round un- thin jft ny place that was worthy of a structure, he ordered

Che fr n^ }F t m TIslamic art was never under the spell of ' f tos, det ,' as l (h ,4eAd ^ dll n it e raa 	atd out there in such a way that che sweet warers

antitheses that underlay European aesthetics, ing all the dalliance and alurements to nien that can be of the river would flow through the garden in remenbrance

which could account for why gardens "revived" on imagined. Their duty was to furnish Che young men who of Che divine words'beneath which rivers flow'." (Wheelan

Islamic sites so seldom satisfy. Neither the Classical were put there with with all delights and pleasures. There Thackston, A Centrery of Princes: Sources on Tinrurid History

parterres of Seville, nor the Romantic garden was plenty of garmeits, couches, food and all things which and Art, Cambridge (Mass.),1989, p. 88) This garden, known

draped over the Generalife terraces in the 19 1h can be desired. No sad thing was spoken of there, nor was it as Takht-i Qaráchiir, evidently represented a Paradisal mount

century, nor the funereal cypress walks more lawful to have time for anything but play, leve and pleasure. along the hines of the Qur'ánic model. A pyramidal shape

approprlate to a cemetery than a palace that intro- And these damsels most beautifully dressed in gold and silk can be inferred from the hieratr;hical arrangement of the

duce the visitor to both the Alhambra and the were seen going sporting continually through the garden seven or eight concentric heavens of Muslim eschatology, as

Generalife, nor the mOnotonous box-edged beds and through the palaces; for the women who waited on also froni the reiterative pirrase associated with al jannah in

Torres Balbás introduced in either place in the thent remained shut up and were never seen in the air. And the Qur'án, tajri min ta/ ti/id al-anhar ("with rivers flowing

1930s come anywhere near resembling what for- Che Old Man made his men understand that in that garden underneath it"), which would seem to indicate gardens

merly occupied these creas. Jesús Bermúdez Pareja, was Paradise. And for this reason he had it made in such a cooled by subterranean currents. Cf. ` lofry garden", Qur'án,

wh0 succeeded Torres Balbás as Director, never way, that Mahomet in his time made the Saracens under- 88:10. Without consulting Yazdi's text, we have taken the

tired of insisting that what is most likely to succeed stand about it that [hose who did his w ill should all when liberty of emending Prof. Thackston's transliteration:

aesthetically invariably preves to llave been that they died go to Paradise where they would find all elle "Qaracha" is obviously Qarichár, a cousin of Genghis Khan

which was most accurate archaeologically. delights and pleasures of Che world and will have there as and the grandfather ofTiniar, in whose honour it is clear
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from the text that the garden was created.

R L. Seco de Lucena and E Prieto-Moreno, La Alhambra. El

Generah(e, Madrid, 1980, p. 72.

Historia del rebelión y castigo de los moriscos del reyno de Granada,

Málaga, 1600, 7r&v.

li M. Ocaóa Jiménez, "Las ruinas de Alamiría", Al-Qantara,V

(1984), 367-81.

al-Lamhah al-badriyyals f 'I-daudalr al-Nasriyyah, Cairo, 1347

23 Ibid., u3, p. 171.

24 The hydraulic device installed in 1634 by the Persian engi-

neer'Alá Mardán Khán (ob. 1657) and Mullah 'Alá' al-Mulk

al-Téni has recently been destroyed in widening the Grand

Trunk Road over the protests of UNESCO. A huge well

100 ft. in circumference known as the Bárah Hátah had, as

indicated by its narre, twelve coupled Persian wheels.The

water-system which worked the gardens 450 fountains, the

ducts and the extraordinary cascade tu addition to the royal

baths veas supplied by a canal from Madhupur, over 100

railes from Labore.

under the title, Andreae Naugerii patrio Veneti, oratoris el port-

ar clarissimi opera omnia.

}a Op.cit., 8r.

R. Contreras, Estudio descriptivo de los monumentos árabes de

Granada, Sevilla y Córdoba, Madrid, 1876, p. 329.

Apud Simonet, p. 241.

37 E. García Gómez, "La etimología de los Alixares", Al-

Artdalus, Ir (1934), 226-9. Cf. Alicia de la Higuera and A.

Morales Delgado, "La almunia de los Alijares según dos

autores arabes: lbn `Asim e lbn Zamrak", Cuadernos de la

Alhambra, xxxv (1999), 31-48.

;s al-L mdrah, loc. cit.

` Historia eclesiástica, 37 v

4u Mi y5r al-ikhtibár fi dhikr al-ara ñhid vea al-diyár apud

Mushahádát LisAn al-Din iba al-Khatibfi bilitd al-Maghrib vea al-

Andalus, a colleccion of the epistles of Iba al-Khatib edited

by Ahmad Mukhtár al-'Abbádi, Alexandria, 1958, pp. 90f.

Dr. `Abbádi's text is defective: for qussát I prefer to read 'u sát

,

Irebels)."Aiidjust as the sky of the world": die simile is from

Qur'án (67:5).The hyperbole "as to surpass the raiment

w by the horizons" refers to the colour of the sky at sun-

rise an sunset; Granada has always been renowned for the

/1927,p.14.
2 Apud al-Fath, ibn Khágán, Qaló'id al-'igyán fi tnahásin al-

a'yán, ed. Muhammad al-`Innáb i.,'I'unis, n.d. [1966], p. 55.

Apud ibid., p. 11. 25 This garden and another alonynide were excavated by Félix

14 
Ibid., p. 174. Iba Khágán supplies data that enable os to Hernández Giménez. Although Don Félix did not publish

locate Hayr al-Zajjáli with relative certainty. It lay outside his veork or drawings of the excavations, a ground plan

the Báb al-Yahiiid, which admitted to the ghetto in Arab ("h flujos occidentales etsL-sot , del Califato de Córdoba")

times. Demolished in 1903, the Bate rejoiced in many drawn by Basilio Pavón Maldonado appeared in Al-Andalus,

narres: Báb al-Yahód (cate of the Jews) veas euphemistical- XXXVIII (1968), 205-20.

ly metathesized to Báb al-Hudá (cate of the Guidance), Marín Fidalgo,"Los jardines del Alcázar de Sevilla

then became Báb Liyhn (Leen Gate), then BIb Talabirah ,I los siglos xvi y XVII. Intervención y ordenación del conjun-

(Talavera Gate), and finally, in Christian tintes, the less to en los quinientos', Cmdernos de la Allran brn, xx,[v (1988),

cheerful Puerta del Osario (Ossuary Gate). One o exit 1 1.

mutes was flanked on the east by the Jewish e  etery of '- eiedades y principado de la ilustrísima ciudad de Sevilla,
1

Qdtah Rasho and on the west by the Muslim cemetery oif Seville. 1634, 56r. beauty of its sunsets. lbn al-Khatib veas not exaggerating:

Umm Salámah, thus lined with sepulchres after the Roman 28 "Monteagudo y `El Castillejo', en la Vega de Murcia)' Al- Spanish Muslims did indeed wear richly coloured vestments.

manner. The entire area is one that would richly rewar Andalus, u (1934), 364-73; "Fati s de crucero", ibid., xxxin
^^^41

mrtal-L lrah, pp. 141'. "Unidad": the marji' 'arnali is a unit of

excavation; trial tronches might even reveal Hayr al-Zajjál i (1958), 171-92. agrarian measurement equivalent to eight square cubits that

at a depth of three metres below the present Plaza de 29 B. Pavón Maldonado, "Metrologia y proporciones en el veas used to measure cultivable land.The reference to pulpos

Colón, which succeeds a convent garden occupying the Patio de los Leones de la Alhambra. Nueva interpretación o is also indicative of size; a mosque with a preacher (kha(ib)

same area. teoría del mismo," Cuadernos de la Alhambra, xxxvi (2000), would only be found where there was population enough

r ' VideTabari,18:107. 9-

1Th1'

o he existence of a congregational mosque jánzi^.

Vollers ( ` Beittáge zur Kenntniss der lebend - Jra[ts¢e T le ns de y des s ve 'm D1 M. o e iturgical reference is to la '1' (pet tionary prayer),

Sprache", Zeitschrift der deutschen Morg—enliindi'schen Gachard, Brussels, 182, 1, p. 206. 1 which/follows the salát (ritual prayer), when the worshipper

Gesellschaft, 1 (1866), 646) and others who clainr that tird a vsON5 EJ'AGDE" CUL,Ta RAaises his hands in a gesture of supplication and utters the

is derived froto che plural farildis, based the Greek im¡^possi epbe use w IIt tá' could r ax rtoad, it con not resp mrn after the prayer-leader or the preacher voic-

zapéeSsooe mistaken for a plural by the Arai etaLaQtna `aQdu 7;•w1kle°as Cr ^r^ PMa! s k17aAgeto r+r.
ner tion.

certúnly in error, because the word could easily llave been The narre comes from jinán al-'arif, "the gardenlsi of the 42 Viaje por España y Portugal. Reino de Granada, Granada, 1987,

borrowed directly. VideA.Jeifery, 77re Forergn Vocabulary of the architect ". the forro provided by Alonso del Castillo, which p. 47.91/e llave used the second of two editions with this tole

Qur'an, Baroda 1938, pp. 223E shows colloquial preference for intensiva pluralsis, since Iba published in Granada in the same year, both rcproducing the

r7 GhassánSbano, T'rikli Dimashg al-gadirn, Damascus,1984, al-Khatib uses the singular."Alarife" is still used inAndalusia text of the 1951 Madrid edition.

p. 232.

s Apud K.A.C. Creswell, Early Muslim Architecture, NewYork,

1979, vol. 1, pt. u, p. 537. Creswell also provides two exam-

ples of the use of the word Irwyr, in Sámarrá' and in Baghdad,

with the cense of game-reserve. However, the Baghdad

example taray have been a zoological garden rather than a

hunting-park.

9 La poe'ie anlalouse en grabe classique au xi° siécle, Paris, 1953,

pp. 128f.

20 Ibid., p. 129.

21 Discan, Cairo, 1375/1956, gasldah in lid', v 15, p. 206.

z '- Ibid., gasidah in qlf v.7, p. 172.

with the meaning of architect or master of works.

32 Vide al-Larnliah al-badriyyah fi al-davlah al-Nasriyyah, Cairo,

1347 (1927), p.14, and Kitáb nubdhat al- 'asr fi aklabár inuluk

bani Nasr au taslim Gharndtah rea nuzéh al-Andalusiyin ila

'1-Maghrih, an anonymous record of the fall of Granada

ed. Alfred Bustáni, trans. Carlos Quirós under the title

Fragmento de la época sobre noticias de los Reyes Nazaritas o capit-

ulaciórt de Granada y errugraciórr de los andaluces a Marruecos,

Larache (Morueco), 1940, Ar. text, pp. 3, 41, 42.

33 Navagero, fifrh letter, apud E Javier Simonet, Descripción del

reino de Granada, Madrid, 1872, pp. 239f. Navagero's letters

were published along with his other works at Papua in 1718

r; Ihid., p. 46.

a4 W.H. Prescott, History of the Reign of Ferdinand and Isabclla,

London, 1889, p. 363.

Supplément, sub. voc.

`ra Farm or estate; the meaning overlaps with tiindus.To cona-

p]icate matters further, all farros in Latium were called horti,

not f tndi, yet they cannot all llave been fruit gardens. Since

the farros in the vicinity of Rome were known as horti, this

iniplies that the horti within the ciry may have been no less

utilitarian, at least in part.

"Un jardín d'agrement ` chrétien' dans une chanipagne de

tradition niorisque: le cortijo de Guarros (Almería, Espagne)",
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Fiaran 9,Jardins et vergers en Eu rope Occidentale (vm e-xvi- importante of poeny, but have found that poets do tend to narrower chambers with domes and arches like-

ne siécles), 1987, pp. 321-7. run along tracks of well-trodden similes in regard to nature wise decorated with mugarna artwork... the larg-

al-u it ah fi akhbár Gharnát ah, Cai ro, 1973, 1, p.25. generally, birds, Qowers, etc. 1 regard Ibn Bassál as an almost er compartments are three rooms with ellipsoidal
as Antigüedades y excelencias de Granada, 20r. archiva] source,based on direct observation. Ibn al- Awwám wooden cupolas, whose paintings have been the

00 L. Torres Balbás, "Dar al- Arñsa y las ruinas de palacios was more literary, so less likely to be precise." Precisely the subject of enduring controversies. These contro-

y albercas granadinos situados por encima del Generalife", same point is made by E Paez de la Cadena in a paper, "El versies debated whether or not the paintings were

Al-Andalus, xm (1948), 185-203. Vide especially 195f. jardín hispano-musulmán. Estado de la cuestión", read at the done by a Muslim artist, the topics depicted in the

Rin Luyún, Tratado de agricultura, Granada,1965, ed. and trans. University of La Rioja,July 10, 2002: "There remain, final- paintings and the historical period to which they

Joaquina Eguaras Ibáñez, pp. 171ff. Spanish trans., p. 254. ly, to be studied sources which ought to supply a basis for pertain. For out' part, we believe that they were
02 Apud Simonet, p. 240. the obtention of data concerning the cultivation and use of completed in the last third of the 1 4t century by

A. Malpica Cuello, "El complejo hidráulico de los alber- planes, but in most cases are of little use either for identify- a Christian artist of the Florentine school... The

eones", Cuadernos de la Ali au bra, xxvu (1991), 65-101. ing accurately the species or their proper use inasnwch as central done depicts ten individuals in a conversa-

'
a
 Apud Simonet, p. 239. poetic licence exaggerates or lays stress on aspects of little tional pose..." He goes to on describe the vest-

's J. Bermudez Pareja, "El Generalife despues del incendio de importance." Nonetheless, whilst the limitations of literary 	ment of these characters in great detail, and con-

1958", Cuadernos de la Alhmnbra, l (1979) 9-39 sources are unde piable they oflcr the advantage of helping tinues "The completely plain clothing, without
se,  Tito Rojo, "Permanencia y cambio en los jardines de la to identify garden species as distinct from agricultural or any kind of adornment except for swords, which

Granada morisca (1492-1571). Los cármenes y el paisaje industrial plants. are held in one or both hands, and their baldrics,

urbano," in Felipe u. El rey in nvo,Aranjuez,1998, pp. 421-46. Apsd Simourr, p. 247. suspended from the right shot lder and adorned

Riyád is a plural of intensi ry, like jinán. J.M. Carabazo B,avo, E García Sánchez, J.E. Hernández with careless and inaccurate designs, some of a

1Z. Manzano Martos, "Darabenaz: una alquería naz ' a Bermejo, A. Jiménez Ramírcz, "Arboles y arbustos en los dubious Arabic nature, are elements that cannot be

Vega de Granada", Al-Andalus, xLvtu (1962), 201- textos agricolas andalusíes", en Camilo Alváírez de Morales explained if the painter were Moorish. The back-
S9 Apud Simonet, p. 246. - d.), Ciencias de la naturaleza en al-Andalus: textos y estut ground ehind the characters is gold with has-
0 

Ibid., p. 239. V, Granada, 1998, pp. 269-305. On thuya vide especial relief designs that are anything but Arabic, and at
fit Viaje por Espolio y Portugal, p. 39. pp. 267f. Also the work of the group coordinated by Doña ither end of the divan there are Castilian-style
12 Jesús Bermúdez Pareja, "Renovación de tres fuentes de la Expiración García, i.e. J. M. Carabazo Bravo, E. García coats of arnts supported by lions, with a sash end-

Alhambra, Cuadernos de la Alhansbra, ni (1967), 183-8. Sanchez, J.E. Hernádez 13crmejo`and A. Jiménez Ramírez, ing in animal heads, just as St. Ferdinand gave to

Historia eclesiástica de Granada, 37v. "Arboles y arbustos de al-Andalus" in Estudios árabes e islátui- Ibn Al-Ahmar as a token... Some modern crities
64 Apud Simonet, p. 240.This patio is no longer identifiable, but cos, Monografías 8, Madrid, CSIC, 2004, especially pp. 30f. see these individuals as members of a mexuar or

as it overlooked the llar ro it must have been at the north J, court of ustiCe, and others huid that they are the

end, probably aligned with the mirador, the view lilic1i The Paintii On T%2 t.e12traÉ st n gs of the Nasrid dynasty...moreover, in

it would have enhanced. Ellipsoidal Cupola IYI The Hall 4t e tury it was called "the hall where the
bs A.R. Nykl, Historia de los amores de Baydd, y Riydd,, New Kings Of T ie Alhamt)rá kings are"; even the testimonies of Diego Hurtado

York 1941, p. 21. CO PIJoAQUINA ALBARRACíty NEA> L (U RAivlendoza and Antonio de Lalaing, who in 1502
Universidad de Granada"Gardening and Plant Lists of Moorish Spq}an tr Gardenona A _ __ j11^tt̂uese figures were portraits of the kings

mHistory, ( 1975),10-22. '+ i TlPe 	t ,̂, e

i

U^t^1 7^ altflaYTl
a' Al-Andalus, X (1945), 127-46. Kings were of relatively little interest unta the mid Of the toree domes, we are most interested in the
a$ Ed. Henri Pérés, Rabat, 1940. A letter (March 24, 1987) 18`h century. In the 19' 1' century, Mr. Rafael Con- central cupola, wherein the ten figures described by

received frotes John Harvey caused me to revise an earlier treras expressed his belief that they were of Muslim Manuel Gómez Moreno appear. [Image I]

view of the importance of this text expressed in "The origin.1

[slamic Garden in Spain" in The Glarnic Garden (ed. Elisabeth Jesús Bermúdez Pareja- states: "The paintings in Current State

MacDougall and Richard Ettinghausen, Dumbarton Oaks, the Hall of Kings of the Alhambra are executed on For a comprehensive report on the current state

Washington, D.C., 1976). I Nave taken the liberty of quoting domed ceilings made of sandpaper tree wood" of these paintings, see the "Report on Techniques,

some of the late Mr. Harvey's extremely interesting coa- Nothing can describe the location of the Hall Restorations and Damages Suffered by the Painted

meas: "I rather wonder about accepting a list of floral of Kings within the Alhambra complex better Ceilings of the Hall of Kings in the Palace of the

metaphors in poetry as being a guide to the botany of gar- than Manuel Gómez Moreno-González's Guide Lions of the Alhambra"The authors,José Bermúdez

dens. Even in the straightforw-ard realm of English prole, it to Granada.' Pareja and Manuel Maldonado Rodríguez 4 have

is the `literary ' sources that are often misleading and suspect "In the eastern wall of the patio [of the lions] studied the problem in painstaking detall. A later

so fan as the correct identification of species grown is con- there are three identical doorways, with triple publication by Jesús Bermúdez Pareja entitled

cerned. Arabic, without vowels and with easily nvsunder- archways decorated with mnugarnas and supported "Paintings on Leather in the Alhambra of Granada"5

stood diacritical points, gives rise to more ambiguities [han by graceful columns, that lead into toree square is a must for all who wish to learn more about this

the Roman alphabet, as wel l. 1 am fan frorn under-rating the compartments.., between these rooms are other subject.
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Chronological Timeline Mendoza states that Ibn al-Ahmar, founder of the Basilio Pavón Maldonado has archeologically

With regard to the date of these paintings, rnost Nasrid dynasty and a vassal of St. Ferdinand, assist- analysed the buildings where the Nasrid emblem of

authors believe that they were completed in the late ed the king in the conquest of Seville. Ferdinand the Order appears on both sides of the border, and

14"' or early 15`
5
 century. Carmen Bernis 6 afrms rewarded bis valiant conduct by granting him and he disagrees with the theory described abo ye. He

that they date from the 15`
5
 century based on an all future kings of Granada a standard with a gold- insisted (Comments on the coat of arms ...p. 232)

analysis of the clothing worn by the kings. She states: en sash on a red background, with two serpent "that the shield of the Sash painted on the done was

"Regarding a Muslim-style robe (long, flowing, and heads at the ends, according to the records of the Christian, from the reign of King Pedro, and not

wide-sleeved), an article of clothing worn by monarchs of Castile. Another son of Ferdinand u,, Nasrid, as has been afrmed ever since Diego

Christians throughout all ofWestern Europe during Prince Enrique, and the King of Granada fought Hurtado de Mendoza; and that it was Pedro who

the 13`1' and 14`h centuries, a robe known as together victoriously in the region of Jerez, for bestowed the Sash upon Muhani nad v and not St.

Garnacha in Castile.The robe in question had a very which Muhanunad i "OfArjona" was rewarded by Ferdinand on lbn al-Ahmar."

uráque shape; it was ample, loose-fitting, with side being named a Knight of the Military Order of the In another later publication 10 , he continued to

slits for the arms, cut in such a way that the fabric Sash. deny that the ten figures were kings and instead

draped over the shoulders formed a kind of short I believe that the central ellipsoidal cupola of the called them "Muslim individuals." It is logical for the

cape. Some ,arnachas had small hoods for covering Hall of Kings may correspond to w is known in ten kings to appear in such a privileged location

the head... In the most common styles of the 14` h 	rnilitary language as the Hall of Banners,' which dis- within the Nasrid palace as the vicinity of the Patio

century, these robes had two large lapels at the neck- plays portraits of fighting knights with their resp - of the Lions, but not necessarily in chronological

line; in the last quarter of the 14 ' century these tive rewards, which could very well be the r order. Nor was it logical to include all of the kings -

lapels were exactly the same shape and s t
yle as those adorned honorific sword boro bv each king—in this t would make more sense if the painting only

sported by the Moors painted on the ceilings of the case, because of their status as members 

k!i,
f the included those who had been named knights of the

Alhambra... There are severa] examples of vo- Militar v Order of the Sash. Sash the King of Castile, prirnarily as a reward for

toned outfits among these painted indíviduals... this The coat of arms with a sash terminating i- military sistance.

fashion, which also appears in 10 and 11`'-century _< mal heads appears on eithcr side of the dome [Image,.

Mozarabic miniatures... was extremely popular 2] aboye "the two seated and crowned lions" which The Swords An Baldrics

among Spanish Muslims... in the 15`h century, they were the traditional hcraldic svmbols of Castile. On In the chapter on "The Subjects Represented",

actually became more typical of Moors than of the lower skirting of the ellipsoidal cupola, under- Jesús Bermúdez Pareja 11 comments:".. .the group of

Christians." She also mentions two other articles of neath the ten kings engaged in animated conversa- the ten venerable figures... in the Ha ll of Kings rep-

clothing, the Juba and the dirrrá'a, which were very tion (evidenced by their hand gestures), there are also resents a gathering of the kings of the Nasrid

popular in the later 14`h century. various small red coats of arras with a sim le gold- dynasty They are wearing ceremonial dress, as their

s swords cl arly indicate, but they lack royal attrib-

The Military Order OfThe Sash7 	ther f the e t r e of s . ^' JOffnterest to us here are the swords born by

In Spanish heraldry, Banda (from the Gothic band- arms with a golder. . sash ending in animal heads, each individua l. If the Christian knights of the

wo, meaning insignia or banner). It is a blazon, C ON EJE RiLA cCULI URAitary Order of the Sash wear white robes, would-

proper representation of armorial bear ^p the each s l eld ate two lions s ated and be n'tp th s oprds be the symbol denoting the Nasrid

form of a band or ribbon running across'tl9c'o^t`df' ' áX^siniple c  'r s. They é'só m'p el tihat, iñ° a ki4r s "S~as knights of this order? [Image 3] These

arms from the upper right-hand side down to the drawn copy of the central dome made by the swords are ceremonial — their forras and the rich

lower left-hand side; it always contains colours, English architect Owen Jones (1809-1874) [Image ornamentation do not seem adequate for battle. It is

enamel and metals. 3], the crowns do not even appear.These elements sad that not all of the drawings of the swords were

The baldric fi-om which hung the swords of the indicate that the Order of the Sash was Castilian preserved, but those that have survived are true

knights of old, and the sash they wore to identify and was bestowed upon the Nasrid kings, vassals of works of art, as are the baldrics from which they

themselves in the Crusades, later inspired the design the Castilian kings ever since Muhammad i, hang. [Image 4]

of coats of arms. Spaniards were devoted to its use. founder of the Nasrid dynasty. 1 would guess that It is possible that the lighting was poor when

The Grand Master vas always the king. Only he the blue stars that run across the upper section of  Manuel Gómez Moreno González inspected the

could personally name a Knight of the Sash; the the dome, connecting the lateral coats of anos, paintings and commented on the swords and

other knights were prohibited froto selecting new symbolise the Castilian kingdom's authori ty over baldrics, saying that "adorned with careless and

menibers. their vassals, the Nasrid kings. inaccurate designs, some of a dubiuus Arabic

There are various opinions with regard to the With regard to the shields with the simple golden nature, are elements that cannot be explained if the

£ounding of the Military Order of the Sash. Some sashes on the lower skirting, these viere used by the painter were Moorish" l2 The truth is that we still

believe that it was founded before the time of  Muslim kings as knight of the Order of the Sash. do not know the identity of the artist or artists

Ferdinand i 1,, but this does not seem to be the case. Later, they also included the Arabic inscription that who painted the kings and the figures on the other

In 16` r' Century War of Granada s , Diego Hurtado de read "Only God is the victor." two adjacent domes.The black line that stands out
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mans d'Espagne en telnps des nasrides". Arabica, 1965, pp.

244-261.

• España nwsulnana (siglos vtu-xv). Historia de España, directed

by Manuel Tufión de Lara, t.m, Barcelona 1984.

• BAGUÉ. Vida española en la época gótica, 1943.

• BERMÚDEZ PAREJA, J. and MALDONADO RotMsiouEZ, M.

"Informe sobre técnicas, restauraciones y daños su fridos en

los techos pintados de la Sala de los Reyes de la Alhanlbnt

de Granada", Cuadernos de la Alhambra, 1970, pp.5-20.

• BERMÚDEZ PAREJA, J. A'nturas sobre cuero en la Alhambra de

Granada. Published in Vich by Montaner y Munnlany, 1974

(aloiigiide the English version in a separare volume).

• LEWIS MAY E Silh textiles of Spairt.IÜghtlr to Ftfteenth Century.

NewYork 1957.

• MARLE van. Iconographic de l'art prophane au Moyen Age et á la

Renaissance. NewYork, 1971.

• MENÉNDEZ-PIDAL, G. atad BERNIS, C."Las Cantigas. La vida

en el siglo XIII según la representación iconográ fica (1I).

Traje, aderezo, afeites". Cuadernos de la Alhambra, 15-17

(1979-1981).

• MENÉNDEZ-PIDAL DE NAVASCUÉS. Heráldica medieval españo-

la, t.I: La Casa Real de León y Castilla, siglos x-xv, tu: Castilla

(Reino). Heráldica. Madrid, 1982.

• OLIVER HURTADO, J. Granada y sus monumentos árabes.

Málaga 1875.

on their faces does not appear in the faces of the

Muslim individuals on the other two domes.They

are more detailed, the faces are truly accomplished

portraits and are similar to those 1 have copied on

other occasions from different lslamic figurative

paintings - especially the illustrations of "The

Seasons" by Hariri, which were so popular that

seven hundred copies were made before the death

of the author in 1122, although obviously the

illustrations were done by a variety of different

painters. Hariri's faene later spread throughout the

entire Arabic world. In Spain, these works enjoyed

a tremendous popularity thanks to Sharishi (d.

1222). They were then translated into Persian; by

the early 13`h century they were available in

Hebrew, and later in Turkish and Syrian. It is very

possible that the best samples of"The Seasons" are

actually copies, which explains the great number

of manuscripts that have survived to the present

day.13

The Dorase

With regard to the golden decorations of this

vaulted ellipsoidal dome, diere only remain a few

fragments of the bas-relief design, which represents

canes alternating with other drawings that extended

over the entire dome at certain intervals. [Inlage 6]

measures to be taken in order to avoid irreparable

damage to our Alhambra, a world-famous monu-

ment, the only one of its kind and a priceless treas-

ure of Spanish artistic heritage.

The present neglected state of the paintings in the

Hall of Kings and the danger that they may deterio-

rate still more in the future is truly alarming... To

cave these paintings, we need an expert who is weB-

versed in the extraordinary progress that has been

made in restoration technidues today. Such an expert

should also possess certain archaeological and artistic

Conclusions

We have conducted a atore or less detailed over-

view of the elements of this central dome and have

been able to ascertain that the interest in conserv-

• BERNIS, C. "Las pinturas de la Sala de los Reyes de la

Alhambra", Cuadernos de la Alhambra, 1982.

• BERTEAUS, E. Arte cristiano entre los moros de Granada, Estudio

de Erudición oriental, Saragossa 1904.

• CAVANA11 MURPIY, J. 7he Arabian Antiquities of Spain.

London 1813.

• CENNINO CENN1NI. Tratado de la pintura. Ed. Manuales

Meseguer, Barcelona 1950.

• CoNnuRAS, R. Lige ro estudio sobre las pinturas de la

Alhambra. Madrid 1875.

- Estudio descríptiiso de la Alhambra. Madrid 1878. Second edi-

• GouRY, J. and DONES, O. Plana, elevationa of the Alhambra.

London 1842.

• GuD1oL R1cART, J. "Pintura Gótica". Ars Hispaniae. Tlx.

Madrid 1955.

knowledge of the clothes, weapons, and other details tion.

of the 14 t1' century, in order to he able to fill in or DoDDs, J. D. "The paintings in the Sala de Justicia of the

correct elements that have been erased or incorrect- Alhambra. iconography and Iconology". Art Bulletin. 1979.

ly interpreted by disastrous previous restorations... • Doz'e. Dictionuaire des nono des véternents chez les acabes.

We hope that the total loss of this interesting picto- Anasterdan, 1845, pp. 177-181.

rial gem can he avoided thanks to the interest • FoRD, R. Granada. Escritos con dibujos del autor.Translated and

expressed at every momelt by the aboveuentioned_ annotated by Alfonso Gárnir. Granada 1955.

BOaYd Of I'rustccs ' ANC A CORTAZAR. Historia de España: La época medieval.

At the present time,1 bclicve such a restoration is rió 1988.

both possihlc and desirable, gocen thé prescnce of a • G zi, Ettore; and LEvi, Ezio."Lo steri di Palermo e le sue

universi ty faculty of Fine ts, which did not exist 111 pitture Milan, Roma. Regia Accadentia di Scienze. Lettere

Granada in Carmen Ber ' time. ed Arti di Palermo. Suplemento agli at N. 1.

• GÓMEZ MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. Gula de Granada. 1892.

Seating Pillows ing these valuable aintinIson leather is still strong. • HuRTADO DE MENDOZA, D. Guerra de Granada. Libro 1.

We must rlow turn to the "seating pillo o I sineerely hat th i u ca

cushions on which the ten kings are seated. s ^ LU Iun S 1< Tlü, vizier Lisan-ud-din."History and biograph-

cushions are not on the floor, but on a rather narrow Biblio ra h ical dictionary of Granada". vol w Al-ihata fi akhbar garna-

mattress that runs along the entire floor paralleICONy > A.'MnCU^,,,lTUR4At. Edited with an Int roduction and Notes by Mohamed

the wall. It is usually covered by a thic ^bfr atad a. través e la ronter yzarí". Jurar tional Congres c^f'
'
 the Abd 11a nao. Cai ro . 1976.

^7dnthe pattern usually COnslsts of dtffere . t LO S1rCR^ ^ ti4o7léty. al la 1 í^i . ) (frdTR ZL n T  i LCÁNTARA, M. Historia de Granada. Introductory

stripes against a dark background. It is not very ele- to 25 Noven>ber 1955). Alcalá la Real. analyses by Mauricio Pastor Muñoz. Granada 1992.

vated, as evidenced by the positions of the sitting • AMADOR DE Los Ríos, R. Las pinturas de la Alhambra, • LAMt5ERT." L'Alhambra de Granada". Revue de l'ArtAncien et

kings. The patterns of these "seating pillows" a re van- Madrid 1891, Moderne. Paris 1933.

ied (hnage 41 as are the colours; on a white back-

ground, some of the patterns are embroidered or

woven with golden threads, while others appear to

be embroidered or woven in silk,'I'he colour of the

thread in the pattern is generally red atad sometimes

black.The truth is that it is hard to determine exact-

ly what colours atad patterns were used.

Regarding The Restoration Of These

Paintings

In 1982, Carmen Bernis commented at the end of

ata article la : "I feel it is absolutely necessary to join

forces with others who are crying out for urgent
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través de la Frontera Nazarí". Internacional Congress. The

Frontier Society: Alacalá la Real and el Arcipreste de Hita (22
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1972
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Andalus.

— Arte toledano islánrico y mudéjar. Madrid 1973.

"Nuevas aproximaciones a la data de la puerta de Biba-

Rey D. Felipe contra los moriscos de aquel reino, sus rebeldes.

Madrid 1610, book 2

9 See PAVÓN MALDONADO, B. "Escudos y reyes en el cuarto

de los leones de la Alhambra", Al-Andalus, xxxv, (1970),

pp.179-197, imago 1;"Notas sobre el escudo de la Orden de

la Banda en los palacios de D.Pedro y de Muhammad v",

Al-Andalus, 1972, pp. 229-232; "Arte, símbolo y emblemas

en la España musulmana", Al-Andalus pp. 397-450.

The haminatrt (bath) was considered a beneficent

work in Islamic society According to Makrisi, Safyar

el-Saoun said, "No dirham spent by a believer is

worth that which the owner of a bath uses to

improve his establishment"

In some cases, these establishments were built

alongside the mosques and also served to meet social

needs as well as the practise of religious rites, such as

Che total ablution that had to be performed by any-

one in a state of great impurity (puarn-th) to return to a

state of ta/tara (Pareja, 1952-1954, 529).This explains

the profusion of bath houses in the Islamic cities of

the past, at least in cities that had reached an

rrambla y de las pinturas de la sala de justicia de la Alhambra 1e "Nuevas aproximaciones ala data de la puerta de Biharranr- advanced stage of urban developrnent.

(pintura de los diez personajes árabes)". Miscelánea de estudios bla y de las pinturas de la sala dejusticia de la Alhambra (pmn- The baths of the palace of Tordesillas viere not

árabes y hebraicos.Arabic-tslamic section. 53, (2004), pp. 167- tura de los diez personajes árabes)". ifiscelánen de Estudios built to rneet the social or religious needs mentioned

207. .arobr:s y hebraico s. Sección árabe-ilarn, 53 (214)4). pp. 167-2 above.They were built exclusively as an accessory to

• POST, R. Ch. A History of Spanish Painting. Cambridge,

lmwevcr,

 aboye. footnote 2, p.29. the royal palace, in a way befitting the tastes and
x

Massachussets, 1930. 1 have copied rho kings of this dome one by one abits of the king, whose lifestyle was influenced by

• RAFOLS, José. "Techumbres y artesonados espa - 	onto wood insicad oflcather. using thc gilders'plastcr tech- Islam c customs. His habits viere such that both he

Barcelona, 1945. niquc, te,npci.r paints and gold leaf, and 1 have observed in and Pedro the Ceremonious (king ofAragon) were

• ToRREs BALBÁS, L. "Tenería en el Secano de 1 hambra paintings the great influence of frgurative `Arabic severely reprimanded by the pontifffor their custom

de Granada", Al-Andalus, 1935. painting [Image 5] as well as'of polychromatics. of wearing "Moorish attire." (Fernández González,

— Ars Hispaniae, iv, 1949. 13 PAPADOPOULO, A. El Isla  y el arte musulrnán. Barcelona 1985, 216.)

• VALLE, Z. del. "Documentos inéditos para la Historia de 1977. La miniatura, pp.8 4. For Pauty

España" Tiv, published by Manuel Gómez Moreno in 14 See aboye, footnote 6.

Archivo español deArte y Arqueología. Madrid 1927. Les hammams fournissent, il est vrai, assez peu d'éléments

• ViARDOT. Les Musées d'Espagne. Paris 1856.2nd edition. The Baths Of The Royal Palace Of á Pépigraphiste et á l'archéologue, les inscriptions y sont a

Tordesillas (Valladolid) And Thelr peu prés absentes, leur chaine chronologique est difcile á

Connection To Otlzer Baths OfEndnotes l il faut, pour les grouper, se rabattre sur la
?2

co
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m-

S CONTRERAS, R. Estudio descriptivo de a 	e 1`^1a 2C hi eh 1 In l (^a114S A
ee si t e leur plan et sur leur structure. (Pauty,1933, 1).

Madrid 1875, apud.
The Maglirá

Z See BERMÚDEZ PAREJA, J. Pinturas sobre cuero en la AlhaCO D,ÁNGEL GONZÁLEDER ^IÁ
t.
EZ U RA.Jnlike the additional mosques, mausoleums or

Architect
de Granada. Published in Vich by Colomer a Mu many madr9sa$,erected in memo ry of an important figure

rQnat c > ►'l^ n !If to t
in 1974 (alongside the English version in a sej !a v e L r! e ti-( r r tl^ Is ^i not by the individual himself, during his hfetime),

ume). Paintings on Leather in the Alhannbra of Granada. The world of the past was such that rnost establishments the narres of most bath house builders have not been

Alhambra Board ofTrustees republished this work in 1987

in posthumous tribute to the author, with a prologue by

Darío Cabanelas, OFM., p. 49.

} See GÓMEZ MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. Guía de Granada.

Granada 1892. p.72.

See BERMÚDEZ PAREJA, J. and MALDONADO RODRÍGUEZ,

M. "Informe sobre técnicas, restauraciones y daños sufridos

por los techos pintados de la Sala de los Reyes en el Palacio

de los leones de la Alhambra". Cuadernos de la Alhmubra

(1970), pp.5-20.

' See aboye, footnote 2,

a BERNis, C. "Las pinturas de la Sala de los Reyes de la

Alhambra. Los asuntos, los trajes. la fecha". Cuadernos de la

Alhambra, issue 18, Granada 1982 pp.21-50, pp.32,33 and

34, particularly p.45.

dedicated to this purpose were considered wagf

assets — in other words, they were constituted as

assets that everyone had the right to use and enjoy,

asset that the founder granted in the interest of pub-

lic welfare. However, such a concession was not only

expected from the founder — it was actually consid-

ered a requirement.

...for the legal existence of wagf, that the founder

be the sole proprietor of said assets and legitimately

capacitated, that these assets be durable and provide

some kind ofbenefit, and that the founding purpose

be acceptable to Allah, and be perpetual and irrevo-

cable. (Pareja, 1952, 560.)

This beneficial ownership was responsible for

maintaining and servicing the installations.

passed down to us, given that these buildings viere

not part of a monumental or palatial coniplex. In

many cases, the bath houses were known only by

their location. Nevertheless, the construction of the

majority of these buildings in both the Maghreb and

al-Andalus has been documented with fairly accurate

chronological precision, which allows us to deter-

mine the origin of our baths based on an analysis of

its closest historical and geographical precedents. It

also allows us to determine the differences with

regard to specific uses between our bath houses and

other baths in the Muslim world, which apparently

inspired the general lines of all such establishments.

The eastern Muslim baths of Egypt, Syria and

other regions were inherited from the Hellenic tra-
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dition of public baths disseminated by the Romans. ...les musolrnans, á l'exerple des Crees, ont éliminé le capitals of obvious Nasrid in fluence (Pavón

This can be seen in Roman buildings discovered in frigidariurn, la piéce froide, qui était un élément Maldonado, 1977, 166) that may have been recy-

Syria, whose original use and purpose was deter- prépondérant des bains antiques d'Occident (Pauty, cled from another building, although their origin is

mined from written record and the drawings depict- 1944, 203). unknown. Horseshoe arches curve up from the

ed on vases and decorative frescos. Hot and cold tops of these columns along a path of scotia mould-

baths are a tradition dating back co ancient tintes. Terrasse pointed out the increasing luxury of ing pieces (the middle segment hanging lower than

Paucy wrote that the heroes of Homeric tales relaxed Andalusí bath houses in the l4th century, and their the rest), which bear che weight of the groin dones

by taking hot baths "aves une sirrrplicité primitive", in transformation in "une véritable petite maison á abone the sections into which the columns divide

wooden or marble tubs and anointing themselves patio centrale et 5 étage," although he comments that the chamber. These domes are made of brick, with

with oil. He also noted that the Odyssey even men- this carne from the east via the Maghreb (Terrasse, a central skylight in each done that illuminates and

tions tubs or basins of silver tliat Menelaus brought 1950, 320). ventilates the space. These skylights are shaped idee

to Greece from Egypt. Let us now return to our baths at the palace of eight-point stars. According to Torres Balbás

These eastern baths inspired the bath houses of Tordesillas, built between 1350 and 1354. (Torres Balbás, 1959, 417), "the three arcas in the

the Maghreb and al-Andalus, when Islam spread into Like the bath in the Coma res Palace,"located fac- back had an under-floor heating system, an exten-

these regions and introduced its culture, customs and ing the rising sun, just as the rest of the Alhambra's sion of the system in the next room, which is now

religious rites.The pre-existing Roman thermae and baths" (Bermúdez Pareja, 1975, 103) the"Muslims of visible due to the damaged floor pavement," which

public bath houses present in the western world Granada built the royal baths of the palace of would make this arca the complex's warm bath

prior to the arrival of the Islamic religious phenom- Tordesillas" (Arié, 1984, 304) on the eastern projec-- room (tepidarium) in our opinion. Therefore,

enon also may have had some influence. tion of the prirnitive palace.This proves that they are Torres Balbás believed (as we do) that the adjoining

The Cairo baths 6-om before the Mamluk e of Nasrid origin, not Mudejar, as some authprs who chamber would have been the hot room, which is

a centralised floor plan — in other words, th ere have written on the bath house or the palatial com- covered by a cylindrical dome like che one in the

designed around a central space that house the hot plex have repeatedly insisted.The bath house is built vestibule, with an axis that is perpendicular co the

water heater.This allowed for the creation Pofvarious of compacted earth an brick, brick, and, as everyone building's' axis, with square-section skylights or

roonis layered around each other and separated by/ knows, is currently comprised of a vestibule with an ventilation shafts shaped like stars. On either end of

blind walls, which allowed individuals of both sexes opening that faces west, which in other times pro- he dome, there are tiny chambers covered with

co use the baths simultaneously. In the western baths vided access to the palace itsel f. Upon entering this cylindrical dones, perpendicular co the preceding

of Morueco and al-Andalus,people of dilferent sexes vestibule, we see entrances co two rooms located on room and connected to it by openings made of

usually used the bath houses en different days. The the le£t of the room. These may have been dressing arches divided by a central column (now missing,

layout has a very characteristic design, found in baths rooms (Torres Balbás, 1959, 417 , given their lirnited along with their bases). The eastern walls of these

in the Maghreb and al-Andalus; but the C r b e — 1.10 by 1.25 metre a r v Ca^,11,ibers 'fonned niches, also covered with cylin-

were obviously built much earlier a e lrndrical dame, eiling a d e r u c orles, which held basins of hot and cold

served as a precedent for the western establi.shments. central square skyligbts. A third chamber of sitanlarly water (Torres Balbás, 1959, 417) or two basins of

The buildings follow a linear design plan, to wlC i¡ JER[A0DE0 CULT At water of different temperatures, like in the

Pauty referred: ed directl i 6-ont vestibulentrance, coyered Cairo b houses (Pauty, 1933, 24).
^} m-^ ^^ i A

Co ^Uá4> a'btrtk- í p rt dor ie and an o'pen skylightfl e albás believed that the wide archway

Le parallélisme des trois piéces senible étre, au regard des in the middle of the dome. between the foremost chamber and the adjoining

plans cruciformes orientaux, spécifique des bains By passing through an opening in the right-hand room held a copper boiler co heat the bath water,

d'Afrique du Nord et d'Espagnne. Le pede bain d'Oujda wall of this vestibule, we reach a 6.5 metre-square based on the existente of vertical pipes installed

que M. G. Mar^ais a cru pouvoir daten d'époque mérinide room. The layout of this room is tradicional in this inside the wall on either side of the opening

(696 H = 1296) appartient a ce type (Pauty.1944, 207). kind of building in a]-Andalus (Alhambra baths) between these two rooms. We believe that these

and the western Maghreb (the Oujda and Al- pipes were used to extract the gases p roduced by the

Their floor plan layouts also have certain specific Eubad hammam, in Tremecen) (MarQais, 1927, fire burning underneath the boiler at a lower level.

details in cormnon, such as the angled entrante that 559), (Chella, the el-Alou hammam in Rabat and Passing through Chis opening, we reach a rectangular

blocked the view of the inside of the baths from the al-Muqfiya in Fez) (Terrasse, 1950, 311).This layout chamber measuring approximately 7.70 metres long

exterior. In al-Andalus, baths that were built prior co was taken from the bath halls of Egypt (Torres by 3 metres wide. The (loor of this room is lower

those of the palace in Tordesillas include the baths in Balbás, 1959, 417). It is divided into five square than in the preceding chambers by nearly 1.35

Ronda (1333) and Gibraltar (both undoubtedly built arcas, a larger central arca and four smaller rooms in metres, and the ceiling is comprised of super-elevat-

by the Marinids) as well as chose of the Alhambra; in the corners, and four rectangular spaces divided by ed cylindrical dones that are slightly higher than the

the Maghreb, earher bath houses were also erected in four columns that delineate the central square, each dones of the preceding rooms. Torres Balbás

Chella, el-Alou, Maroc and some in Rabat. Orr these positioned 2.70 metres apare. These columns are believed that Chis room was for storing wood and

baths, Pauty writes: made of srnooth, grey, Caliphate-style pillars with stoking the boiler fires for heating water. This room
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ported a board for the placement of the roofing spaces in the baths of Tordesillas, and also point out

materials - traditional Arabio roof tiles. (Proyecto the errors of precise measurement in Mamluk cubits:

de restauraciones y ordenación de accesos en el

Monasterio y Baños Árabes de Santa Clara, en Tor-

desillas. D. Francisco Pons Sorolla, Madrid, 1974.

Dirección General de Arquitectura.)

The aforementioned baths - those of the Maghreb

and al-Andalus - were built around the sacie time

(or perhaps a few years before) than the baths that

interest us at present. In some cases, die dimensions

of the halls are alrnost identical (for example, the

bailas of Gibraltar), or very nearly identical (for

example, the baths of Ronda built by Marinids).This

observation has led us to consider the possibili ty of a

DIMENSION EXACT DIMENSIO,V RELATIVE

EQUIVALENT IN CUBITS ERROR

I N CUBITS

1.10 cierres 2 cubit, 1.08 metres 0.0185

1.25" 21/3cubits 1.26" 0.0079

0.90" 1 2/3 cubit 0.90" 0.0000

2.20" 4 cubits 2.26" 0.0185

6.50" 12 rabies 6.58" 0 0030

7.70" 141/3 rabies 7.74" 0.0051

3.00" 5 cubits 2.97" 0.0101

1.35" 2 cubits 1.35" 0.0000

has an opening in its northern wall that leads outside We would like to focus on the heraldic emblem common architect, or at least a shared dimensional

the bath house. of the lion, attributed to the arras of Lady Leonor de pattei-n or mode] for these buildings, used in both

The decoration of the baths that has been pre- Guzmán, and mention the existence of said heraldic cases by the workers who e rected these buildings.

served displays a surprising scarcity of ornamental symbol in friezes of the palace of King Pedro i of The compositional outlines of the loor plans are

methods - unlike the décor in other contempo- Castile and Lady María de Padilla in Astudillo based on simple geometric constructions, such as the

rary bath houses in al-Andalus and the western (Lavado, 1996, 404). It is quite possible that this figure of a square or the use of its sides and diago-

Maghreb (the baths of the Alhambra, in Granada shield may not belong to either the Guzmán or the nals, as we can see in the enclosed figures.

and al-Mukfiya in Fez, for example). In Torres Padilla family, since this lion figure is very common As indisputable proof of the construction pattern

Balbás' own words: in heraldry. (A study was recently published on these it shared with the Granada school, we have deter-

coats of arras in issue 162 of the magazine Reales mined its measurement in Maniluk cubits (54-cen-

The nsost significan decoration is paintings, which are Sitios, which clarified the identi ty of these symbols. timetre black cubit), as the measurement layout

partially destroyed, on the walls and dones of the chree Unfortunately, we are unable to quote from this arti- sketches show This cubit was used as a unit of meas-

rooms.They are che same Hispano-Muslim designs used ele, as we do not Nave it on hand at present.) urement when building the palaces of the Alhambra

primarily to decorate skirting edges frora t ire Almoravid With regard to the naked figures depicted, Henri in the times of Yusuf I and Muhammad v, which

period onward. It was used up until che 15 t" century in Péres wrote that: were built around the same time as the buildings in

both the kingdom of Granada and in many Mudejar Tordesillas. This dimensional unit was exclusively

buildings of Christian Spain. Thc paintings or Ynosatcs dlpicuing naked cromen or used in al-Andalus during the Nasrid period, and

^r  nbrzdng enripies were dese ibed by come authon was imported from Cairo via the Maghreb, where

The dome of the entrance chamber is covered by I "suwar al-ham i n.lnl"' Mrisl i nl hard li ners would alway. N'e can observe its use in equally contemporary

a drawing of an eight-part knot forming star-shaped have considcred d,c„I scandalons, hut thc text, We have buildings in cities such asTremecen or Fez.This unit

polygons. Its rigid geometric lunes are sofí ned by just quoted show that 1O t''^encury Músh,,, Spain liad of riteasurement did not exist in Muslim Spain in

small rhombi f, the centres o which depict ^ampant ny similar marble statues.As in che Roznan b.a h s. such previou periods of Umayyad (emirates and

lion and fillets in the corners. A continuotss net^vork intages decorated rooms tended for bathing, at least i caliphates)', Taifa, Almoravid a sid Almohad rule. The

of rhombi, with light plant motifs, adoras the dones the frigidarium and the arium. (Péres, 1983, 336.) dimensional units of these periods have been record-

of the two small chambers accessible through the ed in various svorks by other authors (Félix

left-hand wall of this room, which were probably In Torres Balbás' time, the, ceiling was made of Hernández, Christian Ewerth, etc.).

used as closets. Under the curve of the dome cover- wood supported by brick.lThis structure was This cubit was not used in Christian Spain (specif-

ing this entryway into the baths, in the triangular installed in the past century (1904 or 1905) a sid was ically, the kingdom of Castile) either, the sole excep-

space between the two cornices, we can make out robably the work of Juan Moya, the architect of  tions being the palace of Astudillo (Lavado, 1980,

die blurred outline of shields that repeat th e b e al Fa rchiv lacio Real, micro- 591), which we have personally examined, and

of the rampant lion crowned (?) with a e 7). t at tina i n tlsat the uild- Tole o th Synagogue of Sernuel-ha-Levi,Taller del

lets. The triangular space aboye the entrance door ing had been used as a residente - we do not know Moro, and the palace of Téllez Girón). All of these

also includes a drawing of two concentric circumG—ONSiE 
J IArtO E o i.1LTU.RAldings were raised during the reign of Pedro I of

entes, sketched with a compass, which r re eated '(Archivo de P ^acio4 r̂ofilm^ y2^39 6, ). The prin ,tive Castiluj,a d all were connected in une way or anoth-

to form a square and united to the largor és I C U^abüens pptirt strüdtü ceiling, was la ifl Tí4iis i narch, just like the palace of Tordesillas.

other smaller tangents, with designs and plant motifs replaced by resistant metal trusses upon which rest- We can assign the following equivalents to die pre-

in between in the forna of a cross. Around the bla- ed the corresponding bands. These, in turn, sup- viously mentioned dimensions of the constr-ucted

zon of the foremost triangular space between the

cornices, the paintings consist of medallions with

Tour scallops, which are also interwoven with small

tangent circles asid a floral motif in the middle.

The skirting of the middle asid largest room was

painted with star-shaped polygons separated by

vertical strips of Almohad-style floral designs.

Finally, thejambs of the archway leading from Chis interme-

diate chaniber of transit ro the hot bath room, display the

remains of the painted decoration that once covered them.

It is a scalloped medallion with a naked female figure in the

middle, drawn rather skilfully, with Ser outstretched arras

separated from ser body. (Torres Balbás, 1959, 420.)
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We believe that the identification of metric

dimensions in Mamluk cubits, when compared with

the use of Mamluk cubits in the Alhambra palaces

during the reigns ofYusuf 1 and Muhammad v, con-

clusively supports, in our case, the hypothesis that the

Tordesillas bath house building (with regard to

Nasrid-related Islamic construction techniques)

originated in Granada. The dimensional pattern has

been and continues to be an unvatying and consis-

tent testimony of the work of the people who used

said pattern in their connnercial or working opera-

tions, as is clearly evidenced in the rest of the world

today.
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out the rest of his days, that he dedicated what is

considerad his greatest work to Spain — El Pais de los

Dones (The Land of the Dons). 2 Profoundly attract-

ed to Granada, he travelled there on numerous occa-

sions, forging ties of friendship that lasted a lifetime.3

The outcome of these extended visits was a book

published in 1906, an exponent of the post-

Romantic generation. In its closing chapter, dedicat-

ed to the Alhambra, two eras are intertwined — one

looking back to the past, and the other toward the

future. Perhaps, as Emilio García Gómez so accurate-

ly pointed out, this was because the new vision that

was awakening was deeply rooted in the vision of

The formal relationship of this building's floor Frannais d'Arclzéolopie Orientale du Caire. Cairo 1933. the Romantics.

plan with the layouts of other contemporary build- • PAUrv, E.Vue d'eusemble sur les hammamns de Rabat-Salé. A few years earlier, in 1904, Leonard Williams had

ings erected for the same purpose in different loca- Recae 9fricai,e, 1944. embarked upon an editorial adventure with the cre-

tions in al-Andalus and the Maghreb is, in a way, par- • -PAVÓN MALUONADÓ, . Estudies sobre la Allá unbra, u. 1977. ation of the Biblioteca Nacional y Extranjera (the

ticularly significant: the baths of the Comares Palace  'RES, H. Esplendor deAl-Andalus. La poesía andaluza en acab

Ipublished

National and Foreign Library). The first volume

in the Alhambra and the baths of Ronda and 1 cléuico en el sls -v. 1983. was Ángel Ganivet's Epistolario, with a

Gibraltar, sites in al-Andalus that were once occu- • RcARDD, e Pise wuipre i :dre l'art is s,d,uan.1924. -, foreword by Navarro Ledesma. 5 I believe the choice

pied by the Marinids; the baths of el-Alou and • TneRASSr- H. Trois balas mérínides dü `Msoc. Mélanges of a' philosopher from Granada to inaugurate their

Chella, both proven to be the work of the Marinids; `williams Marpais. 1950. "-_ publishing activities was not coincidental. I do not

and the Oudja baths in Rabat, dated to the Marinid TolEREs BALBÁS, L. El bañ ode doña Leonor de Guzmán 1 know ifWilliams ever met Ganivet in person, but he

period (c. 1296). The contemporaneity of all of these palacio de Tordesillas. Al-A,dalus. xxiv,1.1959. did admit to having read several of his works. It is

buildings, as well as their relative geographical prox-' • vi Simposio Internacional. de ,Mudejarismo. Teruel 1998. therefore quite possible that he and this author, who

imity, lead us to presume the existente of a type of passed away in 1898, shared a certain way of seeing

general floor plan — or, alternatively, a professional The Alhamb t The Turn Of The things.

relationship between the artists who carried out the Century Ganivet undoubtedly marked the end of the

different construction projects, as a result of the CRISTINA VIÑES MILLET centu . Despite the fact that he did not sing of the

aforementioned temporal and eo ra hit roxin tP g g p p
Having established the similarity of forra h e

Universi of Grana

had 1 _ tbe night a 1 i fo t

U[]
nd his writin s made little mention of

xceptions give us a general idea of bis

by these buildings, our hypothesis is fitrther support- found the entranc . door slighdy ajar. 1 pushed it, went perception of this monumental site. "The universal

ed by the use of measurements derivad from the -ONSEJERIAhDEPCULTUR a," he wrote in Granada la Bella, "is that the

centimetre Mamluk cubit in all of the t̂hs^mre¡n^- +¡c^ro¡ss-^ he v satibul `^ h caremful teps, assing the haa bré is an Eden, a casde (alcázar) in the

^lyfd^!! d,9!s0 ti e rt datt, clouds, where life is a perpetua] party. How cantioned above.There is no doubt that th bith'i!old n^``Coílttbft

es of Ronda and Gibraltar were built by Marinids, as to mufe the sound of my footsteps, 1 felt that 1 was one make them see that this alcázar was once the

well as those of the Maghreb. Tisis has been proven

based on well-documented historical circumstances.

Chronologically, it is logical to attribute the con-

struction of the baths to this African people. At the

very least, it is reasonable to admit that they created

a kind of general floor plan that, with slight varia-

tions, was shared by the buildings mentioned aboye

and later adopted by the Andalusí architects respon-

sible for designing these buildings.
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brcaking a double silente — the silentes of sleep and of

death. 1 instinctively halted, feeling a profound reve-

rence, almost ashanied of what 1 was doing. However,

there were no signs of life or any sounds that could

incriminate my presence there. Then I saw how a final

shining ray of sunlight, unbarred by cto my insignificant

presence, fell upon three mirrors at once: the shining

tiles, the shining pool and, beyond them, the shining

vegetation. 1

The man who penned these words veas Leonard

Williams, writing at the close of the 19` I' century.

This Welsh Hispanist worked as the Spanish corre-

spondent for The Times. He felt so strongly identi-

fied with our country, in which he practically lived

stage of great sorrows and bitterness, the bitterness

of a dying kingdorn? The great is destined to be

misunderstood — some still visit the Alhambra and

believe that they hear the hymns and crooning of

sensuality, yet do not feel the Jeep sadness that

emanates from a deserted palace, abandoned by its

inhabitants, trapped in the invisible threads woven

by the spirit of destruction, that unseen spider

whose legs are dreams."6 He repeated this concept

in verse form:7

How silently you sleep.

Watchtowers of the Alhambra

A sleep of long centurles

Glides across your walls.
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You sleep dreaming of death

And death is far away...

A sleep of long centuries

Glides across your walls,

When it reaches the foundation

Your death will be orar.

Oh, to be like you

And dream for endless centuries

And from the dream fall

lato the shadows of enptiness!

In 1921, a monument cra fted by Juan Cristóbal in

his Madrid studio vas inaugurated and consecrated

to the memory of Ganivet.
s
 Since then, "The shad-

ow of Ganivet continues to exert a powerful in flu-

ence over his city, which set his figure under the

arbours of the Alhambra. in the niidst of that world

Sorne fall with echoes of torrents

and rush down noisily among the poplar groves,

the living gleatn of their current carrying away

corpses of roses in foamy coffins.

Others slide down the walls, slowly,

and drip amidst the Breen ivy, making it feel

as iflittle by little, th rough a narrow wound,

their very lifeblood was trickling away toward death...^

The evocative power of these verses draws us finto

the exceptional environment that surrounds and

envelops the walled venue — the same evocative

power emanating from the Gate of Justice that acts

as its entrante. "This solid, battlement-adorned

tower, tinged wit .orange and red against the back-

drop of a rasó sky,, standing in front of an abysm of

vegetation, the city as a precipite, and in thc distance

ente, in this work of the Caesar Carlos, the dual

levels of his personality are clearly inscribed, and

one could say that, precisely because his roots were

medieval and his dreams were Renaissance, there is

a kind of exaggeration, like a complex of moder-

nity in this palace that strikes one as too pure,

vehemently novel, like the works of recent con-

verts who always err on the side of excess... the

emperor only ordered it to be built and never saw

it again, overwhelmed by a multitude of tasks and

responsibilities; nevertheless, in those depths of the

harmony of man, era atad opus, it is clear that these

stones, wisely and perfectly aligned atop what was

once a labyrinth of Moorish alleys, embody that

dramatic game of dreams and reality that charac-

terised the life of Carlos v better than any other

monument."1 4

of almost inaccessible spirituali ty ... sculpted in great ranges of mountains streaked with a thousand This noble, unfinished building was never used

bronze and stone, as he dreamed, his eyes gaze eter- subtle hues, like Afi ican porphyry" i '- This was how for the purpose for which it had been conceived 

nally upon the water, the obsessive attractiort` tt Teófilo Cautier sasv it, a man who captured and it had been used as a warehouse, a shelter for gyp-

took him to his death. And there he rer ned, expressed the meaning of Granada ad its Alhambra, síes, d a bullfighting veme, anything but a

reminding us of his idea, facing the s ilent v tchtow- carrying on the traditioi begun by Washington palace. t the end of the 19 `h century, when its

ers of the Alhambra as the sleep of centuries glides living. A historian with a vivid curiosity about his symbolic ' value was understood, it was finally

across their bate vertical walls."9 tory and legends, Irving left us the fond testimony of \recovered for use as a place of cultural expressions

Ganivet did not sing the Alhambra's praises, ala his Tales of the Alhaoibra, where reality and fantasy and performances. These expressions mingled the

yet he was responsible for creating a new concept of intermingled atad became one. He had the good for- old with the new, thus turning the Renaissance

the monument. He effectively closed the cycle that trine of lodging in the royal alcázares, in the very palace into an embodiment of the new age)s

García Gómez so eloquently described as "token chambers built by order of Carlos v for his fleeting Mariano Fortuny may Nave liad this change in

philo-Arabism," and opened a new cycle that, liter- et intense period of residente in Granada. m/i^nd when he designed his profiles. 16 As an heir of

arily, would culmínate with Lorca's work. Artist

.

E lly fle s the t e a o7 t e Io tic ideal, he was able to see and express

painters, nrusicians, writers, and poets canee togeth u e crea d 1914 a s 1 t ¡allvaln s mething niore in his drawings and pairitings.

during those turra-of the-century years atad intiued year. In that erioJ of transit and travel, many This was how Ganivet saw him, atad he wrote to

their work with the new spirit of the Alhatnbu.0N.S l,ERIAle- is t^pa l s effect: "Fortuny, the Spanish artist whose tem-

Some of their memories live ora in tl wa^ls and ndlin he ora e com lex' conservado era closer to the Arabian culture and whopnd pis

towers of this site, because from that pom en Q^^ cBr ti 270 as he' "fee (Ií nfluence of our surroundings with

Alhambra became a small cultural nucleus. It turned referred to aboye, these attempts were abortive. greater intensity, did not merely describe external

finto a place of co-existente, of conversation, of fruit- Despite the brevity of its lifespan, the Board did forros — he enhanced atad vivified thena with a psy-

ful meetings where the different generations co- nianage to install a memorial plaque honouring chological background that he infused finto these

mingled and blended, jumping over the barrier of Washington Irving in the rooms he once occupied. fortns with personal artistry."17

time to give life to an inimitable and unique period Years later, when commemorating the one hun- José Zorrilla, the personification of the purest

of intensity and great scope of influence. dredth anniversary of his death, the municipal gov- Romanticism, sang to Granada in verses such as

The bridge that spanned the distance between old ernment decided to post a simple legend ora the pll- these:18

atad new generations was Villaespesa, whose mod- lar tacar the Gate ofJustice, in recognition of the roan

ernism was rooted in the past, touched with a deep

melancholy atad a lyricism reminiscent of the Arabic

poets of al-Andalus. 1

The fountains of Granada.

Have you felt

in the starry, peifumed night,

anything more painful than their sad moaning?

who symbolically introduced the Alhambra to the

rest of the world.

lo pass through those gates was to enter a dif-

ferent world iti which each era liad left its mark —

a world where, if we listen carefully, we can hear

the echoes of those who once lived in this small

city. There is no mark niore impressive than that

left in the palace of Carlos v. "Here, in this pres-

Hail, city of the sun, beaucifld Granada,

Boabdil's leve, flourishing garden

standing out amidst sterile snows,

goblet o£ spikenards, nest of doves,

pure diamond that sparkles unlit,

Eden hidden between rocky peaks,

illusion of hope, dream of gold,

still laudcd by Moorish hearts.
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In 1889, Zorrilla was crowned as a national poet Spain. He also stayed at the Alhambra and estab- The period of residence in Paris, when they lived

in a ceremony that, for one day, transformed the lished a close friendship with Rafael Contreras, the together along with another young composer and

courtyard of Carlos v's palace, decorated for the conservation architect at the time, who lived in a musician, Angel Barrios (to whom we will return

occasion "with the wall of the cloister corners house beside the Wine Gate. His avid participation later), may have been when they enjoyed their clos-

draped in flowers, the columns and rings adorned in the discussions that were held there at the tinte est co-existente. Albéniz encouraged Manuel de

with roses and carnations, magnificent tapestries of afforded him the chance to meet many interesting Falla to return to Granada — his short stay in that city

crinison velvet with the blazons of each Spanish people, including Luis Seco de Lucena, a conduc- had inspired La vida breve, a piece he debuted in Paris

province embroidered in their centres hanging from tor, and Francisco de Paula Valladar, a musical crit- in 1913 with great success.When in Granada, he had

the high parapets of the gallery... The dais opened ic from the publication El Defensor de Granada.The stayed at the Alhambra boarding house on Calle

up into a semi-circle in the back and displayed its composer, then a young man, was described as Real, nearby the Polinario Tavern. I will also come

high-backed seats of honour, its plumes of open wandering around the courtyards and palatial halls, back to this later. For now, I would merely like to

pahn fronds spread in great fans, its baldachin with "dclighting in the contemplation of its serene and note that Falla decided to move back to Granada

hanging golden corners where the embroidery ephemeral beauty, soaking up aesthetic sensations with his sister, Maria del Caneen, in the summer of

adopted fanciful arabesque forros. 19 and carried away by the ernotions sweeping over 1919 after the end of the European War. From this

Zorrilla's coronation was an important national his soul ." 23 moment on, he threw himself into the cultural life of

event, but when ah is said and done, it was no more It was also said that he felt enormously attracted the city, leading or supporting initiatives that set the

than a transitory event entrenched in the past. In an to the beauty of Lina Contreras, the conservator's tono of an era.26

effort to attain permanente and focus on the future, daughter; this love, although unrequited, did serve to Not oniy did he immerse himself in the unique

Chis same palace had become the stage of the first quicken his creativo inspiration. Whether or not this atmosphere of the Alhambra — he also helped to

concert to ever be offered there two years earlier, story is true, the truth is that he always maintained unveil and spread its image. This was the case of

presaging the music festival that would be born his tics to Granada, and the feelings awakened in ¿ im Deb , who, in Joaquín Turina's words, "had never

much later. This initiative is also linked to the pro- by the city and the Alhambra found their way into been in dalusia. Granada and the Alhambra were

motion of the Corpus Christi festivals at the time, such compositions as Seretiata morisca, Zambra gravad- known to him only in pictures. His prelude La

which from that moment on included musical con/ ina, Granada (first Spanish Suite), or Torres Bermejas. Puerta del Vino (the Wine Gate) was inspired by a

certs and gatherings in its programme. 20 In 1923, in the architect's old residence, the young postcard sent by Manuel de Falla.'-? That long-dl-

lo that year 1887, the Symphonic Orchestra of people of El Rinconcillo put up a tile designed by tance power of inspiration was corroborated by Falla

Madrid gave a performance under the baton of Hermengildo Lanz, which mead: "To Isaac Albéniz, himself when he asserted that the "evocative quality

Maestro Bretón, who was already well-know as a who lived in the Alhambra. Spring of 1882." 24 The proffered to us by Les pa fiams de la nuit and La Puerta

composer of many works, including such famed and

o ular zarzuelas as La verbena de la Palo a op P

coro oser had passed away in 1909, leaving an unfin-

Ge ore which rana

R^n

o e tr

del Vino closely linked to the Soirée dans Grenada by

co rh hnúc element, the`habanera' which,yt

Dolores. Granada and the Alhambra ni s a lejos (Tiles). e t n spects, is really nothing more than an

impression on Tomás Bretón that, from 1887 until One year earlier, no 1908, the Alhambra tram had Andalusian tango), which Debussy wished to use to

his death in 1923, he returned almost every yea sONi5naugurated, a ArDiEtlC ccUR jA ress the nostalgic tones of the Andalusian after-

conduct a performance in the palace s Ca los¡v^. tie, ^othe ptra i ru from za Nueva t Lpas noons z d evenings. 1 mention afternoons because,

Viso, as [ie c t^ ^tA@ a^d o `toMoreover, his fascination also infiltrare i Ttiu ie ^ills im i te La Puerta del Vino, the composer was try-

One of his loveliest pieces was entitled En la the place where the Alhambra Palace Hotel had ing to evoke the calan and luminous siesta hour in

Alhambra, a symphonic serenade filled with tender-

ness, lyricism, delicacy and fantasy.21

It was not the first time that the Alhambra had

inspired musical scores, and it would not be the last.

The names of Anton Rubinstein (predecessor of

Arthur Rubinstein), Tamberlick or Pablo Sarasate

prove this point. At the century's close, Francisco

Tárrega arrived in the city and stayed in one of the

Alhambra's boarding houses for several weeks. This

time probably inspired Recuerdos de la Alliaobra, a

piece that travelled around the world thanks to the

guitar skills of Andrés Segovia (another individual

intimately tied to Granada).

Before Sarasate, there was Albéniz, who became

one of the greatest figures of musical revival in

begun to rise by orden of the Duke of San Pedro de

Galatino. This period was the beginning of a new-

born tourism industry, embraced as a new source of

wealth and prosperity. However, this is a different

(albeit parallel) story from that which concerns us at

present.25

 tram was used by Manuel de Falla as a rneans

of transport between Granada and the Alhambra.

Falla was a significant personage of the time, closely

tied to the figure of Albéniz, with whom he main-

tained a close friendship. In fact, one of the last scores

penned by the Catalonian musician, inspired by

Granada, was dedicated to the master from Cadiz.

This piece was entitled La Vega, and its cover depict-

ed plaster designs and tiles from the Alhambra.

Granada."25 Falla always wished that Debussy, who

had provided the Alhambra with a musical score

without ever seeing it, should be remembered in this

place. In 1984, his wish was firlfilled when the Board

ofTrustees put up a tile plaque in the house adjoin-

ing the Wine Gate.

Gerardo Diego was able to capture the power of

suggestion that envelops diese places and express it

in a beautiful composition he called Falla en la

Allian,bra, Recuerdos de 1925.'-9

"Not the Alhambra, let no one show it to him.

1 want to cake hico myself."The afternoon was

fiagile and grey like a girl in spring,

north of south (ah, my verdant distante).
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Wine Gate, Debussy. Let the habanera These phrases are excerpts from a letter sent to La espléndida y áspera España, in which the pages

spread la fingernail arpeggios. his brother Antonio, dated September 1902. dedicated to Granada (and particularly to the

Don Manuel pauses, speaks, ponders, Silence and water. The young Azorín recalled his Albaicín and the Alhambra) are quite niagnificent.

looks at me and hushes: that 1 might hear and dreanr, days as a student in Granada in a similar fashion. This text is only one of many. Small wonder that

Tile ofAlbéniz, guest, monk. 	"In silence, from the Royal Gate, we contemplat- this landscape has served as a constant reference for

And n„ay final raro fall pia„issin,o, May it ed the white snow there on the nrountaintop. In so many. My choice of excerpt was determined by

sponge the new leafand ihe flower ofseeds. silence, we visited the Generalife and heard the the beauty of the description, but particularly by

The nsyrtle operas: an ardenc gnome. whispering water among the myrtles. In silence, the spirit of the words. It was also influenced by

He and Falla chac, ever so piously we took in the vast, magnificent panorama of the the fact that Mauclair was guided on his visit in the

-submerged cathedral- of Granados. Plain froto the Watch Tower. In silence, looking out 1920s by Manuel de Falla and Leopoldo Torres

from a gallery of the Lindaraja chamber, we saw in Balbás, both exponents of this new conception of

Just before Diego's stay in Granada, Juan Ramón the depths below the dense foliage bordering the the monument.35

Jiménez and his wife Zenobia had also spent time Darro River." 33 Manuel Machado was a frequent As we have seen, Falla was a primary figure on the

there. He wrote of the irnpression that this trip had visitor at the Alhambra and the informal discussion cultura] scene of Granada in those years, which also

on him in a letter to Isabel García Lorca. "Granada groups at the Polisario Tavern,_ iven his Glose included the Alhambra and had an extraordinary

has seized my heart," he wrote. "1 am as a wounded friendship with Ángel Barrios. stage setting in the Square of the Cisterns. In 1922,

man,a convalescent patient... 1 must stuffmyselfwith Thc Alhambra, a place of mecting arad a cultor- the Cante Jondo (a fl amenco singing style) Contest

Granada until I am satiated."30 Olvidos de Granada al point of reference. The Square of the Cisterns, ^nvas heid, a contest pro oted by Falla and other emi-

was the book that scrved as an outlet for sorne of ora more than one occasion, the setting for such Wnent figures with the unconditional support of the

these impressions, sensations and feelings, as well as meetings. For centuries, this aren liad been at the younger set.36 One ofthern,Antonio Gallego Burín,

bis reaction to the Alhambra. 31 	heart of this suiall city. The great crsterns, built at preserved a glimpse of that moment in these words.

Tendilla's command short y after the conquest, liad "The Square of the Cisterns in the Alhambra, where

The waters speak and weep helped to create a settin ' of ami.able co-existence the Contest will be held, is already being decorated.

under the white oleanders, / that varied according to the time of day. The kiosk The Andalusian cloths, their lunúnous and colourful

under Che pink oleanders,
111 

did not exist then, but there was a large awning s awls, their reds and bright coppers all shine in this

che waters weep and ring, over the well that sheltered it from the burning sun original arad fantastic decorative scherne designed

for dic ílowering myrele sud the raro. This canopy sud the people congre- and supervised by Ignacio Zuloaga, with the assis-

above che opaque waters. gated around it were painted by Natalio Ganivet, tance of rnernbers of the Artistic Centre. An atmos-

our philosopher's brother.

tnr

e of li lit envelops the space where the celebra-

He was not the first to understand it in si f Followin a rn of t e h r o held and from that light arise the sg-' Y ec-a P

ion. Villaespesa had already done so, as w t e jisterns 1Jbbecor y11e r t n s , black and bloody, of the Arabic towers
i a

seen, as had Manuel Machado. The latter wrote, "I a gatherin lace. But before we o roto this, I and the dark patches of tall trees.The Alhambra will

have begun to hear the magical word... WateCO E R1 d1j >DE fi TtU RAfor a moment, a great firehall of light and colours,

the soul of ahl things Arabic, the magi s nt ¡of t vast ara ama ^v le from this cite. " pas arad st u ing before it, our women attired in the

these palaces and plains. In the sovere r7tttPr >'ilied"s e eSs' ^'^Uití tsso `at" h"deis ofthe 30s, will infuso this setting with the

made of memories, that reigns here, the water says Albaicín, rising before me from the Darro River wild tones of their eyes, against the background of

it all. It laughs, sings, weeps, shouts, gurglcs, mur- gorge to the sunimit of the hill on which stands the fantasy of orar Albaicín, whose white towers will

murs; it rises up or hides away; it runs swiftly or thc ancicnt Arabic wall, with the profile of St shine arnidst thc red dots of its thousand tiny lights,

disappears to emerge in threads, droplets, wide Michael standing aboye. That whiteness — or and will gather the echoes of the songs finto its great

stagnant mirrors, parabolic jets and undulating rib- rather, that infinite range of every shade of white — sonorous soul."37

bons, in noisy cataracts, i.n silent lakes, boisterous or became more extraordinary as the cloak of dusk The resurrection of the Sacramental Plays, a fün-

melancholic, hurried or calar, laughing or moan- fell over it... The whiteness of the Albaicín can damental part of the Granada Corpus Christi cele-

ing. And because it is at the heart of these palaces, withstand every assault of light and shadow... lts brations in times past and held ira that very sarne

there are borra the gardens that are its temples of whiteness is translucent and moon-like. Its persist- square, has become inextricably linked with the

hieratic myrtles; and because it is also at the heart ente is paradoxical, supernatural... 1 find myself narre of Gallego Burín. In this case, the words of

of the rocks of the bilis, there it drapes them with divested of ideas, oppressed by the joy of such Antonio Gallego Morell describe this cerernony for

ivy, it crests them with cypresses, it garlands them beauty... " 34 us. "For the Granada performance of 1927, a stage

with pomegranates and blackberry buches... If These are the words that express the efferves- was erected in the Square of the Cisterns whose

some strange twist of nature should ever deprive cent admiration of Camtlle Mauclair, a French entrante was inspired by the decorative style of the

Granada of water, the Alhambra would turra to critic, art historian, novelist sud poet who doce- day... fully aware of the historical importante of this

dust, it would wither and die." 32 	mented his travels in our country in a book called event, which represented the first enactment of a
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Sacramental Play in Spain since the Royal Edict where there are clusters of fowers, altogether creat- ever been able to provide a complete and accurate

banning such plays was issued in 1765. The artistic ing an unforeseen and artistically careless assembly, a definition because of their very desire to define it.

director of the whole theatre festival was Antonio scene of poetic abandon, of fallen nobili ty, of a flow- And Granada defies all definition"43

Gallego Burín; the musical adaptations were p rovid- ery melancholic Barden, in which plants grow, happy The Alhambra was undoubtedly a place of meet-

ed by the maestro Manuel de Falla; the orchestra was in the love of people who caro for them with ten- ing arad a cultural point of reference in those years

conducted by the maestro Ángel Barrios... The derness and do not punish their whims and bush that marked the shift of centuries. Some of its

plays performed in Granada in 1927 were widely fancies"41 importance has been described in these pages, which

talked of across the nation."38 While Rusiñol's memory floats in the air, have also re flected spaces and sites that preserve a

The Square of the Cisterns was both an urban Villaespesa's (whom 1 have already mentioned) was special memory of that time. But aboye ah, 1 believe

site and a cultural nucleus. When the Festival of perpetuated by a plaque set between two roce bush- that the Calle Real truly symholises this very unique

Granada was born in 1952, it was to be expected es in 1977 by his hometown, Laujar, on the centen- setting.It has been written,"the Calle Real is like the

that the platform on which Rosario and Antonio vial of his birth."- His narre has thus been linked to flowing vein ofthe Alhambra's bare and lyrical heart.

exhihited their artistic flair would be built on this that of Francisco de Icaza, a poet, scholar, researcher A street paved with thick stones, with its tiny old

site. The precedent had been established, and in and essayist. Boro in Mexico and appointed secre- houses and its overlapping walls, over which the wis-

1976 a plaque was set there to commemorate the tary of his nation's diploniatic corps in Spain in the teria and jasmine spill, aboye die beds of acanthus

Cante Jondo, the Sacramental Plays arad the Festival, 1880s, he spent niost of his adult lifc hcrc. While on and bindweed. This street led up to the old convent

which celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary that honeymoon in Granada with bis wife Beatriz de of St. Francis, whose tower stood out against the

year. "The three culminating events of Granada's 4n (a nativo of Granada), he fell under the spell of radiant wlúteness of the Sierra Nevada. With its

culture in the 20
11

 century." 39 the beauty before his oyes, which elicited the spon- boarding houses arad its villas, behind whose Bates

1 have already alluded to the evocative po taneous verses cotuposed before a blind beggar. the riot of gardens a sid fountains flooded the street

certain locations in the Alhambra. Perhaps n is as In 1957, these verses were immórtalised on the with aromas and distance tnusic.The Calle Real was

powertül as the Garden of the Rarnparts, nted by walls of the Garden of the Rarnparts.At the ceremo- where ir ported Romanticism took root and flour-

order of Mondéjar inside the fortress itself and so

well integrated in its architecture that it seerns to

ny, the speaker said, "We are gathered here today, a ished. It 'was to these boarding houses — the

this luminous hour in Granada, to set upon these Alhambra, the Arnerica arad the Carmona or Villa

Nave existed always. It is one more example of how ancient walls that protect the palaces of the Carmona — where the artists who dreamed of living

the Alhambra has adapted to the different eras and Alhambra the four verses of a poet, whose words the spirit of the Alhambra carne to stay."4 4

changos introduced according to the needs or whims constitute the purest arad most brilliant elegy of this In fact, Rusiñol, Tárrega, Albéniz and others did

of its inhabitants. It is an evocative space because of city. stay in sume of these boarding houses. Falla also

the memories it stores.There, the shadow of Rusiñol I do not know if the blind man who Francisco A. lodged there until he decided to take up permanent

seems to come alive, like a link (perhaps I a carne a s upon trivio: i Al-(
h spired i e ver s wls1tic 

residente in the villa ofAntequeruela, which now

obvious one) between that turra ofthe u n 11 uses a nanseum.

the era that cocnmenced immediately afterward. A described b Án el Ganivet as beg in £or alms ora The centre of activity ora the Calle Real was the

friend of Ganivet, who spent a short time in the co^sE i^y> A b 1Eh LTA-1 . inario Tavern. There was always a place for those

Ferrat of Sitges, his ties to our ci ty wer^ er s¡ev^- E if wa not, a lind still serves t ffper who v diere, as well as those simply passingmma¡n^

cred. Originally a writer, his trip to A1id 11n ifQ t a e r'trül r Ufltf ^l^t Ypa

n

bí' ' hrougl n`the tavern's iniprovised discussion groups,

especially to Granada in 1895 led hico to discover his emotion into Icaza's sutil and caused him to exclaim: where many of the initiatives that characterised that

vocation as a painter of the gardens of Spain. This period were borra (sonre of which 1 nave men-

magnificent painter's canvases captured the splen- Cave hijo alms, wonian tioned).The central figure in this tavern was Antonio

dour of the Generalife, the melancholy of the patio for there in nothing in this life Barrios, "el Polinario", the father of Ángel Barrios -

of Lindaraja and the brilliant colours of the rampart like the grief of being the musician and composer who, as we have seen,

gardens, also irnmortalised by Fortuny in bis Jardín de blind in Granada. was a coinpanion of Falla and Albéniz in pre-World

los poetas. 40 War 1 Paris and a friend of the Machado brothers

This description in his Impresiones de arte could be Icaza gave full expression to the emotion elicited (closer to Manuel than to Antonio), with whom he

applied to them: "Under the dense arad crowded in Ganivet by that peor beggar of withered pupils worked on several projects. Ángel Barrios was called

foliage of those canopies at the cross roads, a tiny and silent tongue, who spoke with his hand and saw, to spread the Granada-inspired music of the great

stream of water rises from the ground, falling on the with his outstretched fingers, a shadow of real or masters, as well as his own compositions inspired by

marble basin and painting it with every shade of imaginary presentes. But at the same time, with that the city of Granada and its Alhambra.

green; along the pathways, more anches ofembracing charitable and poetic exclamation, Icaza sang the Anyone who crossed the threshold of that house

cypresses, creating garlands in perspective, crossing mnost perfect arad beautiñil words of praise for this on any given day could expect to find a scene such

oven like delicate naves, and on either side, green cit'1 a city that has been for centuries arad is still a as that described by the music critic John Trend,

shoots in an orderly line aboye the boxwood; every- subject for writers arad poeta, nono of whom have which continues to be interesting and significant
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despite the frequency with which it is quoted. GANIVET, A. "Las ruinas de Granada" Libro de Granada. I mp.

"One afternoon, Mr. Falla took me to a house Lit. Vda. é Hijos de PV. Sabatel, Granada 1899 (There is a

beside the Alhambra. In the courtyard, the fountain facsimile edition with an epilogue by A. Gallego Morell.

had been muffled by a towel but liad not been Granada: Corvares, 1987).

silenced completely - one could still hear the faint Although he never paid nruch attention to the Alhambra

murmur of water running into the pool. Mr. Ángel in his work, it was never lar froni his thoughts. "My

Barrios - son of the "Polinario" - was seated, col- house," he wrote froni Helsingfors, "was close to the sea,

larless and completely comfortable, with a guitar in a place that to me secos similar to the Alhambra, to the

on his knees. He had tuned it so that, in some odd 1 Hill ofl the Mar tyrs. A forest whose trees liad died and

way, it harmonised with the running water, and he been buried in the snow, beside an inmiense, frozen and

was improvising with surprising originality and show-covered sea... the forest seas the Alharnbra, the sea

variety. Later his father joined us and Mr. Falla was the Granada Plain, and the balcony of my house was

asked him if he could remember some oíd songs. the halcony of Paradise." GANIVET, A. Appendix to

The oíd master sat down there with half-closed Granada la Bella cit. p.1 50. This article, written in 1897,

eyes, with the guitar providing constant accompa- was not puhlished unté later.

niment. Once in a while he raised his voice and '> GAr teso BukiN, A. Foresvord to Granada la Bella, sic. p. 39.

sang one of those strange and fluctuating melodies rt )11 chis, see FFILNÁNUEZ As MAGRo, M. "El pobre Villaes-

of flamenco song... Mr. Falla wrote down the ores " En torno al 98. Política y hterarura. Jord:Sn, Madrid 194

he liked or the songs that he was able to tra VILLAESPESA, l- alr ,5r,r di: las yerlx . Renacim;enco Madrid

scribe..." 4' 1912.

The Polinario, a symbol of the Alhambra at the r2 GAUrrex, rrvuaje a España. Edited and tnnslated by sus

turn of che century, holds in its museum che memo- "antera. Crítica, Madrid 1998, p. 252.

1ry of that time and of those who made it possible. In the last third of che. 9`
5
	century, rhe Provinct,

Conrmittee of Monuments (under state supervision) was

Endnotes: charged with supervising and safeguarding the Alhambra.

W:LHAms, L. Granada. Recuerdos, aventuras, estudios e inspre- lo 1905, a specific committec was created which, in clic-

orromántico" Pensar laAlharnbra. Anthropos,

11, pp. 292-305.

.Eii, J. M. 'Ibuiás Bretér y los conciertos de la

n,uísica en el Corpus granadino (1887-1914).

nada 1999.

Madrazo (the painter's daughter), whom he liad married

shortly before this trip. The following year, their son

Mariano (who became a fanaous set designer) was boro in

Granada.Their stay is commemorated by a large plaque on

che wall of che Ruina Hotel, on che path to che Generalife:

"Fortuny lived in this hotel from 10 June 1870 to 30

October 1871" ln LYONNET, H. La España desconocida.

Edited and trauslated by Félix Piíiiero. Madrid: Cátedra,

2002. (The first edition, in French, is froni 1896.)

GANrvET,A."Nuestro arte" Granada la Bella. cit. p. 100.
s FERNÁNDEZ ALMAGRO, M. "Alrededor del poema

Granada" Boletín del Centro Artístico. Special Issue in

Tribute to Zorrilla, 1917, pp. 30-3.

" SECO DE LUCENA, L. Mis memorias de Granada (18.57-

1933). Luis E Piñar, Granada 1941, p. 165-66. For an

interpretation, see GONZÁLEZ ACCANTUD, J.A. "La coro-

nación de Zorrilla en la Alhambra corlo hipérbole social

Florales (Flower Ganres) held in 1897 in

nised by Víctor Balaquer, Bretón courposed

the music for the hynun presented on that occasion. For

general context, see V i ves MILLET, C."Francisco de Paula

sienes Granada. Memories, Adventures, Studies and Irupressions]. ory, did not Cake awiy powcr froni thc Provincial Valladar en su tiempo'' Los sueños de un ronscíntico. Francisco

Diputación Provincial, Granada 1991, pp. 177-8. Committec; in practise, howcver, it created problenis de P. Valladar Serrano 1852-1924. Junta de Andalucía-Caja
Z In fact, he eventua lly besan a nicmber of the Academies of between both or anisations. In 1913, a Board of Friends Granada Granada 2004, pp. 15-30.

Language, History asid Fine Arts of San Fernan . s r of t Alham_ra created o: a r s q 5- Th zinc La AUranibra constitutes an interesting

biography precedes the work rnent oned io n ti a e asid or rved tc fu h a t rs. so e o information on everything related to music,

was written by Fernando García Izquierdo, who also trans- This led to a decisiog to consolídate all supervisory pow- composers and performers. On chis topic, see MARTíN

lated the text froni English to Spanish. CONSi,EJ3E TAeDE1 CUI. bU RAIoRFNo, A. "Francisco de Paula Valladar y la música en

One of these friendships was bis relationship h Fr ncisco a art pr aril due t t ion ande flicts with M sto Gra ' Los sueños de un rornántico, cit. pp. 69-92.

de Paula Valladar, who dedicated an arbcle to 1ñ^Ca `C nel Ce^ sESvit^ a}c^5 k i T > ner5 cí b CENA PAREDES, L."Albéniz en la Alhambra"

Alhambra. "Crónica granadina. Leonardo Williams y sus then passed finto the hands of the General Directorate of Cuadernos de laAlhanvhra, vol. 8, 1972, pp. 31-34.

obras" LaAlhanibra, vol.Vl, 1903. Fine Arts. In 1944, a new Board was introduced under the 2 4 GALLEGO MORrt, A. "Lápidas e inscripciones de una

"The degree co which our vision of the Alhambra and of auspices of that lame government agency — che predeces- Alhambra viva" Revista del Centro de Estudios Históricos de

Andalusia in general difFers from that ofthe R.omantics is a

topic upen to discussion, but what 1 do not believe is debat-

able is the assertion that our views, however different it may

be, has its origins in che Rouiantic perspectiva." GARCÍA
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